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Modern design plus unrivalled
quality and unequalled performance
The new Dubilier Type 9200 Paper Condenser is a most revolutionary change in Condenser design. It embodies all the features essential to the Constructor and follows the
modern ' all -metal' trend of design. Here are its outstanding features which offer
conclusive proof of its supremacy.
1. True non -inductive type of construction. 2. Available in various grades for working
voltages from 300-900 D.C. peak. 3. Adequate factor of safety for each. 4. New method
of fixing to chassis. 5. Aluminium containers with moulded bakelite top of distinctive
appearance to match other components. 6. Takes up minimum amount of space on chassis.

Look for the familiar

blue and red carton
in your dealer s shop I

PAPER CONDENSERS
Type 9200-Test volts 650 D.C. Wkg. volts 250
1

mfd. 2/6

2 mfd. 3 6

D.C.

4 mfd. 7/ -

DIMMER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DIXON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON,
LONDON. W.3
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AGNIFICENT

PRESENTATION

BOO

Mr. John Scott -Taggart says :
It is not for me to comment on my own work. But,
speaking with years of experience of technical book

production, I say this : I am amazed that the
publishers have been able to offer, at negligible cost

to the reader, such a large and beautifully -bound
and printed volume. Authors are notoriously
critical of these matters. But 1 am delighted with
the way they have handled what is my biggest and
best book. It is certainly an astonishing bargain.
I can assure all my friends-old and newly found

-that in the "Manual of Modern Radio" they
will possess a comprehensive volume as handsome
as I believe it will be useful.
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round," here again is the book for

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART'S

Scores of circuit diagrams are
duplicated in pictorial form to help
the beginner, and it has been
assumed that the reader knows
you.

MASTERPIECE
A new book on radio has

been written. It is called " The

trician and The Electrical
Review.
This double dis-

Manual of Modern Radio."- We
have secured the exclusive
British rights of what will .un-..
doubtedly become an international classic.

lished fourteen years, ago.
His predeces3erc as regards

tinction was a great tribute
to a reputation alrzady estabz

The Electrician was Dr. W.

H. Eccles, D.Sc., F.R.S. (who
has been President of the
Institution of Electrical
Engineers, of the Physical

Let us tell you about this

book and 'our V truly amazing
offer regarding it. It is almost
enough to say that it is written
by

JOHN

are

unrivalled.

was on Dr.

His

which covers the whole field
of .modern radio technique.
But, in addition to the great
authority which is lent to this
readers benefit by Mr. Scott-

Eccles' advice

of facts

Look at the chapter
headings on page 224; they are the
simple labels to sections packed
to the brim with easy -to -understand
facts, advice, criticisms.

What a book of reference this

Some of the
contents have never yet been pubManual will become !

Have it at your hand and
you will never be at a loss. An
lished.

international authority on radio will
be at your service. The volume is as
handsome as it is useful.

the wireless public !
His dozen books, the first of which

What have you to do to qualify

for this presentation offer ? Details
appear overleaf, but briefly you cut
out the coupons from this and
the next seven issues of Popular

appeared twelve years ago, have
appealed either to the amateur, the
technical student, or the radio
engineer ; immediate success has

before he was officially old
enough to be in the Army at

Wifeless and then send 2s. 5d. (to
cover postage, package, insurance,
etc.). There is no other way at all

attended the publication of each.
Several have been translated into

all-he was Chief SergeantInstructor in Signalling to a

foreign languages.
."

Highland Brigade. During a
spell from the trenches in 1917,

in which you can obtain this Manual.

It is seven years since Mr. John
Scott -Taggart has found time to

A

work-a landmark in the literature
of wireless technique. Within its
pages he has brought the whole art
of radio reception a.nd the use of

.

valves.

The Manual

-

".red hot " as
regards recent developments. If you
are interested in such things as H.F.
Pentodes,Iron-Core Coils, the Double is

Diode Pentode, Cathode - Injector
systems, Metal Detectors, Class B
Amplification, the Capehart Circuit,
Metal Valves, Ouiet Automatic
Volume _ Control,

the Pentagrid-

here in this book will you find all
you want to know.
But if, on the other hand, you are
a novice who would like to know a
little about " how the wheels go

massive

volume

(completely

devoid, of course, of any advertising
matter), which would ordinarily be
sold at a guinea, can become yours

write a wireless book. His " Manual
of Modern Radio " is a monumental

and now as an officer in the

and advice from which

to draw upon.

of his books have been bought by

Taggart's genius for writing so
that "he who runs may read."
Since he was only eighteen.
John Scott -Taggart has -been
an instructor. At that age-

this country. viz. The Elec-

will occupy an honoured place on
your bookshelf. Beautifully bound
in green cloth and printed in clear
type, it will form a treasure -house

whelming fact :
Three-quarters of a million copies

new book of reference, the

effected by the. valve. A brilliant writer himself, 'he wasas far back as 1919-appointed Radio Book Critic to both the
leading electrical, journals in

set, a reading of this investment will
yield a generous dividend.
The " Manual of Modern Radio "

Mr. Scott -Taggart the post
men tione 1
" The Manual of Modern Radio,"
therefore, is by one who, above all
others, knows how to write a book
on wireless. His ability to impart
knowledge to the veriest beginner
in a clear, simple, accurate manner
is proved by one simple but over-

this issue.
It guarantees the strict
technical accuracy of a volume

revelations to the public of
the revolution in technique

And how he will benefit by it !
In hard cash, and results from his

that The Electrician offered

present position in the world
of radio is assessed elsewhere

Royal Engineers, he became
Instructor in Wireless to the_
First Army ; he was nineteen
years of age !
In that year- began his
famous. articles on valves,
which were virtually the first

it-an education without tears !

Society, and of the Institute
of Physics, and Adviser to
the British Government). It

SCOTT - TAGGART,

F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
His
qualifications for writing this
book

nothing whatever about electricity or
science. All one needs is the ability
to read.
From the most elementary beginning the -proud owner of this
handsome volume will find himself
being lured on from chapter to
chapter by the fascination of its style.,
He will be learning without knowing:

.

for a purely nominal expenditure,

but only if you act at once.
If you fail to seize this opportunity

now it will be gone for ever. An
offer of this kind is unique ; it
cannot be repeated and it cannot be
copied. Every word of the Manual
is newly Written by John Scott -

Taggart, and every diagram has been
specially prepared solely for this
great co npendium of the radio
knowledge of to -day.

Our offEr of John Seott-Taggart's
" Manual of Modern Radio " is the

bargain of a radio lifetime. We,
urge you to seize the opportunity
now. Before Christmas the book
will be yours.

S

SEND IN YOUR

APPLICATION

NOW

egs

NTATION

OOK:

Fill in the Forms
Overlea f

Shade of Green Cloth

with Silken Finish
and containing

Over

500 DIAGRAMS
AND CIRCUITS

40 PAGES OF

ART PLATES
Thousands of Facts

and Explanations
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FILL

IN YOUR

RESERVATION
FORMS TO -DAY

What to do
Look carefully at the two forms on this
page.
First of all you must write your

name and address on Form 1, which is
just an ordinary label, on which you must
stick a !rd. stamp. Then fill in Form 2,
which is your reservation form. Then send
these two forms to POPULAR WIRELESS.
When they are received in our office, you
will be sent a Gift Voucher on which to
qualify for your "Manual of Modern Radio."

There are eight spaces on this Gift Voucher

on which you will have to stick eight Gift
Tokens cut from POPULAR WIRELESS
for eight consecutive weeks, commencing
with this issue (dated October 21st). The
first token will be found at the bottom lett
hand corner of the last page of reading
matter; the other seven will appear on the
When this Gitt
last page of the cover.
Voucher is complete

i.e., after eight weeks

you are asked to send a P.O. for 2/5
with 5d. stamp attached). This 2/5 is

to cover the cost of carriage and delivery to
your door, cardboard container for packing,
and insurance. The "Manual of Modern
Radio " can only be supplied to readers
who complete the necessary Gift Voucher.

As this volume is only available to regular
readers, if you have not placed a regular
order

for

POPULAR

must do so at once.
only to readers residing
and Northern Ireland.

readers are not eligible.

WIRELESS you
This offer applies
in

Great Britain

Irish Free State

whole

a

field of modern wireless reception. Every type of valve
and every kind of circuit is dealt
with. The very latest technique
is incorporated. The bare chapter
titles cannot do justice to . the
hundreds of subjects covered by
what is a unique and all -embracing record of modern methods.
No such book has been published
in any country.
Although numerous books have

been published in the past, no

serious attempt has been made in
recent years to put between two
covers the great developments
which have taken place. A mere

glance at some of the chapter
titles will show how the very

latest technique is dealt with ; even

material not yet circulated to the
public is included in the Manual.

As useful to the more technical
man for reference purposes as to
the beginner. No knowledge of
radio, electricity or science has
been assumed. The reader starts
at the very beginning, and by the
time he has reached the last
chapter he will be familiar with
every branch of radio reception.

Some of the Chapter

1933.

Rectification and Detection.
Decoupling, Filters and Smoothing Devices.

Parallel -Fed L.F. Transformers.
The Screen -Grid Valve.

The Variable -Mu Valve.
The Pentode Valve.
Push -Pull Amplification.
Quiescent Push -Pull Amplification.
Class B Amplification.
Neutralised Circuits for High Frequency Amplification.
Multiple Amplification with One
Valve.

Multiple Reaction Circuits.
Mains Units and the Rectification
of A.C.

Metal Rectifiers.
Metal Rectifiers for Detection.
Volume Control Methods.
Tone Control Systems.
Pick - Up Circuits for Radio Gramophones.
Automatic Volume Control.

A.C. Valves and Their Circuits.
Operation of D.C. Mains Valves.
Universal Mains Receivers.

The Superheterodyne.

Commercial Superheterodyne
Receivers.
Ultra -Short Wave Reception.
Iron -Core Tuning Inductances.
The Metal Valve.
Electrolytic Condensers.

A very full index for reference

Headings in this

purposes.

Amazing Work:-

Such an opportunity as this may never

A Simple Explanation of Radic.
The Aerial Circuit.
How a Valve Works.
The Three -Electrode Valve.
High -Frequency Amplification.
Low -Frequency Amplification.
Multi -Stage L.F. Amplification.
Reaction.

come your way again ! If you want to be
really well-informed on all matters con-

cerning modern radio, you MUST have
this Scott -Taggart Manual. To make

sure of a copy

YOU MUST ACT
AT ONCE !
ey

FILL IN THESE FORMS TO -DAY

POST AT ONCE
RESERVATION FORM

!d. Stamp

Applicants must complete label

must be
affixed here

by YOU

on

left and

affix halfpenny stamp in space provided. Fill in
this Reservation Form and send with label to :

POPULAR WIRELESS Presentation Book Dept. (G.P.O.
Box No. 184a), Cobb's Court, Broadway, London, E.C.4.
I hereby apply far GIFT VOUCHER and request you to reserve for me in accordance

with your special oils-, the presentation "Manual of Modern Radio." I have given a
standing order to my newsagent to supply POPULAR WIRELESS regularly each
week.

Name

Reader's Name

(State Mr., Mrs. or Miss)

Full Address

Full Address
Reader's Signature
Newsagent

Address..

PLEASE WRITE IN CAPITAL LETTERS.
YOU MUST FILL IN LABEL ON LEFT and send
with the Reservation Form in unsealed envelope
bearing halfpenny stamp.

For Office Use
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USE IGRANIC COMPONENTS
FOR

THE

S.T.500

AND BE SURE
The famous Igranic D.9 Moving Coil Speaker
available in a "Class B" model, with centre
Effective overall loads of
tapped primary.

8,000 ohms or 10,000 ohms can be achieved
by

utilising

tapped

secondary.

The

overall

resistance of the primary is 310 ohms. This
model is scientifically correct for operation with
the S.T.500 featured in this issue. Price 31/6d.
STANDARD MODEL, with dual Input Transformer
for Power or Pentode Valves. Price 29/6d.

"CLASS B"
PERMANENT MAGNET

Either of the above models can be supplied in
a polished walnut cabinet, 17/6d extra.

MOVING COIL
LOUD SPEAKER

IGRANIC "CLASS B"

TRANSFORMER

The outstanding merits of this transformer are :(1) High primary inductance, due to generous core,
constructed on patented bi-metal principle.
(2) Low resistance windings prevent distortion of heavy
peak currents.

(3) Fidelity of response obtained by accurate matching
of windings.
(4) Maintenance of inductance on peak currents, ensuring
(5)

accurate matching with the preceding valve.
Two tappings provided, giving
1
ratios (1:1 and 1.5:1).
Priceto

1 f6°.

Write for fully illus-

trated Catalogue,
No. R213, of Igranic
Quality Components.

If you cannot obtain
Igranic Components, write
to us direct and include the
name of your local dealer.

IGRANIC)
\\Tiiv
IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,
149, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.
CVS-99
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The

IRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR

November Number Tells You

HOW TO MAKE
A

THE

TELE-VIEWER

CONSTRUCTOR'S

FOR 30?..
Employs easily obtainable parts and
materials that are
simple to work.

+

ALSO

THIS MONTH:

The New Economy
Circuits
+

+

Automatic
Quiescence Control
+

Inexpensive efficiency

is the keynote of this
set, which has an
iron -cored coil.

+

A MAINS
UNIT FOR
CLASS B
SETS

CLASS B
AMPLIFIER

Provides a steady H.T.

supply stabilised by a

present receiver. Rebuilding is entirely

special neon tube.

unnecessary.

A

Plugs

on

OTHER

ARTICLES INCLUDE:

to your

B.B.C. News
+

Constructing Metal

+

The Month on
Short Waves

AND CONTAINS

+

Chassis

TWO

FULL
DETAILED
INSTRUCTIONS

+

+

Special Contributions by

In Lighter

JOHN SCOTT.TAGGART,

Vein

A.M.1.E.E.

+

+

A Practical
Man's Corner
etc., etc.

entitled

"From My Armchair " & " Questions 1 Am Asked"
The November issue is one which everyone interested in
radio should not miss, for as well as the special constructional articles there is much to interest the ordinary
listener, and every set user will find the various hints, tips
and suggestions of help in getting the best from his set.

The WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR
THE CONSTRUCTOR'S OWN PAPER

Our News
Bulletin

etc., etc.

6}
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MR. SCOTT%

TAGGART
CHOOSES

CELESTION
LOUD SPEAKERS
FOR THE

S.T. 500
YOU CANNOT
DO BETTER
Again -Celestion Loudspeakers have been chosen.

Mr. John Scott -Taggart has personally carried out tests
which fully justify his recommendation of the Celestion
Speaker.

The Cobalt steel magnets incorporated in Celestion

Moving -Coil Loudspeakers are accurately proportioned.

Large enough to be AMAZINGLY SENSITIVE

EVEN ON SMALL INPUTS-small enough to
reduce magnetic leakage to a minimum. As a result,
Celestion Loudspeakers are much more efficient than

many with magnets of considerably larger external

dimensions. It is such attention to detail that Celestion

owe their unrivalled popularity and supremacy.

PPM 9 Chassis Model PPM 19 Chassis Model -

THERE IS TEN YEARS' EXPERIENCE

AND RESEARCH BEHIND EACH

£1 . 15. 0

£2 . 7 . 6

cELESTION
r6he Very Soul of atusic

CELESTION LOUDSPEAKER

CELESTION LTD., LONDON ROAD,
KINGSTON -ON -THAMES.

London Showrooms : 106, Victoria St., S.W.1.
4.

THE FOREMOST NAME IN
SOUND REPRODUCTION

Popular Wireless, October 21st,
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For Class B Output
BEVAI Reproducers

are unequalled
If your existing receiver incorporates a Class B
output valve, get an R & A Class B Reproducer.

If you intend to build a set with Class

B

amplification, don't forget there are no finer
Reproducers than the R & A Class B models
which comprise " BANTAM," CHALLENGER "
and " ALPHA."
Three Reproducers of outstanding performance,
capale of unusual quality, fidelity, tonal

beauty and volume, each supreme in its price

class.
Take no chances, insist on an R & A Reproducer.

"ALPHA"

Class B Model with Uni-

versal Transformer for
Class B operation.
Dia. 101", Depth 51".

The finest Class B reproducer obtainable.

R & A Class B Reproducers
are -obtainable from actual
-stock or at very short notice
from your radio dealer.

52/6
"CHALLENGER "

Insist on getting an R & A
Class. B model, either

Class B Model, in two types:

Type B8 for Low Resistance Class B Valves ;
Type B15 for High Resist.
ance Class B Valves.

"ALPHA," " CHALLENGER "
or "BANTAM," and remember,
there is NO substitute for an
R & A Reproducer.

Dia. 81", Depth 3r.

35/-

" BANTAM"

Class B Model complete
with Transformer correctly

designed for Class B amplification.

Dia. 7}", Depth 3r.

27/6

Reproducers
estost
REPRODUCERS 8 AMPLIFIERS LTD
FREDERICK ST., WOLVERHAMPTON.

37

11, ;Cc to

Copular .Wireless, ,October 21st, 1933.
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SPECIFIED
for the °°S. T. 500"
CLASS B
DRIVER TRANSFORMERS

Ratio (D.P.40)
:1

Price (D.P.40)

1 1'6
CLASS B
OUTPUT CHOKE

Ratios 1.5:1
2.0: 1

2.5:1
Price (D.P.42)

13'6

Used by JOHN SCOTHACCART
VARLEY "NICLET" STANDARD
Ratio 1: 3.5

Write to us for free illustrated booklet describing

whole range of Varley
components.

.

.

.

.

.

Price (D.P.21) 7/6

Vail

(Proprietors: Oliver Pell Conrrol. Ltcl

-Advertisement of Oliver Pel! Control Ltd., tai, Kingszvay

[louse, Kingszvay, London, TV.C.z

Telephone:

Ho!. 530:

L0
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GI H.T

The modern H.T. Battery produced

by the latest machinery. Tested at
every stage of manufacture...

for LONG LIFE
120 volt
144,000 milliwatt hours

AND UNIFORM
PERFORMANCE

GUARANTEED
PRICES :

60v:5/6. 99v : 9/-. 108v :10/-. 120v :11/,
150v : 14/-. 60v. Triple Capacity :121-.

Sold by all Wireless Dealers

MADE IN ENGLAND

[A TRIAL MEANS YOU'LL ALWAYS USE G.EC. H.T.
Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2.

Popular Wireless, October 21st,
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SCOTT-NTAGGART again
recommends BLUE SPOT

for his new

S

011:1'

The fact that Mr. Scott jaggart has again
recommended a Blue,Spot Moving Coil

Blue Spot Speakers are the best for quality,

additional proof, if such is needed, than
Blue Sliot Speakers Wye the quality

see Blue Spot's superiority.
GET EXTRA SPEAKERS - MAKE
FULL USE' OF YOUR SET

Speaker for his wonderful new Sf.*T-.500:s

design and construction and the brillianc,.
of performance that satisfy the experts.
You will 'do well to follow Mr. Scott-Tag-

gart's example and choose a Blue Spot

But if you want to have the
proof of your own ears; so to speak, that
Moving Coil.

construction and performance, make any
comparison, or test you like. Hear and

The

S.T.500

will

operate

additional

speakers. Pot one in- the -dining-room,
kitchen, nursery, etc.,-and- have music

everywhere.

BLUE SPOT
45 P.M.
(As Illustrated)
A high quality. Moyjng

Magner

Sixe.aker.

"forged froruthighest gocle.materials ancLfitre-cl
Wit proof 'side platek. Complete -feliability and

service.
Even response over all Vidible frequencies. Universal Transformer with plugs and
sockets. Instant matching, to all outputs, including Class -B. Nb troublesome switch coniants, no
damage to delicate transformer windings from.,
Soldering iron. 'SpeCial Blue Spot Cone and
Speech-

Coil, moisture proof 'and ensuring positive
freedom from fouling in the gap. Will handle an
undistorted output of 4 watts. An extremely

sensitive speaker. Chassis, 45
Cabinet 62P.M.
in Walnut or Mahogany; 67 6, Extension Model,
without transformer, Chassis," 39 6. (-Allier. n2

OTHER BLUE SPOT MOVING
COIL SPEAKERS 32 6 - 87 6
" CLASS B " 66R - - 30 CABINET MODEL 44RB 42 -

Other Moving Iron Speakers 12 6

-

39 6

NEW BLUE SPOT PICK-UP MODEL 33 w'th
wire wound volume control and rut =tine head 35 -

tco:`66

nil

. $.
O`t
.14.,e,

wc v
___-----90--woo°
Goo

MIME ELLE /MI CIDMIPANY
LIE
LONDON L C

BLUE SPOT hOUS E 94/96 ROSOMAN STREET
'Phone

.

Cleikenwell 3570.

Tclegrams :

ROSEBERY AVENUE

Bloospot, !sling, London. -

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and Wales : H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London),
Ltd., 100. London Road, Sheffield ; 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester ; 177, Westgate Road,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne; 37, 38, 39, Clyde Place, Glasgow.

61'64

,,N,c,v.

,,,,,,,,

o,
,),,s,s.-",,,.

.:''

Ve''
C'7.,1:,..9::a,::::::,:c.e:,,1/4-':
''S v.,

,,,,seat' co.(' \ 01.,0,,.,,,C.

C").':.

'NV'

CA.Z.

''''

'
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Use these

TRIED
PROVEN '&
;7:4

The Wearite S.T.400 CoiN
Matched and tested against " S.T." Standard and
approved by Mr. Scott -Taggart. Price Per Pair
Also, supplied separa.,ely:

Anode Coil, 4/3

Aerial. Coil, 4;'-.

813
NOTE NEW
REDUCED PRICE

RECOMMENDED
Components for Your
The B.Mag. Driver Transformer B.J.
or B.J.21

-

-

-

YOUR SHOPPING LIST

OF WEARITE COMPONENTS
S.

(1.

8 3
pair Wearite S.T.400 Coils (or separately Aerial Coil 4'- and Anode
Coil 4/3).
Wearite B. Mag Driver Transformer
Type B.J. for use with Cossor, Mullard 8 8
or Mazda Valves or alternatively - - Both
Type B.J.ai for use with Marconi or types
- Osram B.2I Valves
I Wearite B. Mag Output Choke (B.M.) 11 0
x Wearite H.F.P. H.F. Choke - - - 3 0
(or H.F.P.A. with screened pigtail connection 4/-).
I Wearite H.F.P. J. H.F. Choke - - 2 0
2 Wearite G.S.P. Switches - - (each) 1 0
Wearite 7 -pin Valve Holder (S.3) - 1 9

The B.Mag.

Output Choke

B M. -

- 1111/

S.T. 500
--For over 15 years Wearite have
been building up experience second

to none in the needs of the home

constructor. Again and again leading set designers have shown their
appreciation of Wearite excellence.

Now Mr. Scott -Taggart gives his
approval to the use of these
Wearite parts in his S.T.500.
Make sure of the results of YOUR
S.T. 500-use proven parts use
Wearite.

Before you start, send for the

new edition of the Wearite
Book P.12-it is full of real
::

The H.F.P.

H.F. CHOKE

3 6 (or)

H.F.P A with
Shielded Pigtail

The H.F.P.I
H.F. CHOKE

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.
Telephone : Tottenham 3847 8 & 3015.

information.

::

v1
The G.S.P.
SWITCH

Reg. Trade Marl.

AAlEA16 14
COMPOMEWS
3831
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Even the

11%500 will be
a better set

with

We recommend the following:
1

B" Dr:ve! Trans-

Ferranti Class

15/ former. Type AF 17 c
*1 Ferranti Class " B " Output Transformer, Type OPM 17 c - - 15/ including Royalty permitting use of

2

2

1

Push -Pull.

.Not required if Ferranti Moving Coil
1

Speaker Type MIT is used, price 37/6.
Ferranti L.F. Transformer. AF 3 75/-

2

8/6
or AF 10
Ferranti 4 -pin Valve Holders 1/3 each

1

2:12-

2 Ferranti

.

(These have massive moulded -in
terminals which do not come loose
and cause crackling noises, etc.)
Ferranti 1 Megohm grid leak with
holder
1/6

Ferranti 5,030 ohm 2 Watt Wire
Wound Resistances. Type F 3/3 each
Ferranli 10,000 ohm 2.'2 Watt Wire
Wound Resistances. Type F 3/3 each
Ferranti 253 ohm
Watt Wire
Wcund Resistance. Type F
3/3
Ferranti 2 mfd. Condenser. Type C2.
750 volt D.C. Test
3/9

2

1

1

.

1

mfd. Condensers

Type C10. 500 volt A.C. Test. 3/ each
Ferranti .005 mfd. Condensers.
Type C 4. 750 volt D.C. Test. 2/6 each
Ferranti .00005 mfd. Condenser.
Mica Type 500 volt A.C. Test. - 1/6

Ferranti Class "B" Output
Valve

it/.

Immediate delivery can be given of all the above parts, but if
any difficulty is experienced please communicate with us direct
at Hollinwood, Lanes, or Bush House, London.
MADE BY FERRANTI LTD.,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TO THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Popular "Wireless, October
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S.T.500

SUPPRESSED

R Type Terminals and Wander Plugs

in

"Popular Wireless" Boom Receiver
Mr. Scott -Taggart has

ELECTRICAL REPRODUCTION

FROM A PORTABLE
GRAMOPHONE

terminals, A, E, L.T.-,

the disturbance

which is picked up
by the receiver.
The Belling -Lee
Mains Disturbance
Suppressoz reduces
No. 1118.

10'6

R Type
Terminal

For everybody's convenience, the ter-

DESIGNED in accordance with Post Office

minals, Bowspring Wanderplugs, etc., are
available (together with 2 Spade terminals

marked L.T. +, L.T. -) and a twin tap
plug in cartons, the value of which is
45. lid, but which are being offered at

recommendations,

dealers.

Terminals are small things, but they

to stand up to a lot of handling, and as

they are outside and visible, they must be
smart in appearance. More important
still to the keen constructor is the fact that
terminals are the beginning and the end of

all connections, therefore they must be
reliable.

Since last season the R type terminal

has been improved above the panel by the

this

device, when placed in
the correct position will

These cartons will be on sale at most

4s.

of which transmit

a minimum.

L.S. + ; 7 wanderplugs,
H.T. + 1, H.T. + 2,
H.T.
,

Eighty to ninety per cent, of the crackling

and buzzing noises in; your loudspeaker
caused by electric motors, refrigerators,
electric signs, etc., are High Frequency
currents which follow the electric mains
inth_yeur house, and over the network of
wires forming the

this annoyance to

L.T. +, H.T.
I.T.4 +:1,
H.T. + 2, H.T. + 3, L.S. -,

Anode Connector.

Will not cut out atmospherics

lighting system, all
r.

R type terminals and Wander plugs for use in his new
S.T.500 " pima.
The specification and in10 R type
dications are

H.T. + 3, G.B. +, G.B. - 1,
G.B. - 2 1 Screen -Grid

1!7:3:1

MAN MADE STATIC

BELLING -LEE AGAIN SPECIFIED

again chosen ReIling & Lee

21.0;

always make .a reductiOn
in the disturbance, and
UNIQUE CUP -ON UNIT in most cases reduce it to
If you have a Radio Receiver and a
negligible proportions.
Portable Gramophone you can enjoy Radio Gramophone results by fitting the new
" Belling -Lee," Clip -on unit pick-up. This
consists of a " Belling -Lee type "-A "
pick-up, tone arm and volume control on a
special mount which can be clipped instantly

on and off the outside of any portable
gramophone. This overcomes the difficulty
of insufficient room inside a portable gramo-

phone for mounting a pick-up with its

correct tone -arm, and also gives the
advantage that the pick-up can be detached
Twin Tap

Bowspring
Wanderplug

Plug

in an instant to use the gramophone as a
portable. You merely insert the two un-

and

obtrusive studs provided, on to the outside
of the gramophone, and clip on the unit.

tion of cleverly designed large
sub -connector nuts which
enable sensible connections

NOTE.-The Clip -on unit is not screwed
permanently to the gramophone ; you slip

larger hexagon

collar,

below the panel by the addi-

up properly mounted and adjusted on its
-arm.
sound -box.
~sound

certainty.

The Wanderplugs are resilient and are specially de-

signed to overcome the great
variations in battery

sockets, and to stay put

they have been
properly placed.
The
twin tap plug, as its name
implies, enables two
tappings to be taken
once

froin any one battery socket..
Screen - Grid

Connector for

Anode

Protection

1.fil0.e

Write for Booklet

it on the side. You thus use a first-class pick-

to be made with ease and
Spade.

Terminal

No 'fiddling about with the

Years of experience in making pick-ups
-for Radio -Gramophone Manufacturers are
behindthe neat, compact and specialised
design of all Belling -Lee Pick-ups. Three

models are made.

Model C with self-

contained volume control at 35/-, Model A

Please send booklet marked X.
Disturbance Suppressor.
(2). Radio Connections.
(3). Pick-ups.
(1).

with fully adjustable arm at 27/6 and the
Clip -on Unit complete with Volume Control
described above at 35/-. In all three models
the head turns right over for needle
changing, in so doing the arm lifts clear
of the record.

Belling -Lee Ltd. will gladly send full
details if application is made to them at

Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

NAME
ADDRESS

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX.
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Progressive

Proof of

ROLA

e Wor cts Finest Rero ucers

Supremacy
ROLA FR6-PM1. (39/6)

proved the

ideal Speaker for the

S.T. 300 & S.T. 400
March, 1933

ROLA F6-S.T. 400 (35/-)
for the

A.C. S.T.400

sept.,1933
ROLAF6-S.T. R.G.
for

was solely specified

(35/-)

was solely specified

S.T:s OLYMPIA RADIOGRAM

and NOW

ROLA Model
FR6-PM-23 Class B (39/6)
has been specified for the

S.T.500

Insist on Your Dealer

Demonstrating this
Rola Model

EXTENSION SPEAKERS. There is a correct Rol -a Extension Speaker for practically all British Radio Receivers.
Write for list.

The British
Rola Co., Ltd.
Minerva Road,

Park Royal,
N.W.10.
'Phone:

Willesden
4322-3-4-5.

KOLA

SPEAKERS
for better
RadioReception

Popular Wireless, October -21st,
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-40( RECOMMENDED AND
J. SCOTT-TAGGART'S
TRULY AMAZING

One of the few speakers specially designed for Class B

output, and made with the same care and precision
which distinguishes the Ormond Condenser specified by
Mr. Scott -Taggart, this speaker is a worthy ally for a
magnificent receiver.

Its name guarantees you the utmost in Quality and
In performance it compares with many much
higher -priced products, giving a delightfully faithful
response throughout the entire frequency range, with
neither booming in the bass nor shrillness in the treble.
It is supplied with an output transformer specially
designed for Class B cirValue.

cuits.

Overall size : Diameter, 8 in. ; depth, 41 in.
Cat. No. R/475 C.T. Price

Ormond Components also recommended include:-

Three No. 8 Log Solid Dielectric Condensers '0005,
Cat. No. R;503. Price 2/3 each.
0001 Differential Condenser. Cat. No. Ri510. Price 2/6.
0003 Differential Condenser, Cat. No. R/190. Price 3/-.
L.F. Transformer, Cat. No. R1531.
.. Price 7'6.
Two Push Pull Switches, Cat. No. R/323. Price 1'3 each.
Toggle Switch, Cat. No. Ri330.
.. Price 1;3.

Popular Wireless-, October 21st,
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SPECIFIED FOR

0, eit

"ll I

:

remarkable seta remarkable component!
Naturally, and quite justi-

FOR a

fiably, Mr. Scott -Taggart regards his " S.T.5oo " as his
masterpiece.
Therefore he
chooses for it a condenser

which he knows is a triumph
of engineering and unrivalled
in its efficiency and reliability
-the Ormond No. 6 Friction
Control. He acknowledged its
superb construction and performance when he specified it
for his " S.T.3oo," " S.T.400 " and " Push -Push " Five.
Now once more he shows his faith in its merits by specifying
it yet again. Make sure your set is as fine as he would make
it. Incorporate the Ormond No. 6 Friction Control Condenser. A friction device is incorporated at the rear end of
this condenser, giving a superb slow-motion movement with
ratio of 5o to I. Direct drive is obtained by means of Bakelit(.
dial, engraved o to 18o degrees. Slow motion is controlled

by the upper small knob. Fast enough for easy searching
it is yet .slow enough for finest tuning.
Easy to mount. One -hole fixing. Terminals
and Soldering Tags for connections. Complete
with 24 -in, dial and slow-motion knob.

It
ACC

;

P

14(Th

Cat. No. R/493. Capacity '0005. Price
Also available in capacities .00025, .00035, .00013. Price 7/6 each.

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
Ormond House, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1.
Telephone. Clerk._nwell 5334-5-6 & 9344-5-5.

Telegrams.

Re;!

T, dc M al 14.

ORMONDENGI, (SLING. -

REPUTATION FOR QUALITY & UNRIVALLED VALUE

Popular Wireless, Oct6ber 21st,
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NEW DESIGNS
INCREASED OUTPUTS
''--....

NO INCREASE IN PRICE

4/US4444)
T ANOT4,
Whatever the circuit, the experienced
constructor will always choose " J.B."
For tuning iron -cored coils, in partimilar, the accurate matching found
in J.B. Gangs becomes imperative ;
and the mechanical rigidity of " J.B."

1111111I

rim<

ensures the permanence of this matching.

Illustrated is the new J,B. " DILECON
CONDENSER" with- fitted terminals,
soldering tags and one -hole fixing.
This is, of the solid dielectric type, the
vanes being- interleaved with bakelite.
The J.B. model is shakeproof and rigid
to a degree seldom attained, and yet is
no more expensive and is as small as
any. If economy or space demands
solid dielectric condensers,,the Dilecon

C3
"III

ill

lab

Z

will .ensure best possible results.
W rite for complete new catalogue.

There's a new "ATLAS"

iiimm.I

Unit for the S.T.500
and every other set.

glill."

CI
I

The new

ATLAS " Units, for supplying H.T.,

or H.T. and L.T. from the Mains, now give
you even more and better radio for less than a

shilling a year. New designs, increased outputs, improved smoothing and regulation-for
Q.P.P." and" Class B "-without any increase
in price, make " ATLAS " Units supreme for
the S.T.500-and every other battery set.
Follow the experts' choice and insist on
" ATLAS," or ask your dealer-he knows.
MODEL T.25.

MODEL D.C.15/25B.

FOR A.G. MAINS.

FOR D.C. MAINS.
Tappings 6o/8ov. (Min. and Max.).
50/90v. (Min., Med. and Max.), and
I2o/r5ov. Alternatiy:: outputs 15
or 25 m/A at t5ov: 3916 Cash or

Tappings 6io/8ov. (MM. and Max.).
50/90v. (Min., Med. and Max.) 120V.
and 150V.

THE NEW

Price :22 2/6

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
.411v.'rtis went

of Jachson Bros. (London) Ltd..
London. S.E.x.

72,

St.

Telephone: Hop 0837.

Thomas

Street.

10:- down.

GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS.

"J.B."
DILECON"
CONDENSER

Output 25 m/A at 120

or 15ov. Trickle Charger so. at
o.5 amps. Westinghouse 'Rectifiers.
90/- Cash or 10/- down.

T d.

MAINS UNITS

mttcvs fir'
Alcr.tiA k)\

ASK YOUR DEALER - HE KNOWS
H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR), LTD., PATRICROFT,. MANCHESTER.
London Office : Bush House, .W.C.2.
Lle- 4
Messrs. H. Clarke & Co. (M/cr), Ltd., Atlas Works,. Patricroft, Manchester.
Please send me full details of the new " ATLAS " Units.
NAME

ADDRESS
30/4
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AcoiEdit

FOR

THES1500

MAKE SURE OF THE BEST RESULTS BY,

BUILDING THIS WONDERFUL NEW
RECEIVER

WITH

PRODUCTS.

EACH AND EVERY ITEM

QUALITY

BULGIN

IS GUARANTEED TO GIVE. YOU EVERY
SATISFACTION AND IS BACKED BY THE
FULL RESOURCES OF OUR TECHNICAL
LABORATORY.
LIST N3.

N.21

N.24

V.11.8.

V.H.15.
H.F.12.
M.C.

G.6.
W.E.

Each

.0001-mfd Diff. Reaction
Condenser . .. .. ..
.0003-rrifd. Diff. Reaction
Condenser
.. .. ..
.

L.F.5.
L.B.3.
L.F.12.
H.F.4.
V.H.16.

PRICE

DESCRIPTION.

2 '9
3

-

..
Class B Output Choke ..
Nickel Alloy Transformer..
S.G., H.F. Choke . .. ..
4 -pin Valveholders .. ..
Class B' i:t Transformer

12 6
12 6

4'6
9d.

5 -pin Horizon tal Valve holder
.. .. .. ..

9 J.

7 -pin Class B Valveholder

H.F. Choke .. .. ..
Metallic Grid Leak ..
Grid Leak Holder ..
-

(2)

5,000

ohms.

Resistors ..

16

..
..

21

..

6d.

..

1-

Metallic

..

-

..

W.E.

(2)

A.R.

250 ohms Resistor
12-mfd. Condenser' .. ..
3/4
i-mfd. Condenser
.. ..
2/4
(2) o05 Tubular Condensers
19
0005 Tubular Condenser ..
1Push -Pull " On -Off " Switch 10Id.

S.C.20
S.C.10
C.C.
C.C.

S.38
S.80
T.L.

Q.W.
S.99

io,000 ohms Metallic
Resistors .. .. .. ..

1 '-.

.

Toggle On -Off Switch .. ..
Insulated Terminals
(all

' 1/6

wordings) .. .. .. ..
Use " Quickwyre for Speedy
Wiring (per coil) .. ....
Lightning Switch
.. ..

3d.
61.

26

Our latest 8o -page Catalogue No. 153 " P.'I
is

a veritable mine of information to all

Constructors and will be sent free of charge
to readers of " P.\V." enclosing 2d. postage.

Crangrwood
3266.

940,0k,

of Crit'es

Grangewood
3267.

A. F. BULGIN & 00., LTD., ABBEY ROAD,
ESSEX.
BARKING
I ondon Showrooms : 9, 10, 11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, E.C.4.
re!,' phone: Holborn 2072.
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KINGS OF
THE AIR

NI THEN you try one of these handsome Cossor

Receivers in, your own home (your Dealer
will gladly arrange it) you will realise that you
can have up-to-date -Radio, for a surprisingly
modest outlay. In performance, appearance and
ease of operation these Cossor Console Models
are equal to much more expensive Receivers.
Send the coupon for full particulars.

SCREENED GRID CIRCUIT

MOVING COIL SPEAKER
SINGLE W DIAL TUNING
COSSOR CLASS
Model 3456

", B

tATTERY CONSOLE

Compleie Receiver, as illustrated, with Cossor 220 VS Variable -Mu

Screened Grid, Cossor 210 HI...Detector, Cossor 215 P,Driver and Cossor
220 Class " B " Output Valves. Single -dial tuning, selectivity control
and combined volume control and ' on -off " switch. Wavechange
switch for 200-530 and 900-2020 metres. Handsome walnut finished Console Cabinet, 2 ft. 11 in. high, 1 ft. 2 in. wide, 11 in. deep, giving ample

accommodation for batteries. Permanent Magnet

Moving Coil Loud Speaker of the latest type.

9.19.0

Gramophone Pick-up Plug and SocketPRICE
Hire Purchase Terms: 20f- deposit
Price does not include Batteries
and so monthly payments of 20/-.
or Accumulator.

COSSOR ALL -ELECTRIC CONSOLE (for
Mains) Model 3468
Specificatioa similar to Battery Model 3456, but operating from Electric
Light Supply. Complete with four Cossor A.C. Mains Valves viz :
M.V.S.G. (Met.) Variable -Mu S.G., 41 M.H. (Met.) Detector, 41 M.P.
Output and 442 B.U. Rectifier. Mains Energised Moving. Coil Speaker.
Illuminated tuning -dial (Model 3468 only) For

A.C. Mains only,

200/250

40/1C0 cycles.

vol.,

adjustable, E.I0 15 0

PRICE
Hire Purchase Terms: 251- deposit
and to monthly payments, of 25/,

COSSOR ALL -ELECTRIC CONSOLE (for D.C.
Mains)

Model 3469

As Model 3468, but for operation on a.c. Mains. Supplied complete
with three Cossor D.C. Ma-ns Valves viz: D.V.S.G. (Met.) Variable Mu S.G., D.H.L. (Met.) Detector and D.P. Power
Output. For D.C. Mains only, 200/250
(adjustable).

volts £10 15 0

PRICE
Hire Purchase Terms: 25f- deposit
and so monthly payments of 21/-.

Legs are de.achable on all Console Models and the receivers
can be used as table models with legs detached.

COSSOR

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept.,
Highbury Grove, London, N.5.
Please send me free of charge, Folder No. L99 which givef
full particulars of Cossor Console Receivers.

BATTERY & ALL -ELECTRIC RADIO
Prices do not apply in I.F.S.
Depots at Birmingham, Bristol,
Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield, Belfast, Cardiff and Dublin.

A. C. COSSOR LTD., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.

Name

Aldress
P W.21/ 0/5
1;13737
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P. ROBERT BIRD.

HENRY HALL'S TRIP
THE " P.Wa; COMPETITION
THAT " B GEy ,, VAN
SOME INTERESTING
!

FIGURES

OUR BRITISH " BOBBIES "
RADIO IN INDIA
THOSE BAGPIPES

RADIO NOTES & NEWS A RARE " BIRD "

America Tells Henry.

HENRY HALL'S account of his American researches was a bracing ordeal

AGAIN

the prize being not only £50 but the assured

which proved, at least to me, that
our best bands and their conductors are
the best for this country. The " splitsecond " method of presentation, .'hilst

the beginning of fame and fortune as a
radio playwright. Were I not debarred
from so doing I would enter the lists at a

foreign to our notions of fireside enjoyment.
It would leave us time to say only, " That's

result with keen interest.

necessary where ether -time is sold, is
a band, that was " !

crime, drunkenness, gambling and drugs.
People nowadays are not very much

production of the winning play.
Here, for some clever reader, is perhaps

gallop and put every ounce of me into the
contest.

I am looking forward to the

different from their fathers, who loved
Dickens.

.

So go for the heart, nevertheless
missing Dickens's super -sentimentality.

I'll swear that most folk- like stories of
the middle class much more than those
which feature the terra incognita of Mayfair,

Park Lane and " the Ritz."

Hints to Competitors.

Radio Relay Systems.

I am glad that Henry went, though.

DON'T take these hints as authoritative ;

LI just think them over, however, First

ACCORDING to a writer in the " Electrical Review " there, are now about

dance music gone mad, crooners and the like.

cannot stand up on the strength of " sound
effects " alone ; it must have- a plot, a

operating in this country. The Post Office

Maybe he will now know what to guard us
against. He can be sure that his reception at
Radiolympia was not a token of our love for

of all, I suggest that a radio play

come to me from an American source, is
that one of the big hand leaders told him

that his income was $15,000 a week.
Henry came away feeling dizzy, because

that means £156,000 per annum at parwhich is real money. Later they debunked
him and reduced the aforementioned income
to $5,000 per week, which, for America, is

just fairish. " Brother, can you spare a
mansion (with swimming pool) in the
Mirondacks ?
This Means More Work.

The relay company may not initiate a

This is an exceptional issue of " Popular
Wireless." A unique issue.

For the first time in the history of the
paper John Scott -Taggart, the worldfamous radio engineer and designer of
the finest sets ever offered to the home
constructor, gives exclusive details of his
latest masterpiece-the " S.T.500."

cause they resulted in work for many

men and women and were a nasty kick
in the neck for Ole Man Depression.
Why, I hear that the H.M.V. people alone
have had to engage more than a thousand
extra " hands " to cope with their Exhibition orders !
By the way. I wonder whether the general
public realises that the Hayes factories are
twenty-four hours.
Our Radio Play Competition.

FIRST, as usual, practical, helpful and
topical, " P.W." goes many lengths
ahead in instituting, in collaboration
with the B.B.C., its Radio Play Competition,

a log -book of its recept ions and transmissions,

and the licence gives the P.M.G. the right

to prohibit reception from certain Con-

tinental stations. Proprietors may, however,
wear their " old school " ties !

posal more than thirty-three pages of

Our P.O. Van.

this issue. He has used them magnificently. Each page breathes the spirit of
his intense enthusiasm for his latest and
greatest set.

THE Americans simply cannot swallow

more to write. Build
Now is your chance.

business is so like a bit of their own native
bluff that they applaud it as such, but say
" Apple sass when asked to take it

I have little

the " S.T.500."

" Popular Wireless " offers you the
greatest radio event of the year.
THE EDITOR.

good plot and preferably an

ending "

which is not a mere tapering -off.
The ",effects " are to be used in order to

supply, as far as possible, what is lacking
because the play cannot be seen. Remember that many successful short-story.writers
banked on the surprise ending, the...zip in'
the tail ; 0. Henry, for a good example.

producing over a thousand complete sets

and nearly a million components every

programme, play a gramophone record or
even make an announcement. It must keep

I have placed at Mr. Scott-Taggart's dis-

RADIOLYMPIA and Glasgolympia were

worth while-a thousand times, be-

licence under which they work has more
restrictions than permissions.

What Henry Did Not Tell Us.

NOTHING can be more certain than that
Henry was overwhelmed with hospitality and that it was rounded off by
many a good yarn. One story, which has

' three hundred radio relay systems

A Few More Hints.

DO not offer dialogue which is mere
" slapstick and custard -pie," or which

is so brilliant that eighty per cent of
listeners will not follow your scintillating'
Get down to real life-t-which is not
the salon of South Kensington or the Chelsea
studio.
sallies.

If I were competing 1 should eschew

the Post Office detector van story'except as a radio joke. The whole

seriously.
You see, there are no pistols or impudent
reporters or fat and brutal policemen

connected with these little round -ups, and
so the American is unable to regard them
as bits of real life. Now, I ask them-do

they think that mere Englishmen could
bluff Scots into paying licence fees
An Illuminating Census.

ACENSUS taken by a contemporary
amongst 30,000 families in the United
Kingdom reveals that 25,000 of them

have radio sets. Of 14,000 sets 34.5 per
cent were a year old and 1.6 per cent nine
years old. Sixty-five decimal three per

cent of the sets were three-valvers and
17.6 per cent had four or more valves.
Forty-seven decimal six per cent were
either amateur -made or made by local
dealers.
(Continued on next vase.)
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ARIEL CONTINUES HIS RUNNING COMMENTARY ON RADIO
Amongst the trade -built -sets there was no
make of particular prominence, the -leading
make being only 9 -3 -per cent. On the other

hand, the most popular make of valve
accounted for 42 per cent of the total
number used in these 14,000 sets.
The New Police Force.

THERE is such a lot in the newspapers
nowadays about the police, their new
college, their pocket wireless sets and
so on, that I am sure many people believe

that one

of

the'

foundations of

England's liberty
is being tampered
with.
What we

want, say the oldfashioned folk, is
a Tho-od, solid
"`bobby,"
with
no frills but a
mule's kick in
his truncheon.
No less than four promising youths have
asked me whether they are likely to qualify
for a place in the police officers' " college

" Lord & Thomas has closed for a
account with the Schenley

$5,000,000

Distilleries, which markets Golden Whisky,
has. the Martell cognac and Heidseck
champagne agency for the U.S."

The certainty of repeal is so generally
accepted that the L. & T. agency is going,
ahead planning its campaign, which ma,y
also include a radio show.

A White Man's Toy.

Indian Radio on the. Mend?
TT is refreshing to learn that radio in India
is sitting up and taking a little nourishment. 'The Director- of the Calcutta

I

station states that broadcasting shows a
mall profit this year.

demonstrations of wireless on a
powerful receiver failed completely to
impress the Indians of that coun-

try.; They listened

broadcasts, I do not know. But it is a
sign that law and order are being more

garded the set
merely as a toy of
that childish creature the white

observed, and that is welcome.
A greater use of broadcasting would undoubtedly bring a greater measure 'of peace
and contentment' to that demagogue -ridden
eountry.
-

radio. I assured them that the police have
more interest in " crooks than in " anode
bends."

dutifully enough,
but "plainly re-

man. Much more

interest -was shown
in hiS " boot -

trees," and his safety -razor almost caused
a riot. But his greatest triumph was the

extraction of a cork with a corkscrew !
They just loved the " plop."

SHORT WAVES:

Rapid Rejoinders.

" I say, old man, do you know enough

Society Paragraph
The Bee Radio
YEZ !

Society
V began a new session on September

about wireless to come and help me discover
what's wrong with my new set ? "
" Yes, I know enough about it not to ! "
*

28th, and extends a hearty welcome

to new technical and non -technical members.

The syllabus looks good tome, and I notice

that it includes experiments in television
and the formation of .a short-wave trans-

five

Please apply to the Hon. Sec.,
Mr. A. L. Odell, Bee' Literary Institute,
shillings,

Bec School, Beechcroft Road, London, S.W.
Glorious Beer.

JUST plain beer, and pretty poor stuff,
too, has revolutionised America for

a second time. The first time was when,

*

Is it not time we heard a first-class wedding
performance broadcast ? I am confident
Mr.
, as an Old Bridegroom, would make

a brilliant commentator.-" Punch."

It is claimed by a scientist that if the

nervous system is sufficiently nourished a
man can live to be 180.
In fact, he might even succeed in paying
off that last instalment for his wireless set.

" Visitors to the Manchester Exhibition
should not fail to inspect these beautiful
models. The stand decorations include a
magnificent

LANDSCAPE

But we understood this was a Wireless
MUSIC IN THE AIR !

prospering
by beer.
The miniature
golf courses and
the theatres are
combining amusement with free
beer-of a sort

Of his everlasting love ;
And the awful oscillation
In a set across the street
Trying some new foreign station
Makes the medley more complete

.

.

.

So I'm off to be a diver-

In the depths I may be drowned,
But I shall not care a stiver
,If I cannot hear a sound !

brown ale !)-and although all this has

-" Answers."

nothing to do with wireless, the radio pages
of their newspapers are full of beer.

.

negative. My negative of "P.W." on
Bert Nevis was a wash -out because, as

I said, my fingers were numbed. But
" P.)?V." was well and truly affixed to the
old observatory. L. S. (Cape Town).-Much
obliged, but I get only three months holiday
(I don't think !) per annum-hardly enough
for an investigation of South African radio.
Be a good South African and call diamonds
every time.
As for you, T. C. (Wigan), I can say only

this-tell the missus from me that Radio
Paris is just as good as Blackpool, except

for the " rock.

N. S. P. (Bath).-Noo !

I have no financial interest in " P.W." All
my money seems to be in income-tax bonds

minus nought per cent.

But I have no

American Radio Humour.

Yes, there's music in the ether,
You can hear it everywhere,
And I long to get a breather
Of less musical fresh air.

(they ought to try
strong
Kent's

JT. F. (Yeovil).-The reply is in the

money, anyway.

Now the wireless is playing
In the maisonette above,
Where a baritone is braying

now

THE Ogpu and a pack of bloodhounds
are searching for a Russian violinist
who does not claim to have played
before the late Tsar. If found he will be
presented to the
American r a di o
public as a novelty.

It is estimated
that if every radio

violinist

who

to have
been Court fiddler
claims

has each played

Presently they will announce that an

Do Such Things Happen ?

American discovered beer, ignoring the

stands for " wavelength " in
radio. Now see how the repeal of
Prohibition in America affects radio
there. From " Variety," a U.S.A. paper :

GAINS -

Exhibition.

Los
Harbour.
Angeles County is

Liquor and Lambda.

BY

BOROUGH," runs an advertisement.

the Americans chucked tea into Boston

fact that King Harold was defeated and
the Spanish Armada was beaten on Beer.

*

A WORD TO THE B.B.C.

mitting and receiving section.

LMBDAA

A MAN who has just returned from the
PA. wilds of Bolivia tells me that his

Whether this happy turn of the tide is

due to lessened piracy or only tnincreased
listeners as a result of the B.B.C.'s Empire

on the strength- of their familiarity with

Fee for the term of 26 weeks is

Then. I was shot by a sudden fear. Sup.
pose this meets the eye of a Dawnay or "a
Maschwitz ! Or suppose-being bagpipes
-Sir John Reith should issue a Napoleonic
edict and create a two -years series entitled
"Foundations of (Scotch) Music," illustrated with yon band ! Yes, it is a nightmare, after all.

WHEN I read that a clergyman had determined to leave his flock in order
to lead a bagpipe band I rubbed my
eyes,

for that sort of thing, I thought,

happens only in the topsy-turvy land of
dreams.

But it appeared to be a real news-

paper, complete with photograph of the
would-be bagpipe king.

a two -minute selection "for t he

Tsar, the last of
the Romanoffs would have spent 119 years
10 months and 24 days listening to " Dark
Eyes." Thus speaks an American " columnist," who adds the epigram : He who
laughs last will not be invited to the studio
again."
ARIEL.
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of -the

THERE are four

neutro-

wireless personalities
whos e
careers are recorded

dyne in this

country. Reflex circuits of
various types
were developed by

in. "Who's Who."

One of these is John
Scott - Taggart, M.C.,

inventor of the use
of.

a

negatively

biased rectifier or

-diode-for delayed

automatic volume

has designed the autumn boom

control, a system
now almost mit-

set for us -- the " S.T.500 "

described in this number. He
is also the author of the
" Manual of Modern Radio,"
the great presentation volume

versally used when
A.V.C. is employed.

His Negatron

negative -resistance

available to every reader of

method of genera-

POPTTLA.R WIRELESS.

We want you to

He was the

him.

F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
You- see him-or rather
part of him on this page.
We want you to know him.
There is a double reason. He

ting oscillations has

know

something about him because

been used by the

right to know the
credentials of their
advisers and the solid
record of achievement
which has marked the
career of one who now
offers both a great
design and a great

distance communication, and was
fitted to several
hundred ships.

Post Office for long-

we believe the public has a

The importance
of his

by the fact that
the following com-

book.

panies, amongst
others, have pur-

We have, in this
issue, broken a tradition of eleven years.
Hitherto all our star
sets have been de-

chased them from
the concerns with
which Mr. Scott -

Taggart has been

signed by our own
research laboratories,

associated.

Marconi's, R a dio

and readers will know
of their great success.
This year, however, -we have the

Communication Com-

pany, Ltd.. Mullard Radio

Valve Company, Hazel-

privilege to present to you the

tine Corporation (U.S.A.),

design of Britain's 'acknowledged
leader in this field. Needless to say,
we can wholeheartedly recommend

La Radiotechnique'

(France),

As a consulting engineer Mr.

an international reputation. He has been
Scott -Taggart enjoys

issue, will be taking up radio for the first
time. To these, particularly, some bio-

adviser on patents to the Radio Com-

munication Company. C. F. Elwell,
Ltd., and Milliard Radio Valve Company. He has acted as technical adviser
to the Radio- Manufacturers' Association

graphical details of our eminent contributor
will be of interest.
John Scott -Taggart, although only thirty-

six years of age, is a pioneer of the valve
era in which he has played an- unusually
constructive role. His first valve patent

Few modern inventors will fail to have
one or other of Mr. Scott-Taggart's numerous

patents cited by the Patent Office against
their broader claims.

Amongst his inventions which are in

common use to -day are the use of a series aerial condenser in the aerial (1921). He

(Ger-

Company (U.S.A.) and Edison
Swan Electric Co., Ltd.

there will be many thousands who, with this

A Great Inventor.

Telefianken

many), Commercial Cable

this set to you.
Although the name Scott-Taggartand his initials S. T. are known to
probably everyone with a wireless set,

was filed sixteen years ago.

inventions

may be estimated

of America, which represents the American

radio industry, and to the Independent
Radio Manufacturers (U.S.A.).

was the first. British patentee of the use of

for radio reception
by applying different frequencies to the
multiple -grid valves

He is the inventor of most of
the more recently used systems for heterogrids (1919).

dyne reception, e.g. the mixer valve, the

anode -injector system, the various multi grid valve systems. He was, as Professor
Hazeltine declared in 1926, th:) inventor

International Reputation.

This concern represents the greater portion of American radio concerns. He has
also been British patent adviser to the De

Forest interests in the U.S.A. and the
Huth Gesellschaft of Germany. He was

consulting engineer to His 'Master's Voice
(Continued on page 316.)
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JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART describes
new to POPULAR WIRELESS.

A stranger, almost.
But not quite. Because in 1922, when this weekly

journal was first established, I was honoured by being
invited to become Chief Technical Adviser.
I resigned to establish what became a highly
The
successful' technical publishing organisation.
" Wireless Constructor ' and " Modern Wireless " were
two journals which I founded.
I was in competition with POPULAR WIRELESS - an
enemy ! The Editor of this journal is to -day presenting

me to you in flattering terms.

You will agree with me that the situation

is

a

rather curious one.

And yet to me it is a serious one. When the Editor
said to me, " We want to give ' P.W.' readers the set
of their lives. That's why we want you to do it for
them," I could not restrain a smile.
But as a matter of fact I was tremendously keen on the
Here was a chance of appealing to a great
new public. I resolved to put the very beet I was
suggestion.

capable of into this POPULAR WIRELESS set I was PS design.

And here it is-the " S.T.500."
Of course, I had moments of doubt.
Here was a .new public. I wondered whether you
would be sympathetic towards an outsider. You have

become accustomed to your regular designers, their
methods of presenting their "-boom " sets. You have

had conveyed to you technical ideas with which I may,
in some cases, have disagreed-perhaps violently.
I am afraid I have a reputation for being " awkward" :
for thinking all wrong what other designers think
is all right.
I am not popular.

Except - and please do not think I am boasting -

amongst those who have to spend their money and listen

Popular Wireless, October 2131,

1933.
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his S.T.500 RECEIVER
to the results my sets give them. In other words-constructors.

But, in a sense, I am starting afresh when I design a set for
POPULAR WIRELESS readers who may never have built a set of
mine before.

I therefore appeal for a fair hearing. I am convinced I shall
get it. I warned the Editor that my style of writing might
displease you, that my
technical views might be
unattractive and that my
photograph might " put
you off " !
He said you would study

what I had to say with a
mind open to receive ideas,
whether oppbsed or not to

any opinions published in
43 p.w.

The publishers of
POPULAR WIRELESS

tell me

that they expect a quarter
of a million constructors to

buy this special issue. It
Would be hypocritical of
me if I did not admit that some of those reading thee words
are regular followers of my writings elsewhere.

I ask those of you who already know some of my views to
be patient if I repeat myself a little in dealing with the " S.T.500."

I am conscious that a large section of the POPULAR WIRELESS
public has never built one of my sets. I am intensely anxious
that you should do so. Into no set I have designed have I
put as much thought, keenness and hard work.
Frankly, I have felt on my mettle. ,Why shouldn't I be honest
about it ? I know everyone has his eyes on this experiment-to
see whether I shall make as great a success in POPULAR WIRELESS
as I am told I have done elsewhere.
The Editor hopes and expects this S.T.500 " to be the most

RA (1116110.0EL
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The first thing you
will hive noticed aboht

London Regional !), will, after January,
still be next to LOMIOn'RegionaL " but will
be able to increase to 100 kw. Stations like
Trondheim (now 1.2 kw.), Viipuri (13 kw.),
Lisbon (2 kw. ), Sundsvall (10 kw.) and others
will be able to go up to 100 kw.

the " S. T.500 " is -that it has

extra, control knobs. I was
the first in this country to offer

the modem style

of

one -knob

screened set. So I am in a very
favourable position to criticise it !
The fact is that much greater selectivity

Listeners in the Shadows.

The position would not be so bad if all the

stations acted together, but this, of course,
will not happen. Some stations will introduce plans for new stations immediately,

is nowadays required, as it cannot be

achieved by ordinary simple methods.
The vogue of ordinary single or double popular

set of
any published in

circuit receives is definitely over.

while others will wait one, two or three

plicity of circuit is discredited, and simplicity of control for the home constructor

upon a wireless receiver will be extreme.
Huge steam -roller stations will spring up
overnight, and the programme, 9 kc. off,
which you have been enjoying will suds
denly cease to be. It will be so seriously
interfered with that all enjoyment will be

"P. W." for
many years. I

remains an ideal.
The wireless Press has not been wholly

knew eight months

average reader who wants results, simplicity
and economy.

ago that this was

his expectation.. I

decided I should not let
I resolved I
should not let myself down.
But, above all, I determined I
should not let the readers of
" P.W." down.
him down.

So here you have the " S.T.500."

It may be the only set I shall design

for you. The Editor says he offers you
the S.T.500 " as a possibly unrepeatable
bargain which should be snapped up.
This is complimentary to me. I can

only say that throughout the months I

have been designing the " S.T.500 " (and
rejecting a score of other circuits I have

tried) I determined to do all I could to
keep my reputation safe.
You may not have another set of mine
in " Popular Wireless," but I have determined that this one shall make us understand each other. And make us friends.

years. Meanwhile, the selectivity demands

The simple set has gone for ever. Sim-

'

free from the desire to accommodate the

lost.

morrow.

The results you do not know until you

We may take it, then, that the B.B.C.
will intend, and rightly so, to be masters
in their own home. The increase in the

have built the set, so that the tempting
selling points have been simplicity and
economy.

The two 'easiest to achieve ! The

power of the new Daventry will be the first
step, but will it be the last ?

day of reckoning is new here. Sets which
achieved a very considerable popularity a
year or two ago are declaring their weak-

They are breaking down under
the heavy load of interference. If there

The present Regional stations are permitted under the Lucerne Plan to increase
their power from 50 kw. to 100 kw. There
seems no shadow of doubt that ultimately

this, it is that a receiver should be designed

they will do this.
Where the shadow will occur will be over

nesses.

is any lesson at all to be learned ftom

not to achieve a temporary success under
existing conditions, but a lasting success

the millions of aerials within the zones of
the B.B.C. Regional stations.
Those who live near the B.B.C. have been

under conditions which will become worse.

Let us see what the history of broad-

lashed with whips, but they are to be

casting tells us :

chastised with scorpions.

You may consider that I am trying to

make your flesh creep. I am. I tried to do

so a year ago, and a year before that, and
I was justified. By all means, if you wish

BALANCED PHASE

Let us now get down to the actual

to do so, follow the design of one who
thinks that the worst has been reached ;
he probably thought that the worst had

receiver. You will find a concise description

of the circuit on page 287. The results

the set has given are on page 278. A Rapid -

Construction Guide starts on page 289,
while operating notes are to be found on
page. 284.

But before you read these pages I should

like to enjoy your hospitality for half an

hour : to sit in a comfortable chair opposite
to you and talk of this S.T.500."
I want you to ignore the fact that I have
designed it ; I do not wish to trade on a
long, successful experience of set designing
for the home constructor. Nor should
you have regard to the fact that this is the

autumn set for " Popular Wireless," and

therefore the one they think you should build.

The set must appeal solely on its own

merits.

I want you to let me argue its

I expect a hundred thousand
" S.T.500's " to be built as an absolute
minimum ! Your friend across the road
case.

will build it ; that fellow at the works or the
office will talk to you about it. People will

ask you-and perhaps you will ask them" What do you think of this S.T.500 ' 1 "
All opinions will not agree. Violent
controversy has greeted every set I have
designed. I relish it. I want people to
think about my designs ; I would rather
they thought the wrong way than not at
all.

*

DOUBLE REACTION !

And I know that within a month

controversy will be dead ; the successful
experiences of tens of thousands will
have killed it. I speak simply from what
has occurred before.

been reached years ago.

*

In 1926 there were 119 stations in Europe,

and their total power was 150 kilowatts.

Must Appeal on Merit.

The powerful station of to -day is the

swamped and mutilated station of to-

Designers Must Look Ahead.

Within three years 81 stations were added,
and the total output was now 600 kilowatts.

The Prague Plan, which arranged the
European stations so as to result in a

minimum of interference, was obsolete by
the spring of 1931, when 261 broadcasting
transmitters were radiating a total power
of 2,860 kilowatts.

To -day, excluding a lot of minor little
stations which, however, can produce a
considerable amount of background noise,
whistle and distortion, the number of
stations is 240, and the total energy
output is about 5,000 kilowatts.
The Prague Plan, believed to be heaven
sent, is now proving to be the very devil.
But the new arrangement of stations under

The average receiver, built or bought,

"

begins to be obsolete from the moment you
have connected it to your aerial. It is not

at all surprising that the appeal of the
ordinary

home -constructor's

set

design

lasts about three weeks. Big Ben, when
first heard on such a set, tolls its death -knell
and the cabinet becomes its coffin.
Anticipating the Future.

So far my own system has worked successfully. By producing only one, or at the

most two, big sets per year the wireless
public knows where it stands-at least, as
far as I am concerned. Each individual
reader can make up his mind whether he
likes or dislikes my sets; but if he decides
not to build it he can put me completely
out of his mind and consider other 4e -

please anyone but local -station listeners.

signers' products. If, on the other hand, he
decides, as I hope he will, to build this set,
for example, he will know that I shall stand

Mighty Voices Growing Mightier.

building I have only just erected.

the Lucerne Plan of 1933 is not likely to

What of the future ?

Insignificant
stations ,are to blossom forth as monsters;

stations already working on considerable
power, are to increase their power.

Frankfurt is going up from 17 kw. to

6) kw. ; a station, Nice-Corsiea, at 60 kw.,
is available. Naples, now 1.5 kw., will be
able to go to 60 kw. Falun, now .5 kw.,
can go up to 100 kw. Seville has 1.5 kw.

at present, but it is entitled to go up to

100 kw. Graz, now 7 kw. (and next door to

by the receiver and - not pull down the
Security of tenure is as important in a

wireless set as in any other branch of life.

It is an incontrovertible fact that a

receiver without full facilities for enhancing
selectivity as conditions demand is.only de-

signed to cope with conditions as they are
to -day. If a set can do this it accomplishes
a great achievenient. But it is inevitable
that every week that brings greater interference will throw a greater burden on the
receiver.

Since the receiver cannot be
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altered, the results from the loudspeaker
will be. Imagine a car which may give
very good results on the level roads of

Holland being taken to Switzerland.
Devoid of proper gearing and reserve power,

the car starts up the foothills on the
approach to the Alps; as the gradient
increases the car labours, and finally the

struggle is abandoned.
The owner of the car did not foresee that
he might want to use it outside of Holland.
This, of course, is a hypothetical case, but

the need for reserve adjustments is very
plain.

Full control of selectivity, with a possibility of increasing it, has been a feature
of each of my three national sets. The
subsequent

history

of these sets has

startlingly justified the policy I adopted.

Vast numbers of the " S. T.300 " and
" S.T.400 " were built.

The first receiver was a cheap, simple

three -valve set, but with far more controls

than any other receiver making
the same appeal to the public. It
was, in fact, a turning point-and
a hairpin bend at that-in designs

while most new-born circuits go straight
from their swaddling clothes into their
winding sheets.

The circuit of the " S.T.500.- in my

opinion, is not only novel, but necessary .
The Panel Controls

The most casual glance at the receiver
will indicate that its panel boasts several
knobs. Three of these are switches, and
as such are in no sense of the word controls.

Two switches are for waveband changilg,
and one is for switching the set on and off.
This leaves four panel, controls and two
tuning condenser dials. There are two
tuned circuits, called respectivay tie
and the a-iode circuit. Such circuits are
sometimes tuned by a single -control knob,
but there are several reasons why such a
simplified arrangement is unsatisfactory.
The upper left-hand knob on the panel is
a series -aerial condenser which controls the
high -frequency input and selectivity of the

by a detector, a driver valve and a Class B
'
output arrangement.
Those readers of Popummt. WIRELESS who

have built seti'of'the detector -and 2 L.F.
type have no conception of the increased
selectivity- which they can obtain from
quite an ordinary H.F. amplifying stas°m.
Sensitivity to weak signals will also be
greatly increased.

My detector is of the sensitive, leaky -

grid condenser type, but uses a much

smaller. value of condenser than usual in
order to obtain better resul6 ; the explanation of this will be given later.
The Class B output ensures much better
quality and much greater volume than have

hithertobeen obtainable on the ordinary
battery -valve arrangement. 'In fact, the

results obtainable with the " S.T.500 " will

astonish those who have not yet tried a
properly designed Class . B. outfit.

position to compete with the mains receiver
on its own ground, which has always

been that of volume and quality.

A CONSOLETTE VERSION

There is the added merit of economy

of H.T. When the set is " on," but
signals are not being received, the
H.T. current for the output valve
is only about 1 or 2 _milliamperes,
whereas it would be nearer 12 or

for the home constructor. Hitherto
the simplicity fetish had held

sway, and a complete reversal of
public opinion took place. The

14 for a- power valve. On the Class
B valve you only use as much H.T.
as the loudness of the signals needs.
On quiet passages of music the current from your battery is negligible.

" S. T.400 ' is a four -valve development. also generously provided with
controls.
Designs that Endure

How have. these two sets served

A Sound. Investment

in the hands of the public ? The
reply can best be summed up by
stating that the " S.T.400 " and

If an ordinary power valve
is used you are spending perhaps
pounds a year on H.T. current

" S.T.300 " sets are current designs
to -day. Both receivers were actually
at the last Radiolympia, and no one
thought it at all odd that these

which is never made use of. This is

because the average anode current
of an ordinary power valve is the
same whether you are receiving a
whisper or the crash of cymbals.

sets should be on show nearly a
year and nearly two years respec-

You have to have a large current

tively after they were published. As

far as I am aware, no builder of
the " S.T.400 " has changed over

so that the crash of cymbals can be
" handled." But it is like buying
and maintaining an hotel so that you
can spend your summer holiday
there. In Class B you pay for what

to another designer's set, and I know
of no one possessing an " S.T.300 "

who has changed his set unless

it be to convert it into an " S.T.400."
This is a truly remarkable tribute

to both sets when one considers

The " 5.T.500 " is here shown in a very handsome consolette
cabinet complete with speaker. This artistic design was prepared
specially for the set.

that it was the custom for thousands

of constructors to build new sets every

few months.

Chopping and changing had

so far become fashionable that to keep a
given design in commission for even six
months was something unusual. The
reason for the continual changing was
not interest in the hobby, but sheer
dissatisfaction, and a praiseworthy, if
despairing, search for something better.

Let us now get down to the technical

aspect. of the " S.T.500 " and see how and

why it is different from other sets, and
whether the difference is one of- detail or
prin: iple.

Too many circuits

of

This

development puts the battery set in a

to -day are the

mummified relics of an ob3olete technique,

you use, and the scheme will pay
for itself in a month or two.
The high - frequency

amplifying

system of the " S.T.500 " is highly

aerial circuit ; at the bottom left-hand
corner is an aerial -reaction knob, which
provides reaction for the aerial circuit and
still further increases its selectivity.

effective for reasons which will be given in a
detailed description, and the effect of apply-

A Revelation in Sensitivity

anything which has been hitherto obtain-

Between and above the two tuning dials
is a differential anode -coupling condenser
which has proved so extraordinarily effective in the " S.T.300 " and S.T.400 "
sets.

On the extreme right, in the top

corner of the panel, is the ordinary reaction

knob, which -provides reaction on to the

anode circuit.
The whole receiver consists of a stage of
S.G. high -frequency amplification, followed

ing reaction to both the aerial and the

anode circuits simultaneously is to enhance
signal strength and selectivity beyond
able with two circuits.
This is not a general claim, but simply a
technical fact, since the reduction of losses

on two circuits must result in a degree of
selectivity which it is impossible to obtain
by taking advantage of the ordinary
resonance effect of two timed circuits, to
one of which reaction is applied.

The first and almost the most vital

decision you have to make is whether the
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Glorious Volume and Depth Made Possible With
various knobs frighten you or not. In

spite of the great success of the " S.T.300 "
and S.T.400 ' sets, there is still a great
deal of prejudice against multiple controls.
This can easily be understood, and no one

is more alive to the need for simplicity

in the operating of a wireless receiver than

myself.
It is generally recognised that, while

lay person, who twiddles a knob without
the slightest idea of how the set works. If

you build a pseudo -factory -built receiver
you are simply placing yourself in the same
position as the completely non -technical
old lady.

You may turn the knob a little more
slowly than she does, and perhaps get a
little more acauracy of tuning, althougl# the

obtain the same degree of selectivity or
sensitivity unless all tuned circuits are
individually, tuned to the station to be
received. The ganged 'Set nearly always

modern visual tuning arrangement will
deprive you even of that consolation.
Unless you can employ your skill to obtain
better results you might just as well give
up wireless as a hobby altogether.

involVes some discrepancy of tuning at some

If you gave Steve Donoghue A cart horse

single control is sought, it is impossible to

point or other on the wavebands.
For You or Your Grandmother?

. The question of control generally raises
the Tbint : " Who is to operate the re-

If you are building a receiver
for your grandmother I would' advise
something leas effective but more' simple
than the " S.T.500" ; or else tell her to
ceiver V"

leave some of the controls alone.. My own

idea of the average amateur, however, is

that he is not a grandmother. We must
come to an Understanding on this point at
once.

Commercial receivers are so cheap that
'something more than price prompts a tan
to build a set himself. The wireless constructor obviously has a

,ireater technical 'interest in the
subject than the

in the Detby in Which all the other horses

'are of a similar type I would not be at

all surprised if- he -were beaten by every

driver of a dray. Put Stainforth in the

cockpit .of an old .Avro and he would pro-

bably get left, behind by every joy -ride
pilot in the country.. Do you imagine that
Sir Malcolm Campbell would be able to get

more out of a 1925 Austin Seven than
anyone else ?

I very much doubt it.

The moral is that the machine should
match the man. A tricycle may be the
safest and best form of transport for an
invalid old gentleman, but I cannot
imagine Woods, who makes a habit of
winning the T.T. races, proving his mettle
in such a saddle.
Simplicity versus Results.

there are people who could drive a loco-

motive if it only had one control, but I
cannot imagine the driver of the Flying
Scotsman being satisfied with such an
engine.

One -knob control in every phase

of life brings everyone to a single level,

and it is a lower level than that which could
otherwise be obtained.
There are some people devoid of " road
sense."
To put into their hands the

steering wheel of the slowest family car
would be as felonious as administering
cyanide.

Similarly, there are wireless people who

have no " panel sense " ; they are at sea
with two knobs and at the bottom of the
sea with three.

If you are one of these you are wasting
your time by reading this. Panel sense is
easily acquired, but those who fear controls
must simply put up with poorer results.
Maintain Your Pioneer Supremacy.

Many of you were pioneers who popttlarised broadcasting in its early days and
placed it on the sound foundations on which

it now stands. You built and listened and
encouraged others who have, helped
to develop the radio industry into

what it

is to -day.

The presentation of a complete set of golf
clubs to me would be a sinful waste. I could

you will be merged

whole bag. Completely devoid of any golf-

crowd to
whom
wire-

do better with a single iron than with the
ing skill, I not only do not desire a bagful

of clubs, but even think that golf would be a
better game if only one club were allowed !
The frank realisation of one's inability
t o handle more than one knob on a wire-

less set may stamp one as a

non -technical enthusiast, but
it is no disgrace. I dare say

Unless you

show yourselves alive to the
possibilities of individualism in the operation of
a wireless receiver
into the non-

descript
less
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Class B Output
means nothing more than a dial inscribed
with the names of stations.
Such experience and sk.11 as you have
acquired through the years will count for
nothing. You will be unable to use it.

You will be forced to operate receivers which you know are less
effective than they should be.
Wireless

will

lose

interest as a hobby. The

its

zest of home con-

struction, of a fine
receiver b u i I t
with your own
hands, will

a b ly

sooner-

incapable of
coping with new
conditions
and
a
In
greater interference.

view of the big business done in

instructional books and envelopes

large stocks had to be carried.
I stopped all advertising of obsolescent
designs. In spite of this, sales continued.
.

have vanished.

You will have

joined the lost legion
of wireless enthusiasts.
As a means of introducing
wireless to a new public, there
may have been some justification for
the ' simplicity era." I am glad, how-

ever. that I had no hand in it. Let me
disclose what occurred, as far as I was

A Magnificent Gesture.

I then decided on the drastic step of

refusing to sell any publications of my own,
or of the many other authors who wrote for

me, which contained designs no longer
representative of the new methods which
were being developed, all of which involved
high -frequency amplification.. Large stocks
of publications were, at my order, destroyed.
Compensation was paid, and paid .willingly,

to printers and 'authors. This clean sweep

concerned, in 1926. The sale of wireless
books and constructional envelopes, blue
prints, etc., by Radio Press, Ltd. (of which I
was the head), was on a huge scale.

involved a personal loss to myself of several

Taking Drastic Action.

designer than this gesture.
If there are any knobs on the " S.T.500 "
other than the tuning controls and reaction,
about which you haye the slightest doubt

These publications continued to sell long

after I was convinced that technical progress in my laboratories had made many
of the press designs obsolete, or at least
obsolescent.

In 1926 1 determined to take drastic

action to prevent the building of sets which

I felt would be sooner or later-and prob.

No one suffered but
Myself, and there could be no greater
testimony to the technical sincerity of a
thousand pounds.

whatsoever, you can leave them strictly

alone and, if it will make you any happier,
you can actually take the knobs off ! The
set will then become a very good average
- receiver, eVery bit as good as the kind of

simp-

ler" set
which you
might other-

wise choose to
build.

The reason why

the extra controls can
be left at " normal "

(usually either in a vertical position or to the lerti

is that the controls are not

interdependent. None of them
is a vital link in a -chain. Set controls are essentially part and parcel
of the circuit of a set. Without them
the whole set will. fail. An example of such
a control is a tuning dial. If it is not
tuned correctly, the desired station will not
be received.
Only Two Essential Controls.

On the other band, a control such as

reaction will greatly improve signal strength
and selectivity on any well -designed

receiver, but it is not an essential control

in the sense that the set will not work
without it. Fewer stations may be obtained

and more interference experienced if the
reaction is faulty or not used, but it is not
a direct link. The only essential controls
are the tuning dials, and
in this respect the set is no different from
any other. Every other single control on the
on the " S. T.500

" S.T.500 " could be ignored and yet

leave the set operating quite effectively.
(Continued on page 254.
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EASIEST TO ASSEMBLE
READ THIS AMAZING
S.T.500 OFFER
B.R.G. S.T.500
SPECIFICATIONS
Differential
Reaction
Condensers.
.0003-rni(1. - 2.6
.0001-nd(I - 2.6

Every Sealed B.R.G. S.T.500 Kit contains a
coupon which entitles you upon request to a
B.R.G. Guaranteed Long Life 2 -volt Accumulator.

BIG POINTS of the

Not

merely

a

collection,

B.B.C.

but

each

KIT

separate

component part expertly chosen and tested to

assure perfect results.
on the Blue Print.

Type No. 25
Slow -Motion

Condenser.

Every Component shown

Complete satisfaction is therefore guaranteed

0905-eifl. - 6 6

with every B.R.G. S.T.500 Kit.
Typo 49
Push -Pull
Switches.

Expert knowledge of constructor's requirements
extending over many years guarantees the
simplest, quickest and easiest assembly, yet main-

taining the famous designer's 100% efficiency.
You definitely save money in building a Guaranteed

- B.R.G. Kit which gives that perfectly balanced

Type 29

performance of Mr. John Scott-Taggart's original

Fixed '
Condenser.

design.

1-intl.

2,2-Piftl. (29'1) 2 6

Every B.R.G. Kit

B.R.C. Components stocked by all dealers.
In case of difficulty write direct.

is

sold

in

a

sealed

carton

complete with FULL-SIZE BLUE PRINT AND
COPYof "POPULAR WIRELESS" for Oct. 21

GET YOUR B.R.G. KIT FROM YOUR DEALER

BRITISH RADIO GRAMOPHONE CO. LTD., PILOT HOUSE, CHURCH STREET, STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.16. Cirsad
Wholesale Distributors for PILOT AUTHOR KITS : METAPLEX BASEBOARDS : TELSEN PRODUCTS

()-27
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1150 0
EVERY PART GUARANTEED

BUILD
Mr. John Scott-Taggart's
GREATEST TRIUMPH with a

B.R.G.S.T.500 KIT
expertly selected and tested
COMPRISES: High Grade Tested

Components, including Colvern,
W.B., Graham Farish and Erie ;
all Terminals, Connecting Wire,
Plugs, Screws, Metaplex Base Board, Ready -di filled Ebon ite

Panel and Terminal Strip with

S.T.500 issue of "Popular
Wireless, and Full -Size
Blue Print.
he has satisfied himself.
He recommends the B.R.G. S.T.500 Kit because he knows
B.R.G. stands for the biggest, keenest and most experienced

Take your Dealer's word

.

.

group of Radio Experts catering for the Home Constructor
men whose reputation depends upon the 100%
efficiency of every sealed Carton carrying their name. By
expert selection, matching and testing, your satisfaction and
success is assured before the Carton is sealed-that is why
the wise home construct(); will build the new and wonderful

today,

S.T.500 with a B.R.G. KIT. Know that your S.T.500 is right.
You cannot go wrong with a B.R.G. KIT. For S.T.500
reception at its absolute best, accept no other. Let there
be no regrets . . . refuse substitutes.

READ THIS AMAZING

S.T.500 OFFER

Sealed B.R.G. S.T.500 Kit contains a
coupon which entitles you upon request to a,
Every

B.R.G. Guaranteed Long Life 2 -volt Accumulator. -

Excluding Valves and Cabinet

COLVERN COILS
in every

B.R.G. S.T.500 KIT
Your Dealer has B.R.G. Kits in Stock.
In
cases of difficulty forward us the coupon at
once, together with his name and address.

POST THIS COUPON
IMINI

MIMI =NIS

To BRITISH RADIO GRAMOPHONE CO. LTD.,
Pilot House, Church St., Stoke Newington, London, N.IS.

Dear Sirs, I wish to obtain immediately
B.R.G. S.T.500 KIT.

a

My Dealer is (NAME)
(ADDRESS)

MY NAME
MY ADDRESS
NMI 16.1

a

I

Mll
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Contrast this type of control with, say,

five -separate tuned circuits each separately

controlled by a knob. Every single circuit

has to be correctly tuned, otherwise the

The " S.T.500 " is a racing model, and
the effect of its controls may be compared

to the additional refinements on a car or
on any other racing models. Take a racing

desired station will not be properly received.
To all but the experienced man the tuning of

yacht, for example. It has one or two main

such a receiver would be about as easy as
finding the combination for a safe. Hundreds of different combinations of values
of the condensers
could be tried with-

can raise and lower other sails to obtain a
faster perforthance:" Vie' mil let out that
rope or pull in this one in order to take

out getting the de-

sired stations.
Exactly the opposite is the case in the
control of the "
500." You are bound

sails which are always in use, hilt the Skipper

VIEW OF THE AERIAL END OF THE `S.T.500 "

desirable to provide
controls Which will

bring the set up to
the very high level
desired in spite of
difference in

vidual sets.

indi-

I say very definitely .that, unless
you are prepared to
add some controls,

extra controls
are what I call the

parallel type and
not the series type.
A good example of
the series type of

consistent results are

not obtainable. The
designer who gets
excellent results in

control is the trimmer of a gang con-

his own laboratory

will find that condi-

tions in different
homes vary enormously. I have been
in scores of construc-

denser. It is an actual
link in the chain, and

if wrongly adjusted

takes a factory to see

the designer, b u t
do so, and it is clearly

and quality may be
impaired. But the

links; and it

componenti used by

that he will always

random.
A dmi t t e dl y, selectivity,
sensitivity, volume

is all

vised to adhere to the

there is no guarantee

even if all the extra
controls are set at

not work: The average factory -built set

differences in inductance, resonance peaks,
resistance and self -capacity.

The reader is ad-

to tune in stations

the set will simply

ences in valves and in the components of
a receiver which may vary to some extent
amongst the same type and manufacture,
but which vary even more between
different types. Such things as an S.G.
choke 'or -a reaction choke may cause a
very wide variation in performance due to

The S.T.SOO'S " front door " whore
balanced phase reaction gives multiplied selectivity and sensitivity.

-

tors' homes from

Land's End to John
o' Groats, and I believe

I know your

Here you see the aerial end'of the receiver. The aerial coil is of the " S.T.400 type. An "S.T.300"
that the links all fit
own local problems
aerial coil may be modified by the constructor by adding a very simple aerial -reaction coil.
together. It is a
as probably no other
cardinal policy, addesigner does.
hered to in the case of every set I have so
advantage of every breeze or every change
I can design, and have designed, receivers
of tide. His extra sails are refinements, for dithery hands and shaky intellects. It
far designed for building on a national scale,
that the extra controls shall be refinements.
but they make all the difference between
is, however, a relief to design a receiver
In my Opinion, no " variable" should be
winning or losing a race. By stripping and for a public which can appreciate flexibility
capable of throwing the set -out of working
simplifying their craft the captains of the and real racing -car performance.
Secondly,
" Britannia
or " Shamrock" can turn
The mania for Simplicity in home order if incorrectly adjusted.
each -control should produce a very definite
these racing yachts into sailing barges.
constructed sets has led to a welter of unand easily observed effect when it is sepaApart from all other benefits, extra con,
satisfactory receivers which are now making
trols are needed to compensate for differrately operated.
their owners discontented and reproachful.

DES CSKIED

.
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TAGGART
The fault, however, is chiefly the
public's. Those who have been beguiles'
by the clean look of a panel are now finding

out that what one gains on the swings one
loses on the, roundabouts, and the round-

abouts are, proving very big and noisy.
The swings themselves have lost all

their attraction.

There are certainly
a million sets hopelessly out of date,
and I should be inclined to

ganging is increasingly difficult. The inventor of one brand of iron -core coil tells
me that the efficiency of the coil has deli-

berately to be made less than it could be
in order to make it commercially possible
for set manufacturers to gang their circuits.
In other words, separate condensers be -

applied reaction to both the aerial circuit

and the anode circuit, so that the efficiency
of both circuits is extremely high. It would

be quite impossible to use ganging with
such a circuit ; the very slightest variation

of capacity or inductance or stray capacity
would prevent the double -reaction system
from being used.

THE DETECTOR, DRIVER AND CLASS B

scheme being used
by set manufacturers.

IOW*

put the

There is thus no

chance of the

It is a technical development of the

figure at nearly four
million. Most of the
other sets are obsolescent. This applies

utmost importance
which cannot be used
for the simple reason

that a ganged con-

to commercial and

denser could not be
employed. What a
wonderful oppo rtunity for those with
just that little extra
tuning ability !
It is a justification

amateur -built re-

ceivers. Probably the

greatest trouble of

all is being caused by

the cheap three-.
valve sets.
One -knob control

of my opinion that
the technique of a

definitely limits the
technical de velo pment of a receiver.

home -constructed set

should be utterly

The necessity for ab-

different from that of

solutely a c curate
ganging of the dif-

a factory set. What
is a stumbling block
to the factory can be

erent tuned circuits
makes it impossible
to apply any device

the golden

oppor-

for improving signal
strength or selec-

tunity of the con-

risk of upsetting the
ganging. A curious
situation has already
arisen with regard to

the double-

structor.

Even apart from

tivity owing to the

the new iron -core
coils. These coils
have a greater effici-

ency than

air -core
coils of the same size.

scheme there're: im-

COMPACT
BUT

portant, features in

EASY TO BUILD
This view shows Vow simple e +en the inure compressed part M the set is. Class B is used, and the component in the bottom corner is the output choke, which is not bought it you buy a moving -coil speaker with
Class B terminals.

Owing to their lower resistance, any error in

tuning of one circuit will cause a much
greater change in overall response.

.Since

the resonance curve is sharper it is much
more important to tune accurately.
This means that with iron -core coils

come even more advantageous as the
efficiency of the coil increases, while if the

tuning of each circuit is kept fairly flat

-i.e.

unselective-ganging

simplified.

is

greatly

In the case of the " S.T.500 " I have

the " S.T:'500." The
selectivity of nearly
every set is axed, or
partly fixed. How
much different is it

on the " S.T.500,"
where the selectivity and sensitivity are com-

pletely adjustable over its whole range on
every wavelength and on each waveband ! If
interference gets worse in the future you can

simply make a small alteration to the control on the panel and your set progressively
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The S. T.500 gives Enormous Magnification with
becomes more selective. Even if you are
not prepared to use the controls in the way

intended you can, by rotating the aerial
and anode couplers to the left, increase the

general selectivity of ' the set every few
months if you find interference increases,as you undoubtedly will do.

You who are reading this must choose
now whether you propose to wear the
strait -jacket of simplicity or whether you
prefer the flexibility of the " S.T.500."
Avoiding Counterfeit Simplicity.

I could easily have simplified the panel
by inserting at -least two of the controls
inside the set: This; hOweVer, would only
be a half -Measure. It -Would `certainly

popularise the set amongst -those who were
not prepared to stop and think. Conditions
of reception, however, vary at every
degree on the dial, and for that
matter at every hour of the day.

gear is to be changed ; nor does a golfer

want to go back to the club house every
t ime he wants a mashie niblick, even though

he may look simpler on the golf course

without his bag Of clubs.
The idea of full -range, panel -controlled
selectivity of each circuit in a receiver was
introduced by me on the " S.T.300."

Before that time it was customary at the
most to proVide a certain degree of variable
selectivity on the aerial circuit of a receiver ;

the tuned circuit between the valve was
completely ignored, although a tapping
was sometimes provided to increase the
stability of the set. The introduction of
differential anode coupling, as well as an
aerial coupler, enabled the selectivity of
both circuits to be varied over the whole
range.

The aerial- and anode couplers are the
two main selec.

tivity- volume

controls; the
rotation of either
in an anti-

If you can get a big increase in

volume or a striking improvement in

selectivity by the slight turn of a

clockwise

knob it is better that
the control should
be on the panel,
where it is easily to
hand. No one wants
to climb under a

water -tight, so to speak, compartments ;
these are the aerial circuit and the anode
circuit, and the aerial circuit is tuned by

means of the left-hand dial, while its
selectivity and strength of signals are
governed by the aerial coupler and the
aerial -reaction knob.

The anode circuit is tuned by means of
the right-hand dial, while its selectivity

is governed' by the anode coupler and the
ordinary reaction knob. The two circuits
are therefore identically treated, and you

can either have high selectivity on the
aerial circuit and
flattish selectivity

on the anode circuit, or vice versa.
In extreme -eases

you would have

the maximum selectivity on each circuit.

When first handling the receiver you

would experiment on each circuit purposely
and learn the effect of an alteration on the

control -of that circuit.

You would then
proceed to try the effect of the controls
on the. other circuit. With the aid of the

motor -ear every time

very full instructions which will be given
the complete art of working the set will be

mastered on the first evening, and this
mastery of the set will give an extra-

direction will

improve

selectivity, while a rotation

to the right will improve
volume. In practice the anode coupler
will very rarely go beyond the half -way
and sometimes, with some

position,

valves, no advantage will be gained 'by
rotating the anode coupler further to the
Every

instrument
is brought -out clearly without
losing by the amplification.

ordinary sense of power and control over
the apparatus.
Members of the household who do not
wish to learn how to operate this set to the

best advantage can simply use the two
tuning dials and the anode reaction (if
desired). The other controls can be left
at normal. Wives and relatives of readers
will, in any case, probably not wish to tune
in anything but the main stations. Provided the additional controls are left alone,

right.
The two reaction controls -are independent

easily -operated receiver.

of each other, as, in fact, are all the tuning
arrangements. The set is divided into two

When, however, the constructor himaelf
comes home the " S. T.500 " will develop

the set may be used as a very tame and
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Absolute Realism of Tone
new life and will respond submissively to
intelligent handling. Sound common sense
is the only qualification necessary for working the set, and speed of tuning is a feature
of the working of the receiver, since everything is under complete control.
There

are no fluky results.

The
S.T.500 " can, therefore, be
operated as a "family bus." whilst
in the hands of its master it becomes a

true racing model.
This, surely, is the ideal to aim at in the

design of a wireless receiver. The thrill
of receiving station after station, cutting
down interference as if you were sandpapering the roughness off a piece of wood,

makes the controls a delight to use. You

any of them had heard the set
at work. It was purely a question
of faith. Faith in my reputation
as

a

designer.

It

would

pleased about a matter of this
kind. But it also makes it tremendously important not to let the
public down.

Quite half a million pounds
will be spent in the next week or
two by builders of the "S.T.500."
It is a very large sum of money,
and 1. feel intensely the responsi-

But I have no qualms.
No set I have yet designed has
bility.

been more deliberately conceived

can hear them chopping off the excrescences
of interference which may be clinging to the

desired station.

You can

hear them bring a signal

up from a whisper to a

or based on such a wide,
experience- in all parts of
the country of the novel

You can hear them reducing an over-

principles involved.
A fully complete and fully
technical service, conducted

In fact, the controls not only give you

by an efficient sta IT working
in the cicsest co-opera-

glorious outpouring of melodious sound.
powering signal to one of pleasant strength.

authority over the set, but mastery of the
ether.

Those who feel their interest in radio
is flagging, who want to recapture the
thrill and enthusiasm with which they
listened to their first act, will find in the
' S.T.500 " something to rekindle their
joy in radio.
The Responsibilities of Success.

tion with myself. is ready

to help you if you have
any

kind of

trouble whatsoever. V o
Can proceed to

build the set.
with the full
con f idence

I want every reader of thiS issue of

that it will.

POPULAR WIRELMS_ to appreciate that,

be

with a string of successes behind, 1 feel the
very great responsibility in offering a new

up by the

proprietors of

It is a very simple matter to see
how the public is building a new receiver
design.

be

hypocrisy on my part not to feel

backed

POPULA R

WIRELESS and

I

by consulting the component manufacturers,
especially the roil -makers..

by myself.

Within the first five days of my last set
-the " S.T.400 "--being published, 40,000

start building

home constructors ordered the coils.
This, of course, must have been before

at once. If you lack faith
(Continued on page 261.)

urge you to

the receiver

OP'
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PROOF
PAPER

The following Dubilier

CONDENSER

Condensers and Resistances are chosen
by Mr. John Scott -

2 MF

Taggart for the S.T. 500

Three Type B.B. non inductive type fitted
into moulded bakelite cases. 250 volts
D.C. peak.

Two lmfd. 2/6 each.
One 2mfd. 3/6.

Three Type 4401 Tubular Paper Condensers. -

Two 005 mfd.

1 /3

POSITIVE
of

DUBILIER
SUPREMACY
Scott -Taggart's

each. One '0005 17-.

One Type 670 Moulded
Mica Condenser.
00005
1

Five Dubilier Metallized
Resistances, one watt
type.
Two 5,000
ohms. Two 10,003
ohms.

One 250 ohms, 1/ each.

)

One Dubilier Grid Leak.
1 megohm, 1

peVS°1181

choice for his
S.T. 500
100% British
and dependable

as the Flag

UBILIE IIIIIZ
CONDENSERS &

RESISTANCES
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA RD., N. ACTON. LONDON. W.3
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With the new developments now available
Battery Sets can be made as sensitive and
EXTRACT FROM A TESTIMONIAL.
Crouch End, N.9.
24th April, 1333.
Dear Sirs,

You will be interested to learn that I shall

shortly be discarding one of your H.Y.

batteries. The H.T. Battery in question is

a "Siemens Power" 100 volt and was
purchased by me in November 1931, and
has been in use in conjunction with a

3 valve set since that date-s matter of

17 months.

I am,

Yours faithfully,
(Signed) C,H.

as powerful as their equivalent types

in

'all mains" and with a purity of reproduction
which cannot be surpassed.
YOU CAN BE ABSOLUTELY SURE Of THE BEST RESULTS

If YOU USE

soim

FURAL.L.C13BA,PEREWRIES
THEY COST NO MORE THAN ORDINARY BATTERIES
WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET 667 OF UP-TO-DATE BATTERY INFORMATION
Advt.

of

SIEMENS

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES

LID,,

38/9,

UPPER THAMES

ST.,

LONDON,
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,ffsTELSEN
so COMPONENTS
SPECIFIED BY W JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART

For the P.W.
0

THE Telsen ' Class B ' Driver Transformer and the
Telsen `Class B' Output Choke each represent the
finest components of their respective types it is
possible to produce, providing, at reasonable prices, a
performance which is literally unsurpassed. Mr. John
Scott -Taggart, like many other famous set designers, has
shown his appreciation of this fact by specifying and using
them in preference to ail others. What better evidence of
their superiority can you wish for than this ?
TELSEN

TFLSEN

' CLASS B ' DRIVER

' CLASS B ' OUTPUT

TRANSFORMER

CHOKE

Made in two ratios, covering the requitements of all the 'Class B' Valves available
at present.

For matching to M.C. speakers having
either a high resistance speech coil or a

Overall 1-1 ; Primary to hog.
sccondary 2- 1. Overall 1.5-1;
Primary to half-secondfity3.1

per half -winding. Total inductance 18 henries -

RATIOS

816

TELSEN
`CLASS B' OUTPUT

TRANSFORMER
For matching to M.C. speakers having
low resistance speech coils.
Primary resisrance 200 ohms
per half -win tMg -

low resistance coil and input transformer.

D.C. resistance 220 ohms 81

TELSEN
7 PIN VALVE HOLDERS
Specially designed for 'Class B' valves.

Contact sockets extended in one piece to
form soldering tags. Terminals numbered
according to standard R.M.A. system.
Rigid Type

8/6 Anti.Micro
TELSEN a[I3 zal

ANNOUNCEMENT OF

-

Type

.

a

-

z4

1/6
1/9

THE TELSEN ELECTRIC

The illustration above shows the position occupied

the Telsen 'Class B' Driver Transformer and
Output Choke in the built-up P. W. S.T.500,'
by

*
CP.,

Limes.
;7:113 011
LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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increase in volume apart from any merits of
improved selectivity.
For the daylight reception of weak
signals I regularly use it, and even at other

of the correct tuning point. Could a more
ideal result be obtained ? No parched and
withering plant could sprout more quickly

the decision.
Let us now go into more detail regarding
the reaction system of the " S.T.500." My

Unparalleled Long Wave Performance.

in Britain is robbed of the help which is
always given to the anode circuit. Yet

tion chain in which the anode circuit of
the detector provided reaction both to the
grid circuit of the detector and also to the

fact, the long -wave band, which in my
opinion provides some of the finest and

or are ultra -cautious, by all means wait
and hear someone else's set. But if you

delay you may have to wait for your
components.

My advice is Start your " S.T.500 "
to -day. I am sure you will never regret

last set-the S.T.400 "-involved a reac-

aerial circuit.
The reaction applied to the aerial circuit
completed its circuit

back to the detector
valve via the differ-

times often use the aerial reaction only.
The results on the long waves are- even
more startling, since reaction on this waveband is notoriously bad on many sets. In

most consistent radio entertainment to,

be had, is treated with contempt by most
designers-chiefly, I think, because their

and eagerly after an unexpected fall

it needs the help more than its sister tuned
circuit.

We designers recognise its need. We
know what a terrible load the aerial -earth
system is on the first tuned circuit in the
set. I believe I was the first to appreciate

to the full the need to lift some of this
burden. At any rate,

I invented the series -

SO SIMPLE THAT ANYONE CAN BUILD IT

aerial condenser as
used not for tuning
but for improving

ential anode coupler.
Changes in anode
coupler, therefore,

aerial selectivity.
A heavily laden
man moves sluggishly. A tuned circuit connected to
the heavy load of an
aerial -earth system
is sluggish. One can
make the first tuned
,circuit less so by
inserting a series aerial condenser

changed greatly the
reaction on both cir-

cuits.
;,:111oreover, reaction

-on the aerial could

only take place when
both aerial and

anode circuits were

in tune, and alter-

ations in tuning conaffected
sequently
the reaction.

which separates the

aerial losses from

In spite of these

what, by itself, may
be quite an efficient
tuned circuit.
This arrangement
increases selectivity,
but will very greatly

objections, which at

that time were

of

rain.
The aerial circuit of practically every set

re-

garded as insuper-

able, tuning the

" S.T.400" presented

no great difficulty,
since the aerial reaction could be cut

decrease signal

strength if the full
selectivity

out and only brought

benefits

into use when the

are to be obtained.

adjustments fell_ just

You can evade the

the desired station

creditors by placing
a big distance be-

tuned in.

but you will then

other selectivity

It is a mixed blessing.
of

short of complete
success and when

pressing

had already been

tween you and them ;

In the "S.T.500"
all these objections
have been removed

find it just as difficult
to collect any Money

and aerial reaction is

used, not as a last
resort but as a per-

claims

that others may owe
A great feature of this set is that its astonishingly good performance is obtained while keeping the general
constructional design extremely simple. Those who may have built the " S.T.300 " or " S.T.490 "
will be able to use their panels, screen, condensers, terminal strip, L.F. transformer, S.G. choke, and other

fectly docile and
advantageous aid
even to finding a station and bringing it up

to full strength. The complexities of the
former scheme-which were freely admitted

in my " S.T.400" description-no longer
exist.
Independent Dor,l,le Reaction.

The reaction for the second tuned circuit
(i.e. associated with the grid of the detector
valve) is obtained from the detector valve.
The reaction for the aerial circuit is independently obtained and is derived from the
S.G. valve.

This arrangement makes double reaction
extremely straightforward. The two tuned

circuits are kept wholly stable and either
may be made more selective quite independently of the other. Sensitivity is
simultaneously increased, and whereas in
the " S.T.400 " aerial reaction was used
essentially to improve the selectivity, on

this set-the "S.T.500 "-aerial reaction

will be often used to provide a delightful

components.

circuits are stripped of the extra controls
which would give equal efficiency on both
wavebands.

Since the god of simplicity

must be worshipped at all costs, the long wave band is offered up as a sacrifice !
Another reason why I favour aerial
reaction even over anode reaction is that
the damping of the aerial and earth is very
much greater than that of the anode circuit

you.

The first tuned
circuit shirks the

burden of the aerial
circuit by placing a
small capacity as a separator. But the
aerial retaliates and says : " Very well, I
shall feed weaker signals to you."
The aerial is like a tyrannous father who
supports a son who wants to live a free life.
The father says : " You can cut yourself

adrift if you like, but I shall cut off your

of the S.G. valve on the tuned anode circuit.

allowance."- - Tile son may therefore make
a bargain to have a little more freedom but
a smaller allowance.

set-is in the greatest need of help, yet

Fallacy of Shortened Aerials.

The aerial circuit-the first in the whole

it is always the anode circuit which receives
the sympathy. Is it any wonder that the
aerial circuit responds with almost pathetic
enthusiasm as reaction is applied to it ?
As one turns the aerial -reaction knob
" up," one can hear the big aerial resistance

This is what happens on the average set.
The designer compromises between signal
strength and selectivity. The aerial may

whisper rise in strength until majestic
volume is reached. And yet the same

A favourite nostrum for selectivity is :
" Shorten your aerial." This quack remedy

being wiped out and signals previously a

signals will collapse to nothing if the aerial
tuning dial is moved a degree to either side

be an Old Man of the Sea, but, after
all,

he does deliver the

cannot do
our signals.

without

the

goods.

collector

We
of

lessens the aerial load but also reduces
signal strength. A series -aerial condenser
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Aerial Losses are Wiped Out
is also to some extent a questionable tonic,
but if variable and on the "panel you only
take it when really ill, i.e. when interference
on a particular -station is bad.

the very beginning and filter out the

whether you are ill or well. When, on a
certain station, or at a certain time of day,

not blame me if you find difficulty in

If you have lopped off some of your
atrial you have to take your medicine

you know you could let things rip, you
cannot very well go out and extend your
aerial ; but on my sets you can get the
same effect by increasing the capacity of
the aerial coupler.
Gains Without Losses.

..

But cutting off your signal strength to
spite your interference is regarded as inevitable. This is the-eternal-and infernalsee-saw.
Signals up-selectivity down.
Selectivity up-signals down.
Now, at last, the' " S.T.500 " knocks the

see -saw- off its hinges. By applying reaction

to the first timed circuit we can wipe out
the aerial fosses. The aerial can now be
brought closer to the tuned circuit; if a

series-aeriaF condenser is used this is done
by increasing the capacity of the condenser.
Without reaction- the aerial, resistance and

getting adequate volume and selectivity.
If you leave 'till too late in the set the task

the signal strength do not shift the

sponsibility on to me.
No parent would dream of underfeeding
a child and allowing it to grow up wild and
uncivilis&l, with the idea that when it was

feed less If.F. into the set. Wide variations -

in volume are thus possible while maintaining full selectivity.

Reaction Reigns Supreme.

on such sets not only begins in the anode
circuit : it ends there.
The principle of starving the aerial circuit

lessly inadequate, because there remains-

is underfed and under -disciplined. Charity

not-and cannot be-anything but hopeand always will remain on any coil-the
heavy losses in the coil and condenser.

to make it more selective is comparable to

The trouble in many a set is that by the
time you have made it selective there is no
station there to select. Most sets do not

A SIMPLE SCREEN
48A CLEARANCE

/0

even have a variable -series -aerial condenser,

or else you have to fumble with a pre-set
buried somewhere in the set and neither
intended for nor capable of use to suit the
conditions of interference which vary at

every degree on the dial on both wavebands and at every hour of the day.

But even if my policy of having the
control boldly to hand on the panel is
adopted the results are mean compared to
those obtainable with the aerial -reaction

makes them stronger still
The see -saw law under which we have
grovelled for so long is riot only repealed
but actually reversed. Not- only does

It is, however, still possible, when desired, to obtain weaker strength while retaining equal selectivity, since the aerial
coupler can still be reduced, and then will

would actually be disconnected.

The absolute theoretical limit of selectivity is reached when the inductance and
condenser are free of the aerial load. But
this theoretical maximum selectivity is

very much stronger signals, but the reaction
is now applied to these stronger signals and

selectivity is now accompanied- by greater
sianal strength.

coupler had a minimum of zero the aerial

ten years old the process of nourishment
and education could begin. Yet in every
single design you pick up the aerial circuit

close connection with the aerial result in

servant of the harsh tyrant, but increased

little signal strength (especially as the wavelength received increases), because the
aerial is almost disconnected. If the aerial

re-

original selectivity but provides a far higher
degree of it. Moreover, not only does the

reaction unshackle every bond-

than a fair degree of selectivity and, of
course, you will get comparatively very

of sifting out the interference and increasing

other causes of loges would immediately
impair the selectivity and flatten tuning.
But the reaction not" -only restores the

double

companied by a rapid falling off in signal
strength.
This is the see -saw effect. Even if the
condenser capacity is made exceptionally
low you still have all the losses in the coil
and condenser ; therefore under the most
favourable conditions you cannot get more

biggest portion of the interference before it
is amplified. You can do all this if you
apply double reaction to your set. If you prefer to mumble the shibboleths
of the high priests of simplicity you must

scheme of (3). The reaction coil R is fed from

the S.G. choke L1, the reaction condenser

C1 enabling the reaction to be adjusted
to the best value. The S.G. valve, of course,
also acts as an H.F. amplifier and feeds the
subsequent circuit, which is omitted for the
sake of simplicity.

The screen between the input and output of the
S.G. valve. An " S.T.300 " or "S.T.400 " screen
will serve, but note the upper notch.

a gardener lopping off most of the stems
of a plant so that it will require less water
to live. And, all the time, the little extra
trouble of carrying a watering -can would
turn the weakling into a flourishing plant

Fig.

with a profusion of flowers.
My advice to you is to encourage the weak

height of each curve represents the signal
strength obtainable, while the average
width of the " mountain " is an indication

the critical stage of its

of selectivity.
In practice, the selectivity of the reaction
arrangement is very much higher, because

When a person was wasting away the -signal when it first appears in the set.
Give it reaction, which will build it up in

doctors of past Centuries would apply
leeches -to suck the life -blood of their
patients. The designer who wants greater
selectivity on his aerial circuit proceeds to

starve it of signals ! From now on each
prescription will be as technically sound as
the other.
To double the amplification of the S.G.
valve is an extremely difficult proposition.

But to multiply the strength of signals
fifty times in the aerial circuit by means of
aerial reaction is a simple matter. The new
reinforced signals will be amplified by the
S.G. valve in the ordinary way, and signals
of fifty times the strength obtained on an
ordinary set will be applied to the detector.
Benefits of Double Reaction.

Well begun is half done. This is superla-

tively true of a wireless set where all the
complications, difficulties, technical subtleties and miscellaneous losses occur after
the first tuned circuit. A tainted spring will
pollute a mighty river. I want you to start
well in your set. Build- up your signals at

2 shows the resonance curve of

different aerial circuits using (a) an air -core
coil, (b) an iron -core coil of efficient design,
and (c) an air -core coil with reaction. The

progress.

. This

reaction will only build up signals in the
immediate vicinity of the desired wave-

length, so it is possible to make the desired
station tower over its former bullying
neighbours. The desired signal may then
be sent out into the world, i.e. passed into
the set. It will experience further growth
and a final sprucing, but it has been
launched with every advantage.
- The comparative merits of different
receivers is illustrated pictorially in accompanying diagrams.
Fig. 1 shows three aerial circuits. (1) i s
a plain timed circuit directly between aerial

and earth. Signal strength is good, but
selectivity is really terrible. You can try
it for yourself ; improving the coil and
condenser will not make very much difference when the aerial load is . -a big factor.
(2) shows an aerial -coupling condenser
in use. This will at once improve selectivity,
but as the capacity of the condenser is de-

creased the improved selectivity

is ac-

one can afford to cut down the original
signal strength and then bring it up with
reaction. By this method the amount of

interference at the base of the " mountain "
in Fig. 2 becomes very small, and for a given

signal output from the speaker the selectivity with aerial reaction is enormously
greater than with any other method.
Fig. 3 gives some idea of the comparison.
-Better Than Iron -core Coils.
-

The general efficiency of aerial reaction
depends upon how effectively the reaction
can be applied. Theoretically one might

expect a circuit with full reaction to be
literally millions of times better than a

plain circuit, since the circuit resistance can
be reduced to zero. There are, however,
certain practical and theoretical limitations
to the extent to which one can use reaction.
While seeking an efficient coil I had an
ultra -efficient iron -cored coil specially made
(Continued on vase 264.1
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Because results have proved them the most reliable valves in the world; because
performance has proved them the finest design in the world; because public choice
has proved them the most popular valve in the radio industry, three million aerials
today lead down to Mullard Master Valves. And three million aerials can't

be wrong.
ASK T.S.D.

Whenever you want advice about your set or about your valves-ask T.S.D.-Wlard Technical Service De?ar:n.nt-always

obligation whatsoever.

We help ourselves by helping you.

at

your service.

You're tinder no

When writing, whether your problem is big or small, give every detail, and address your env,lope to IS D., Ref. C.V.R.

LATEST

2 VOLT

BATTERY

VALVES

Mullard
THE MASTER. VALVE
The Mullard Wireless Service

Co., Ltd.,

Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, 3'.C.2.
Arks
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reaction. I am
speaking now of
every receiver. The

reaction

contributed

by the first valve is of

the unwanted inherent type
which is apt to play havoc not
only with the stability of the set

but. with the smoothness of the

desired reaction prOvided by the

second valve.
The " S.T.500 ". makes

for

me. It

was far

better than

any coil the

publie could

buy. But I rejected
it. I found that an

the inherent

reaction negligible, introduces reverse reactian, balances out this reverse reaction
and then proceeds to apply with absolute
phase precision the wanted reaction on to
the aerial circuit. This circuit and its adjustment simultaneously provides the best conditions for reaction on to the second circuit
from the anode circuit of the second valve.
Exceptional Smoothness of Operation.

improvement of 5,000

. The technical aspects of my Balanced
Phase Reaction system will be described

coil was easily

elsewhere. For sheer simplicity and smoothness of operation I have never experienced
anything like it. Incidentally, when either
reaction control is increased until oscillation

per cent over this best
iron -core

attained with my aerial

reaction scheme.

The introduction of reaction in
the most effective way was a vital
problem in the " S.T.500." So it is, of
course, in any set ; but when one attaches
as much importance to the merits of
reaction as I do, one is doubly anxious to
discover new and better methods of
obtaining very smooth and progressive
adjustments and avoiding hysteresis effects.
Maintaining Phase Relations.

Reaction should be easy to handle, very
definite in its action, unaffected as far as
is possible by what is happening elsewhere
in the circuit, and one should be able to slide
out of reaction as smoothly and at the same
point as one slides into it.

occurs the set gives no grunts or " raspberry " noises.
The

" S. T.500,"

however,

combines

greatly improved reaction arrangements
with astonishing docility.
The fact that the first valve is of the S.G.
type and that it operates solely as an H.F.
amplifier is an important factor accounting
for some of the smoothness and effective-

ness of the aerial reaction. The anode
impedance is very high, there are no fluctuations in characteristics due to rectifica-

tion and the dynamic characteristics of
the valve are straight.

Where Your Present Set Fails.

The merits of aerial reaction become

It is essential that the vectorial relationship between input and output currents
of the reaction valve should be correct. The
angular phase difference usually alters with

increasingly striking as wavelength, de-

wavelength being received, and the tuning
of the circuits.
The trouble is always greater when there
is an H.F. valve in the set, there' being two
tuned circuits and two valves contributing

If your answer is yes, try the " S.T.500,"
with its aerial reaction. The blanket over
the lower half of the dials is lifted. The
" sticky half " loses its stickiness.

the adjustment of the reaction knob, the

creases. Answer this : Do you find that
the bottom half of your dial or dials is

much less selective ? Are stations below half-

way more " under the weather " ?

(Continued on page 269.)
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COLVERN COILS WERE USED

IN THE ORIGINAL "S.T.500"
That means to say that when you use
Colvern coils in your set you are
assured of results identical with those
obtained by Mr. Scott -Taggart because

EVERY COLVERN

COIL

THOROUGHLY

IS

TESTED AND GUARANTEED TO BE
WITH THOSE EMPLOYED
THE ORIGINAL RECEIVER.

IDENTICAL

IN

`........LHyp"S.T.500". Price

COLVERN SPECIALISE
COLVERN

LIMITED,

MAWNEYS

ROAD,

ROMFORD,

ESSEX.s4

COILS

26
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MOST SENSATIONAL
E.M. PLUS 4
(Design based on the famous

EVERYMAN FOUR.)

A new straight -four employing the most efficient
coils that can possibly be made. These coils cannot
be obtained in any other set-they are exclusive to

the E.M. Plus 4, and are made specially for it.

Gives superhet selectivity without any of the
usual disadvantages. Amazing range and sensitivity with beautiful quality. Very easy to build
and operate-single-knob tuning with the efficiency
of multi -control operation. Circuit consists of
variable -mm screened grid, detector and 2 L.F.
stages for battery operation. Beautiful cabinet of
modern design with space for M.C. Speaker and
batteries.
Build the E.M. Plus 4 and try it for 10 days-if

AMAZING
OFFER TO
CASH
CUSTOMERS

you are not convinced that it is the finest fourvalver obtainable, return it and we will refund
your money in full.

KIT A

KIT B

KIT C

Complete Kit of

Complete Kit of

parts, less valves
and cabinet.

Complete

parts with valves,
less cabinet.

£4-5-0

USE

Free Trial

ON NEXT PAGE

Kit of

AND OBTAIN

parts with valves

£6-6-6

10 -Days'

COUPON

and cabinet.

YOUR COPY OF

£7.14.0

RADIO "

"EVERYMAN

in your home '1

S.T.500 KITS

LIST OF PARTS
1 Telsen Driver Transformer 1-1 ..
1 Telsen Class B Output Choke ..
1 Ready Radio 0001 Differential
Condenser

£

8
8

..

3 .0005 Log Law Condensers ..
1 T.C.C. .0005 Tubular Condenser

1 Varley ,Nielet Transformer ..
1 W.B. Universal Valve Holder
1 T.C.C. -0005 Mica Condenser
2 Push-pull Switches.. ..
1 250 -ohm

Thermium

Coils

..
..

6

4

0

3

0

15
5

0
3

1

8
7

0
6
6

1

0

1

Resistance

1 Ready Radio Reaction Choke ..
1 Bulgin 7 -pin Valve Holder ..
1 Ready Radio 1-meg. Grid Leak
1 Grid -Leak Holder

£5-9-0
KiT E3
(with Valves, less Cabinet)

£7-14-3

KIT C

3
6

(with Valves and Cabinet)

£9-14-3

6
6

2 T.C.C. .005 Tubular Condensers-..
1 T.C.C. 2-mfd. Condenser
1 Toggle Switch:.
1 J.B. 00005 Baseboard Preset Cond.
1 J.B. -0001 Baseboard Preset Cond.
2 10,000 -ohm Thermium Resistances

6

5
2
3

6

1

I
1

1

2 5,000 -ohm

1

2 Benjamin 4 -pin Valve Holders ..
10 Belling -Lee type " R " Terminals
1 S.T.500 Screen
..

1

2
2

..
1 Piece Aluminium Foil ..
1 Baseboard 16 x 12 in. ..
1 Panel 16 x 7 in. ..
1 Pr. Panel Brackets

6
6
0

0
0
0
8
6

0
6

2
2

1
1

0
6

5

6
3

1
1

0

1
1

6
5

5

3
0

0

£9 14 3
Any component can be supplied separately if
desired.

(less Valves and Cabinet)

8

2

RECOMMENDED
ACCESSORIES

KITA

1
1

1 Ready Radio .0003-mfd. Differential
Condenser
2 T.C.C. 1-mfd. Fixed Condensers.

1 Terminal Strip, 16 x 14. in.
7 Wander Plugs
1 Packet Jiffilinx
Flex, Screws, etc.
..
4 Valves, as specified
1 Direct Radio Cabinet, Walnut ..

d.
6

1.

1 Wearite Radiogram Switch
.
1 Ready Radio S.G. Binocular Choke
2 Ormond 0005-mfd. Variable Con -

1 Pr. Ready Radio S.T.400

S.

USE ORDER FORM ON NEXT PAGE.

DIRECT RADIO LTD.

159 BOROUGH. HIGH STREET
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
Meteor S.G. All -Wave Kit, without valves
..
.. £2 10
Meteor S.G. Kit, with Valves .. £4 1

303 Kit. Simple to build ; only
five wires to connect. Without
valves

..

.. £1 15
.. £2 17

0
3

0

303 Kit with valves
9
Lissen 7 -Valve Superhet Chassis
Model, with valves
..
£8 17 6
Lissen Skyscraper 3, with valves £4 9 6
Station Master Four, with valves £4 6 6
Telsen Super Six, complete with
valves ..
£9 15 6
S.T.400, complete Kit ..
£4 17 6

Pertrix 120 volts..

s.
11

d.
o
15 6
11
0
15 6
1
3

..

Pertrix 120 -volt Super Capacity
Ever Ready 120 -volt Winner ..
Ever Ready 120 -volt Popular ..
Pertrix 9 -volt Grid -Bias Battery
Ever Ready 9 -volt Grid -Bias Battery
1
0
Block 120 -volt Plateless Accumulator
5,000ma/hrs.
3 15 0
Block Plateless Accumulators 2 -volt
80ampihrs.
11 6
Exide 2 -volt Accumulator D.F.G.
8 6
Atlas Eliminator Type C.A.25 , .
2 19
Regentone Eliminator Type W.I.F.
2 15 0
Blue Spot 29P.M. Permanent Magnet
Moving -Coil Loudspeaker with input transformer
1 12 6
Blue Spot 99P.M. Permanent Magnet
Moving -Coil Loudspeaker
. .
2 19 6
Epoch Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speaker, type 20C
1 15 0
Baker's Selhurst Permanent Magnet
Speaker ..
.. 2 5 0

Cossor Model 341 3 -Valve Kit,
with

Valves

and

Cabinet,

Balanced Armature Speaker ..
Telsen Class B4 Chassis Kit only
Ferranti Class B Super -Power
Convertor, with valves
..
Epoch Moving -Coil Speaker and
Class B Unit, with valve
..
Celestion P.P.M.19 Permanent Magnet Loudspeaker, with
tapped output Transformer ..
G orrard
Automatic
Record Changer, Universal Model
..

£6

7

6

£3 17

6

£3

3

0

£3

3

0

£2

7

6

£10 17

6
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RADIO OFFER EVER MADE
DIRECT RADIO ALL -ELECTRIC (A.C.) SUPER -

Kits and Sets

HET (5 valves including rectifier). Employs a
new circuit possessing many special features.

direct from

I.F. amplifier, screened -grid 2nd detector and

Designers to

purchasers
BUY DIRECT
and

SAVE POUNDS
Here is the greatest offer ever made to
the Radio Public. New Kits and Sets of
outstanding design and possessing all

the latest improveinents and many
exclusive features at amazingly low
prices. Why ? Because we offer you
the opportunity of buying direct,- so

that you are saved all the usual middleman's profits. Never Ixas such wonderful value been offered ; never have such

remarkable Sets and Kits been available at such astonishingly low prices.
And you can prove it for yourself with
complete safety and confidence. If you
are unable to call at our Showrooms at
London Bridge to see, hear and test
these wonderful Sets for yourself, we
offer them to you for 10 days' free trial
in your own home.
This unique offer is proof of our supreme

confidence that you will be delighted with

the Set you choose, and want to keep it.

If for any reason you wish to, return it
to us within 10 days, your money will be
refunded in full without question.
DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY.

If in London, call at our showrooms at
159, Borough High Street (2 minutes
from London Bridge Station) for a
demonstration of any of these models,
or any other Set in which you are
interested. If unable to call, post
coupon at once.
PROMPT DISPATCH.
There will be a big demand for these

Sets. First come-first served. Order
at once for prompt delivery.

INQUIRY COUPON.

Screened -grid detector -oscillator, variable -mu

pentode output combine to give maximum
efficiency obtainable and superior to many sets
employing more valVes. Special I.F.' circuit
eliminates second -channel interference. Amazing
range and selectivity with 2 -watts speech power
in moving -coil speaker. Single knob tuning ;
combined wave -range and on -off switch ; volume
control. In beautiful cabinet of superb finish

and modern design, fitted with high quality
M.O. Speaker.

Only 101 guineas in oak cabinet.
In walnut, mahogany or limed oak cabinet, 10/ extra.
Also available as a battery model at same prices.
DIRECT RADIO ALL -ELECTRIC (A.C.) SUPER -

HET RADIOGRAM (5 valves including rectifier).
A super -het radiogram possessing all the special
features described above and fitted with electric
gramophone equipment and high-grade pick-up
giving most realistic tone. No photograph can

do justice to the beauty of the cabinet design
and workmanship. You must see it for yourself. All controls concealed when cabinet is
closed. When opened the radio and gramophone equipment are at just the best height
for easy operation.

Only 15 guineas in oak cabinet.

In walnut, mahogany or limed oak cabinet,
1 guinea extra.

DIRECT RADIO 3 -VALVE MAINS SET (2 valves

plus rectifier). For superb tone from local stations
and a choice of the more powerful foreigners you
cannot do better than choose this wonderful set. Allelectric-no trouble ; Just -switch on. Easy to operate, very selective. Beautiful cabinet. High quality
sneaker, giving exceptional tone. Only three controls-combined wavechange-on-off and selectivity
control (a most useful feature), tuning aniLreaction
volume. An ideal domestic receiver, yet responds
amazingly to those who want distant stations.
Only £5 19 6 in oak cabinet.
In walnut, mahogany, or limed oak cabinet, £6 7 6.
DIRECT RADIO ALL -ELECTRIC RADIOGRAM (3)
valves plus rectifier). For real life -like quality and
volume, this is the set you want. Will fill a house or
a hall with music as loud as the original. Ideal for

dance -halls, restaurants and hotels, yet equally suitable for the house because volume is under complete
control. Principally intended for local reception and
gramophone reproduction it is, nevertheless, capable
of giving a good selection of foreign programmes at
exceptional strength. All -electric, with electrically
operated gramophone. All controls concealed when
lid is closed. Radio and gramophone are placed at

the most comvenient height for easy control and
record changing. Very solidly constructed through-

out, the cabinet is specially designed to give a large
and rigid baffle area, so that tone is delightfully rich
and full, with beautiful bass reproduction.

Only 111 guineas in oak cabinet.

In mahogany, limed oak or walnut cabinet, 1 guinea
extra.

i recta
159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE S.E.1

ORDER FORM.

I

I To DIRECT RADIO LTD., 159, Borough High Street, S.E.I
To DIRECT RADIO LTD., x59, Borough High Street, S.E.z.
, As I am unable to call at your Showrooms please send me full details of I Please dispatch to me at once
(Please state voltage required.)
I
I the
I enclose full cash payment of
I (Please Jig in name of Kit or Set in which you are interested.)
This order is sent on the strict understanding that if I return the goods
i Please state if you require particulars of our Easy Payment Terms
I supplied within ten days in good condition you will refund my money in full.
Name

Name
I Address
I

Address
LPop. Wireless 21 'VD 33

Pop. Wireless 21/10;33

_

I

j
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Better'Class Bitvith

IvlAKON I

I)

Marconi B 21 brings better °Class B'

performance to all battery sets
because of these important features:
It operates with grid bias. Hence quality

is

better

because the anode current cut-off is less sharp and
the currents in the two halves overlap. This reduces
spurious oscillation and gives less distortion at low
output levels.

For the same reason and also because two grids are
used in each half, the sensitivity is higher, because

the input impedance is higher and less power is
needed from the driver valve.

Greater overall magnification, because it is possible

to use driver transformers having a higher ratio than
those allowable with the zero bias type of valve.
Shaped bulb and rigidly interlocked electrode system
with top support means greater accuracy of matching
-important in push-pull.

MARCONI VALVES FOR USE WITH B 21
Marconi VP21 - The first Variable -Mu battery H.F.
pentode, for all up-to-date circuits

Marconi S24 - High Efficiency straight screen grid 1516
Marconi VS24- High slope Variable -Mu screen grid 15/6
71Marconi HL2 - Non-microphonic triode detector
Marconi L21 - High Efficiency Class B driver for
7f.
...
normal use
Marconi LP2 -Power valve and Class B driver for

.

sets where full output is needed

Marconi

1516

Valve
8.V.A

PRICE

819

coupon to The Valve Department, The
Marconiphone Company, Ltd., 210-212 Tottenham Court Rcad, London. W.1.
For full details and lists send this

MAKONI VALVES

Name

Address
P.W.

21/10/33

the choice of the experts
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Many London listeners with their present
sets may find that above London Regional

things are fairly simple, but below L.R. it
is very difficult to get good results. London
National is the trouble. It causes far more

blot -outs than the Regional, although, if
anything, it is often the weaker station.

But just north of Hyde Park I am able
to cut out the National and receive Frankfurt clear. As Frankfurt is London's next
neighbour lower down, this is a feat. Without aerial reaction one can hear nothing of
Frankfurt, and the dial has to be turned a
considerable way before one gets a good
station.

tuned - anode circuit,
the overall selectivity

c urve would- be obtained
by multiplying the magnification ordinates.

Frustrating H.F. Resistance.

The " S.T.500 " can be operated as an unselective receiver since all controls are full

range in operation. As the selectivity
controls are brought into action the selecThe way stationstivity improve3.
perhaps never heard before-spring up on

the lower half of the dial will prove a convincing test of the ability of aerial reaction
to " clear the air."
If you find that your National " spreads "
more than the Regional my aerial -reaction
scheme is more than ever indicated. If
good at the top end it is even more needed
at the bottom.

The percentage that a separation of

The enormous effect of the

resistance of the two circuits

may be seen from the following
figures taken from a radio textbook.

With an aerial -circuit resistance of

16 the amplification in that circuit was

17 times the aerial -input voltage. With an
anode -circuit resistance of 50 ohms the
amplification given by the valve was

16 times, making a total amplification of
272 for the combination.
Keeping the aerial circuit the same, but
reducing the anode -circuit resistance to

9 kilocycles is to the received signal
becomes less and less as wavelength decreases and the high -frequency resistance

a

of the coil and tuning condenser losses
rapidly increase with frequency, i.e. as
one tunes " lower."

Think of the great thick wire or even
tubing that is used for every short-wave
receiver. It is all in the effort to reduce
" resistance."
In a broadcast receiver the rapid rise in
the selectivity -destroying resistance as wave-

length falls. can be frustrated by aerial reaction and by aerial reaction only.
Multiplied Selectivity.

The maximum effect of the " S.T.500's "
selectivity is obtained when -both circuits
are brought to their most selective condition, i.e. when reaction is applied to each.
The full selectivity will only be necessary
in extreme cases, but as ether conditions
become worse. the average degree of
selectivity you will use will increase. -

In any receiver the overall selectivity
is due to the multiplied selectivity of
its separate tuned circuits. If you
drew the curve showing
aerial circuit magnifica-

tion for different signal
frequencies and then
drew a similar curve
showing magnification of

the S.G. valve and its

.8/1111111111114
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The speed a car can maintain is an indication of is performance capabili!ies, and similarly wilt the " S.T.500 " its ability to oope
will all conditions all the time is the measure of its performance.
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Make This Your 1934 Set and Get 1936 Performance
1.5 ohms by means of reaction, the total
amplification was increased from 272 to
about 7,000 times !

This startling result is a practical proof
of the merits of anode reaction, but- my
whole_pOint is that aerial reaction will

give an equally 'startling result.

The

amplification of the aerial circuit depends

on the resistance. If we halve the resistance we doable the -amilification.-Proved in Half a Minute.

If we reduce the aerial -circuit resistance

to half an ohm by reaction we should get
signals 32 times as strong-i.e. an amplifica-

tion of 544. And this is before the signals
are amplified by the S.G. valve ! If we
apply more reaction-as is easily done on
the S.T.500 "-the figures beeome ,even
more remarkable.
Since the overall selectivity of two tuned
circuits is due to the multiplication of the
amplification ordinates, any improvement
of aerial -circuit selectivity -will
pay handsomely.
On an aerial circuit of 16 ohms

reaction.

amplification. They are then efficiently
amplified by the S.G. valve and afterwards

programme covered by the undergrowth of
sprawling stations.

the same be said for other Class B" fours " ?

the simplest operation in the world : aerial

Try for some other station. It may be
not only obscure but buried in a morass
of interference. It may -have a precious

Here is a clear case for aerial reaction.

-The interfering stations on either side cling

stubbornly at first to the desired station.
As the latter's volume increases with
reaction, the jamming stations begin to

lose their grip and slip away as the desired
programme emerges triumphant. Aerial
reaction !
Whether you are seeking stronger signals

or a purer programme, aerial reaction is
so effective that you may tend to forget
anode reaction. Many readers will probably
prefer to use aerial reaction first and leave

anode reaction at zero or a small value.
The set is then almost as simple to operate
as a detector and L.F. receiver. The anode

undergo further amplification by the aid
of anode reaction. After this triple magnification they will do more than justice
to the -Class B output arrangements. Can
What Class B Must Have.
There is a more subtle -reason for requiting

It is this :
If the H.F. amplification is insufficient,

adequate H.F. magnification.

good quality is impossible. If you choose
your Class B " four " without regard to the
vital question of sensitivity you will find

that not only are your foreign signals
unexpectedly weak but unhappily distorted.
The sensitivity. of the." S.T.500" is high,
to begin with. It is increased by the use of
aerial reaction and by the additional

advantage that a bigger aerial input can
be arranged since the extra aerial -load effect

can be wiped out by the aid of reaction :

double advantage already
explained.
a

IF YOU DRILL YOUR PANEL

resistance the amplification of
a desired station was 17. An

It is because I can afford a
bigger input that I now use an

/6"

input -aerial

undesired station of equal
strength but 9 kilocycles off
strong as the wanted station !

aerial reaction, and the advan-

But the designer of this receiver

applied reaction to the anode
circuit, and relied on this pro-

tages (including improved signal
strength) are multiplied.

The relative merits of four

cess for selectivity. The valve
and anode circuit now amplified
the desired signal 400 times and

types of circuits can be seen at
a glance in Fig. 4. There are
two tuned circuits (aerial and

the interfering signal only 30

anode) in each diagram, and
the amount of interference in
each circuit_ is illustrated by

times.

the above example the aerial

SACK OF PANEL. DR/LL//y0 Z7/AGRAM
This drilling diagram shows the back of the panel. Note particularly that it
is of the back of the panel, not the front. Pilot holes are first drilled from
the back, and the main holes from the front.

circuit cuts the interference

down by less than a

half ; the anode
circuit, with the aid of reaction, cuts it

down to a thirteenth of its value.

What is regularly done on the anode
circuit can be equally effective on the
aerial circuit.

But no

one does

it

The constructor - untrammelled by
" simplicity " - can do it, and I show

you the way.
Multiple reaction means multiplied selectivity. Half a day could be spent in mathematical explanation, but half a minute on
the set will bring you proof.
Triumphs of Aerial Reaction.

Listen for some obscure station-perhaps

a feeble Russian-on the " S.T.500." The
dials are correctly set, but everything is
silent. Anode reaction fails to help, but is
left at a medium value. Look at that

knob at the left bottom of the panel. It is

the aerial reaction. Turn " up " the knob
a little and slightly tune the aerial dial.
The station emerges. Increase the aerial
reaction. Signals swell up. Note that the

set throughout is as stable as a rock. The
music now fills the room.

Turn back the aerial reaction. Other
stations may still be excellent, but the

station has sunk again into
obscurity. Yet it can be conjured back by
obscure

more

0005 mfd. as against -00004
mfd. The normal disadvantages
of large capacity disappear with

was amplified 9 times. In other
words, it was more than half as

Selectivity means cutting the
interfering signal down in
respect to the desired one. In

condenser

than ten times the size of those
in my previous sets. It is now

circuit is then flatly tuned and searching
is extremely easy. But, of course, anode

reaction will often be needed.
The high performance of the " S.T.500 "
is due chiefly to multiple reaction producing multiplied selectivity simultaneously
with multiplied signal strength. Add perfected Class B to what you have got so far,
and you can imagine the performance of the
set
This, perhaps, is a good point at which to

remind readers that Class B is not a

It will give a big
output, but it requires a fully adequate
input. A steam roller is a powerful "
sensitive arrangement.

circles. One circle means that
one station- only is heard, i.e.
the desired signal. A second
circle indicates that there is some inter-

ference, while several circles indicate more
interference-perhaps by several stations.
The more Circles, the niore interference,

The circles in the anode circuit represent

the currents there, and therefore the overall
effect of the two circuits. The top circuit
shows a simple H.F. arrangement with no
reaction at all. Some attempt at selectivity

is made, and the anode circuit helps, but
results are poor. The second circuit (b)

shows the same circuit with reaction on the
anode circuit ; aerial -circuit interference is
the same as before, but improved selectivity
of the anode circuit is illustrated by fewer

piece of apparatus, but you could not drive
it with a 1 h.p. motor -cycle engine.
The ordinary four -valve Class B set-and
its number is and will be legion-will work
loudly on a strong signal, but disappointment will be experienced on weaker
stations. Let every reader be warned.
Four valves are the fewest you can use
if you are to enjoy the merits of Class B, a
three -valve set being worse than a det. and
2 L.F., except as a local -station receiver.

circles.

Class B sets will be in the lack of sensitivity.
In the " S.T.500," however, we amplify our
signals many times by reaction before ever
they are applied to the S.G. valve for normal

series condenser. The arrangement, in my
opinion, still represents the best that can

The weak link even in all four -valve

Appyoaching the Ideal.

This type of circuit is representative of
most designs offered to the home con-

structor, although a series -aerial condenser
is often added.

The third circuit (c) is similar to my

" S.T.300," a simple and effective three-

valver. Aerial selectivity is improved (but

only up to a point and only with loss of
signal strength) by the variable aerial -

be done without aerial reaction.
(Continued on page 272.)

The
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TELSEN

ST.400. COILS
for Mr. John Scotaaggart's

P.W.

9.50U
Illustration below shows
the position occupied by

the Telsen
Coils

in

a

S.T. 400'

built-up

S.T. 500' Receicer.

RECOMMENDED for use in the

S.T. 500 by Mr. John Scott Taggart, the Telsen S.T. 400

Coils have been specially designed for

their purpose, to ensure immaculate

performance with enduring efficiency.
The Aerial Coil consists of plain long
and medium wave windings connected

in series, with a separate reaction
winding, the Anode Coil having a larger
reaction winding connected to the earth

end of the main winding. The Anode

Coil is supplied complete with two
brackets and the necessary
screws for mounting.
Price per pair

TELSEN OR
EVERYTHING
IN RADIO
THE TELSEN
LTD.. ASTON. BIRMINGHAM

ANNOUNCEMENT

E L ECTRIC

CO..
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anode circuit employs my differential -

anode -coupling system with reaction, and
is therefore highly selective. The aerial

circuit-as in all sets-is the weak point
and tends to let through some interference.
Making it Hard for Gate-erashers.

The bottom circuit (d) is the elementary

form of my present set-the " S.T.500."

Aerial reaction is employed and " front door " selectivity is enforced. The single
circuit will not alone keep out all interference, but when the anode circuit has
had a second " whack " at interference
the result is only one circle-representing
the currents of the desired station without
interference.

I have spoken of multiplied selectivity,
and explained how any improvement in
signal strength or selectivity, if carried out
on the hitherto neglected aerial circuit, will

be multiplied by the S.G. valve and its
anode circuit.

Let me give a simple illustration to

explain multiplied selectivity. We can
regard each of the two tuned circuits as
gates to a mansion. The aerial circuit is
the outer gate, while the anode circuit is
the inner gate.
First consider a receiver with a single -

tuned circuit without reaction (as in a

simple crystal set). We can compare this
circuit to a wide gate to a mansion. An
invited guest (the desired station) finds
himself surrounded by a crowd of gatecrashers (interfering stations). The gatekeeper may turn a few back, but the man

with a ticket will find that a crowd of
rowdies enter the mansion with him.

What steps can we take to ensure ad-

mission by ticket only ? We can narrow

the gateway so that a big crowd cannot

get through. In technical terms, we improve the selectivity of the aerial circuit.

We can only do this up to a point by
lessening the aerial load or by using

iron -core or other efficient coils, or by
both methods. An immensely more
effective method is to use reaction, but
the gate even then is not one -station wide.
Improving on Normal Practice.
The gatekeeper is liable

to be overpowered by muscular interfering gatecrashers. So we establish a second gate

through which visitors must pass and show
their credentials. The second gate is, of
course, the second tuned circuit. The first
gatekeeper may let a few rowdies through,
but the second gatekeeper can tackle them.
The guard at each gate may, if the crowd
is large and turbulent, require strengthening.

This is equivalent to increasing the

Popular Wireless, October 21st,

selectivity of each circuit.

The normal practice is

to have a wide, poorly
guarded outer gate (ordinary aerial circuit) and a
strongly guarded narrow

gate (anode circuit with
reaction).

My own pro-

posal is to narrow the
first gate and put a

very strong guard there, i.e. to keep out
the jostling crowd before they get into the
grounds. I retain the narrow second gate
and its guard, and thereby permit only the
desired guest to enter the house.
Narrowing the Gaps.

In other words, I apply reaction to both
circuits separately, and thus keep the bulk
of interference out at the very start. The
bit that may get through is cut out by the
second circuit.

273
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The merits of the double -gate arrangement can be fully appreciated by a study of

Fig. 5. These illustrations represent (1)
an ordinary single circuit with reaction,
(2) an aerial circuit without reaction
followed by an anode circuit with reaction,

and (3) the' " S.T.500 " with reaction on
both circuits.

In the top figure there is a wall with a

gap in it, and to the right is a net. A group
of men in a semicircle each have a football
which they have to kick through the gap
in the wall into the net. The footballs
represent signals from different stations,
the gap in the wall represents the degree of
selectivity of the circuit, and the net represents the output signals from the set.
A man at D can shoot through the gap
straight into the net. This is equivalent to
the desired station. But men at E, F, H and
J can all shoot into the net.
A very wide gap makes it easy for anyone
to " score " ; it is as if goalposts were very

wide apart. A tuned circuit with little or
no reaction admits many undesired stations.

If we apply reaction effectively, however,

we narrow the gap, and this makes it more

difficult for footballers at F and J to get
the ball through.
Those further round will be unable to get
the ball through.

As the gap is narrowed only the foot-,

bailers

near D will

score.

The semi -1

circle, in fact, represents the tuning dial.
Only stations near the tuning point will
affect the speaker.

The Stone Wall Circuit.

Interference on a single circuit, even with

reaction, will be great, so we introduce a)
stage of H.F. amplification, thus providing

a fairly flatly tuned aerial circuit and a
sharply tuned anode circuit.

This corre-

sponds to having to kick the football through'

two gaps. This is shown in the second
diagram (2) of Fig. 5. A large gap in
wall is followed by a small gap in a second:
wall.

The man at D has only to kick'

straight ahead and his ball will pass through
both gaps and so into the net.
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Everyone Will Envy You Your " S.T. 500 "
RA.

A man at E or H will also be able to

But a man at F or J will be
able to get the ball through the first gap
score a goal.

with ease, but not through the second
gap ; the second wall will act as a barrier.

In a wireless set of the ordinary two -

circuit type the tuning on the

aerial

circuit is flat, and on the anode circuit is
sharp. Selectivity is better, but stations
on either side are liable to get through.

In the "S.T.500," however, I narrow both
gaps as in the bottom diagram. The first

gap permits some interference, but far
less than in the preceding arrangement ;
such interference as gets through the
first gap (i.e. circuit) is, however, stopped
by the stone wall of

what other designers are doing : they
provide a big, wide, easy first hoop for
their signals, and so interference finds its
way into the speaker.
Alternative Operating Methods.

The amount of interference shown by

aerial and anode dials is
shown in Fig. 7. In each case there are two
tuned circuits, and the second dial indicates
the overall selectivity. The top pair
shadoWS 'On

shows two circuits without reaction-an
arrangement rarely if ever used by the
home constructor.

The second pair shows reaction on the

anode circuit only ; results are much better.

handling the set for the first time. It may
take you half an hour to learn to get the
best out of the controls, but I am going to
tell you all the simple rules. It is quite
unnecessary to know the technicalities of
the operations but obviously I would prefer

constructors to know what is happening.
Life is certainly simpler living in a tent

in the Sahara or in an ice -house in the
Arctic, but for real comfort and future happi-

ness it is probably better to live in a cosy,
well -furnished house even if it is necessary
to open and close a few doors.

It is simpler to have a cold bath (with
control), but personally T
am glad I learnt at an early age to adjust
single -knob

to a nicety the h
and c.
A considerable

the second circuit.
Just as only a man

!

standing at D can

degree of selectivity

shoot a ball into the
net; so only a single
station at any point
on the dial can pro-

can be obtained by
the proper use of
three or more tuned
circuits. B ikt t his
involves more H.F.

duce an effect on the
speaker.
Multiplied selec-

valves, or else a loss
signal strength
which can, in any
ease, not be afforded
of

tivity may be illustrated in s ev er al
other ways. Try this

on a four -valve
Class B receiver.

experiment. Place a
table -napkin ring on
the table about a

Screening and ganging

foot from the eyes.
Close your left eye,

and with the right

look through the

_ ring at some object.

tain through " mis-

Move youf head to
either side. Note that
there are -several,_
positions from which

AND NOW TO ENJOY YOUR "S.T.500 "!

you can see the object through the ring.
Now place a second ring about two feet
beyond the first ring.
Place your head (keeping it the same
distance away) so that you can see the

The bottom pair are the dials of the

head to each side. You will find that
you can only see the object with your
head in one position. This is equivalent
to greater selectivity in a wireless set.
The smaller the rings the more striking

which incidentally makes the set so easy
to use when finding a station. One can

Some Simple Analogies.

which will emerge from silence into full

object through both rings. Now move your
'

the experiment.

If football is too strenuous let us play
croquet. A group of players can knock
a ball through a single hoop from quite
wide angles, as shown in the top diagram
of Fig. 6. The wider the hoop (the more
unselective the circuit) the more people
could knock their balls through.

But suppose the problem is to hit the
ball through two hoops in a line. Only
one person can get through both hoops,
and his ball must be in line with the two

hoops, as shown in the bottom figure. If
another player (E or F) to one side (interfering station) tries he may get through

the first hoop (first circuit), but will fail
at the second hoop (second circuit).
If we made the first hoop much wider
than the second, several players, instead

of only one, could shoot through both
hoops ; this is shown being done in the

second picture of Fig. 6.

become neces-

sary Sand the chance
of success is greatly
reduced and a loss of
signal strength is cer-

This is exactly

"S.T.500." Aerial reaction is now being
applied, thus greatly increasing aerial selectivity and therefore the overall selectivity.
The amount of " spread "on each dial of
the " S.T.500 " is completely under control,

ganging wastage. Band -pass circuits, if

used, present further

opportunities for

complication loss and distorted peaks.
Fewer and better circuits was my motto -in
designing the " S.T.500."
la, Although I frankly admit the " S.T.500 "

hair -breadth tuning is then necessary,
and the inexperienced man may experience
difficulty in finding a desired station

lends itself to hotting -up in the hands of
the user, yet this has been my very aim.
The hotting -up process is, however, very
simple and there is nothing chancy or
tricky about it. The set starts where the
conventional type ends, so that you can
always convert the " S.T.500 " into a
" family bus " by setting all the controls
to normal.

power and back to silence in a single

The Cost of Caution.

operate the " S.T.500 " in two ways s Either

it can be set for maximum selectivity ;

degree of the dial.
Or he can use the receiver so that tuning
is flattish. The station is then very easily

found, but will need a little cleaning up.
Advantages of Panel Control.

By a movement of the selectivity controls

the interference is " sandpapered " off
and the station is then french -polished !

The cleaning -up process may take ten

seconds or in a very bad case fifteen
seconds. You hear the wanted station all
the time.
The process is like polishing a silver
vase. If ultra -selectivity is used, to begin
with, it is like having to hunt all over the
house for the vase
The advantages of having a full panel
control of the selectivity of each circuit
are fully appreciated within ten minutes of

The more conventional a set the trickier
it usually is, since there is no provision for
different aerials and earths, different
battery voltages, different components,

different valves, etc.

The designer has
either to allow for the very worst combination of troubles (in which case the set
will be hopelessly inefficient) or else take a
chance on average conditions. Even this
last step means that good conditions, good
components, good batteries and good
valves cannot be taken advantage of; the

owner is hobbled, tethered by the designer's cautiousness. But the set builder

Alp is handicapped by bad conditions
cannot make the most of his apparatus.
He is not merely tethered, but has a halter

round his neck.
The " fixed " or " simple " receiver
is either under -efficient or over -risky.
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On This Page : The Advised Components
There is no such thing as average con-

ditions, except in theory.
Have you an average earth ? Do you live
an average distance from the B.B.C. ? Has

your H.T. an average voltage and your
valve an average emission ? Are you of

same street. The aim in my sets, and
especially in the " S.T.500," is to cut-out
the risk by compensating controls.
The value of this policy has been proved

up to the hilt on my other sets, and the
only objection is an unwarranted fear of

average height, average complexion, average

girth ? Do you wear average -sized collars
with an average -coloured tie ? If so, by all
means build a set designed for the average
man in average conditions.
Most of us live in a row of houses, but
that is no reason why we should live in a
row of minds.
Allowing for Individual Conditions

A wireless receiver for the home -con-

structor should be a highly individual
It should be adaptable
instrument.
to circumstances, but easily adaptable.

I anticipate that between 100,000 and
200,000 " S.T.500's " will be built. I
prophesy now that, for a given result, no
two of these sets will be adjusted exactly
alike. You cannot have it both ways ; you
must either get the same high standard of
performance by adapting the controls to
suit individual conditions, or you must do
without the controls and
standards of performance.

get

different

Suitable controls do not add to the

trickiness of a design ; they remove it.
A " fixed " design must vary in its performance under different conditionsperhaps two neighbouring houses in the

In the lopes of obtaining simplicity combined with
1

A rpccially efficient iron core was employed, resulting in a very considerable improvement over all

existing iron -core coils as available to the public.
Iron -cored evils have

a

conscientiously making for the same destina-

tion, even if it is by a different and perhaps
sometimes mistaken route.

But mere knobs for knobs' sake is
A reader who inquired at a

ridiculous.

wireless dealer's about one of my sets was
shown another type. The reader showed his
impatience, and the young assistant
retorted : " What's wrong with it ? It's
got nine knobs."

5,000% BETTER !
maximum efficiency, the designer of the- S. T.500 "
had a special iron -core coil made for use in the aeria
circuit.

aiming at providing better radio sets,
and I have respect for others who are

very great and useful

function in many sets, but this super -efficient coil
for the aerial circuit was totally inadequate when
compared with the simpler and cheaper coil with the
" S.T.500 " inventor's Balanced Phase Double

If I can ever get the same results with
fewer knobs as I can on the " S.T.500," I
assure you I shall be the first to rejoice and
you shall be the first to hear of it.

The basic reason for the " S.T.500's "
success is multiple reaction, bringing in
its train multiplied selectivity and multiplied signal strength.
Exhaustive Experiments

But the introduction of aerial reaction

Reaction System.

An improvement of five thousand per cent was
obtained-a colossal gain which any constructor of
S. T.500 " can easily reproduce.
the

It is for you to decide what
results you want ; then, and then only,
complexity.

consider the question of " simplicity."
My advocacy of controls in my own sets
has naturally led to some imitation.
If other designers follow my policy effectu-

ally, I shall be only too glad. We are all

was -a whole problem in itself. A score of
different arrangements were tried exhaustively before the " S.T.500 " arrangement was invented.

Let me tell you the difficulties which

had to be solved. A year ago I introduced
aerial reaction in the " S.T.400." In this
case the reaction came from the detector
valve and was distributed between aerial
and anode circuits. The scheme is highly,
successful, but it requires that both
(Continued on page 280.)
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COMPONENTS AND ALTERNATIVES AS OFFICIALLY

APPROVED BY MR. JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART
Makes used by
Designer

Component

2 S.T.500 coils (same as S.T. Colvern
400 coils)

Alternative makes of suitable specification recommended by Designer

Telsen, Wearite, Ready Radio, Lewcos, Sovereign,

Component

Makes used by
Designer

2 5,000 -ohms resistances

Manlier

Graham Finish, Erie

2 10,000 -ohms resistances

Dubilier 1 -watt
metallised
Graham Farish

Graham Farish, Erie

1 -watt
metallised

con-

Goltone
Ormond, type R.493 Graham Parish, Polar, LB.,

1 250 -ohms resistance

3 .0005 solid dielectric (pre-

gram, Telsen, British
Radiophone
Polar, Telsen, Ready Radio,

1 2-mfd. fixed condenser

" Ohmite "
Igranic

Graham Parish, British
Radiogram, LB., Polar,
Igranic, Ready Radio

1 1-mfd. fixed condenser

T.C.C., type 50

1 1-mfd. fixed condenser

Dubilier, type BB

2 .0005-mfd.
densers

tuning

ferably log mid line)

variable condensers
differential
1 -0001-mfd.
reaction condenser

Utility, British Radio-

Graham Farish
" Litlos " log

mid line
Telsen, type W.358

differential
1 -0003-mfd.
reaction condenser

Polar

1 baseboard pre-set, .0001

LB., type 1088

mid.
1 baseboard pre-set, -00005
mfd.
1 Class B driver transformer

LB., type 1087
Telsen, ratio 1 : 1

1 Class B output choke

Telsen

1 L.F. transformer

Varley " Bidet "

1 S.G. choke

Type D.P.21

Telsen, type W.74

1 5 -pin valve holder
1 7 -pin valve holder

Benjamin
" Vibrolder "
W.B. "Universal "
Graham Farish

1 H.F. choke

Lissen, disc type

1 1-megohm grid leak

Ferranti, synthetic
type S.

1 holder for same

Ferranti

2 4 -pin valve holders

L.N.5092

Graham Farish, British Radiogram, Telsen, LB.,
Ready Radio
Graham Parish
Graham Parish

R.I., Lissen, Ferranti, Var-

Alternative makes of suit able specification recommended by Designer

2 .005-mfd. tubular con- T.C.C., type 300
densers
1 .0005-mfd. tubular con- fGraham Parish
denser
Lissen
1 .00005 mica condenser

ley, Benjamin, Wearite

Ferranti, RI., Lissen, var- 2 push-pull on -off switches
ley, Wearite, Multitone
Lissen " Hypernik," Ferranti, Telsen, Lewcos,
L.F.T.6A, R.I. "Hyper- 1 -toggle on -off switch
mite," Tunewell, Ig- 1 -ply baseboard (16 in. x
12 in.) with Metaplex
rank, Multitone

section
Graham Parish, Wearite,
Lewcos, R.I. " Dual 1 panel, 16 in. x 7 in. x
A in.
Astatic," Ready Radio,
Bulgin 8.5, Sovereign 1 S.T.500 screen
SuperAmplion binocular 1 terminal strip
Graham Farish, W.B., Tel- 1 bracket for .0005-mfd.
variable condenser (tone
sen, Lissen
control)
Graham Parish, Lissen,
Ferranti, Wearite, W.B., 10 terminals
3
wander
-plugs (G.B.)
Benjamin
Graham Farish, Lewcos, 4 wander -plugs (H.T.)
2
spade
terminals
Igranic, Telsen, Wearite
Connecting wire (glazite 20
Amplion
S.W.G.)
Graham Farish, Dubilier,
Erie, Ready Radio, Flex, screws, etc.
1 anode connector
Thermion "
Special cabinet

Lissen, type
L.N.5070

Bulgin S.89
Peto-Scott
Pete -Scot

Pet -Scott

Peto-Scott
British Radiogram

Dubilier, Erie
Graham Parish, T.C.C.,
Dnbilier, Telsen, British
Radiogram
Graham Farish, Dubilier,

Telsen, Igranic British
Radiogram, Ferranti

Graham Parish, T.C.C., Tel sen, Igranic, Ferranti
Graham Parish, Telsen,
Dubilier
Telsen, T.C.C., Dubilier,
Igranic
Graham Parish, Dubilier,
T.C.C.

Telsen, British Radiogram,
Wearite,
Benjamin,

Tunewell, Bulgin, W.B.,
Sovereign,
Ormond,
Ready Radio

--

ermeol, Goltone
Magnum

--

Belling -Lee, type R Igranic, Clix, Bulgin
Igranic, Belling -Lee, Eelex
Clix
Clix, Eelex, Igranic
Belling -Lee
Belling -Lee, Pe:: rIgranie
Clix
-Lewcos
Pete -Scott
Belling -Lee
Peto-Scott

-

I
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PETOESCOTT STAYS THE COURSE

BEAUTY OF CABINET DESIGN
CROWNS S.T.'s GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT

FINISHED

INSTRUMENTS

Regd. Design
No. 787,010.

10 - 0 - 0

or 12 monthly payments of 18/3.

S.T.500," complete in Peto-Scott Walnut Consolette Cabinet, exact to specification. With Peto-Scott Moving -Coil
Speaker. Complete with Valves. Ready
to Play. Aerial Tested. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid.
or 12 monthly payments of 211-.

L11-5-0

EXCLUSIVELY, SPECIFIED by Mr. John
Scott -Taggart for the " S.T.500." Original
design Table Cabinet with Veneered
Macassar and Fine Walnut finish. Hand
French polished. Constructed of the

tlll Kit and Finished Instrument Prices

batteries . Recommended
" S.T.500 " Battery Equipment : comprisexclude

finest wood by London's leading crafts-

men. Cash or C.O.D. 19/6.
or 6/- Deposit and 3 monthly payments of 6/-.
(Including carriage and packing.)

" S.T.500," complete in Peto-Scott Walnut Table Cabinet, exact to specification.
Aerial Tested. Complete with Valves.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid. E.

Carriage and Packing
2/6 extra.

EXCLUSIVELY
by

SPECIFIED

Mr. John Scott -

ing 12o -volt Drydex, Orange Triangle,
Triple Capacity ; 9 -volt Drydex G.B.
Battery and Peto-Scott s -volt 45 amp. L.T.
Glass -cell Accumulator. Cash or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid, £1 - 11 - 3; or add 3/- to
First and each Monthly Payment.

Taggart for the
" S.T.500."

An

outstanding design of cabinet

craftsmanship.

Hand French polished.

Veneered

Macassar and

Walnut finish by
experts.

Cash or

C.O.D. 25/-.

or 6/- Deposit and
4 monthly pay-nzents of 6/-.
eluding " carriage
and packing.)
Baffle - Baseboard

Assembly, 3/6
extra.

Regd. Design
No. 787,011.

Send to -day for copy of 1934

Cabinet Catalogue - FREE.

Carriage and Packing 2,6 extra.

PILOT AUTHOR KITS

PETO-
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WITH PILOT AUTHOR KITS
_

Vmm,
fl

PILOT AUTHOR KIT DUPLICATES
EXACTLY RADIO WIZARD'S LATEST TRIUMPH
CASH

H.P.

C. O. D.

KIT A' E5-5-0

Yours for

1 PETO-SCOTT plywood baseboard, 16"
X 12", with 'Metaplex section
1 PETO-SCOTT ebonite panel, 16" X 7^

Carriage Paid.

Comprising Mr. John Scott-Taggart's Kit of FIRST SPECIFIED
Components,
including
Telsen
" Class B " output Choke, Peto-Scott
Metaplex Baseboard and Ready drilled Panel and Terminal Strip.
Less
Valves and Cabinet.
With

PETO-SCOTT

Balance in 11
monthly payments of 9/6.

£5-5-0

KIT

"A"

but

KIT " C

9f As Kit
" B " but

page. Cash or C.O.D.

n 8 _9 _9

including 4 Specified Valves.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid.

including Peto-Scott Specified Walnut
Table Cabinet illustrated on opposite

or 12 monthly payments of 13'9.

or 12 monthly payments of 15/6.

17=10- 3

Carriage Paid.

nliZt1i
KIT " C C" tltg
Complete with
Assembly,

but

Baffle Baseboard

less Speaker.

illustrated

..7/

'c°1gttttr=lr Walnut
apposite

page.

.8 . 18 - 9 or 12 monthly pay -

Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid
ments of 16/3.
If Peto-Scott Permanent Magnet Speaker required add 15/- to Cash Price or
add 1 3 to each monthly payment.

500
EXACT TO

PETO-FIGOTTv S.T.500 screen..

...

1 PETO-SCOTT- ebonite terminal strip

Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid.

Kit

X 3/ic", ready drilled

1

FULL-SIZE Blue Print and copy
" Popular Wireless," Oct. 21st.

As

These are the Parts S. -T.
the Radio Wizard Used :

SPECIFICATION

flex,

screws, botineeting

1

9

3 3
1

"S.T.500"
STRUCTAKIT

9

Comprising Pets?.

9

Scott Baseboard

26

Metaplexed

80
2 COLVERN S.T.500 coifs
2 ORMOND type R.493 0005-mfd. inning
condensers
-.
...
15 0
3 GRAHAM PARISH " Litlos " 0005-

with

1 TELSEN type W.353 0001-mfd.
reaction condenser
,..
20
1 POLAR 0003-mfdi dill. reaction con 30
1 J.B. type 1088 B/B pre-set 0001-mfd.
condenser
.... 1 0

Terminal

60

mfd. variable condensers

1

3.11. type 1087 BIB pre-set 001,05-mfd.

1;0
1 TELSEN Class B driver transformer.
86

86
76
36
18
I W.B. " Universal " 5 -pin valve bolder ... 1 0
1 GRAHAM PARISH 7 -pin valve holder 1 3
1 LISSEN disc type LN.5092 H.F. choke 2 0
1 FERRANTI 1-meg. synthetic grid leak
....
...
.-. 1 6
and holder
_.
2 DITHILIER 1 -watt metallised 5.000 -.
...
...
.-. 2 0
okras resistances
2 DUBILIER 1 -watt metallised 10.000 ohms resistances
....
...
...
20
1 GRAHAM PARISH 250 -ohms " Ohm16
ite " resistance
...
...
...
...
...
- 3 0
1 IGRANIC 2-mfd. fixed condenser
1 T.C.C. 1-mfd. fixed condenser; type 50 2 6
1 DUBILIER type B.B. 1-uard. fixed condenser
..
..
26
.:
2 T.C.C. 005-mfd type 300 tubular coni
26
.0005 - mfd.
1 tubular
GRAHAM.kA8,1Sli
condenser ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
6
1 TELSEN Class B output choke .. ...
1 PARLEY " Iciclet" L.F. transformer.
3.5 to 1 ... _. ... ... ... ... ...
1 TELSEN type W.74 S.G. choke ... ...
2 BENJAMIN " Vibrolder " 4 -pin valve
"

1 LISSEN 00005-mfd. mica condenser _.
2 LISSEN type LN.5070 push-pull on -off
switches
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 BULGIN S.80 toggle on -off switch ...
10 BELLING -LEE type B terminals
...
..
..
...
..
CLIR wander plugs
3
...
1 BRITISH RADIOGRAM bracket
.

11 86
26

41

3

KIT " A." CASH OR C.O.D. £5 5 0

Section; Ready
Drilled Panel and

" S. T .

Strip ;

500"

Screen ; B. R. G.
Mounting Bracket.
Cash or
C. 0. D.
Post Free.

716

IMPORTANT
Parts, Kits, Miscellaneous Components,
Finished Receivers or
Accessories for Cash,'

C.O.D. or H.P. on
our own System of

Easy Payments. Send,
us a list of your
wants. We will quote
you by return. C.O.D.,
orders value over 10/

sent Carriage and all
Post Charges Paid.

POST THIS COUPON NOW TO
SECURE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
PETG-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77 CITY RD. LONDON,E.C.1

Vrekr:.

tell 9406/7.

West End Showrooms : 62 High Holborn, W.C.1. Tel.: Holborn 3248.
Dear Sirs,-Please send me CASH/C.O.D. MP.:

SCOTT

S.T.500 KIT " A "
S.T.500 KIT " B "
for which I enclose £

S.T.500 KIT " C T "
S.T.500 HIT " C C " with/without
s

SPEAKER,

d. CASH/11.P. Deposit.

NAME

ADDRESS

P.W.. 21.10.
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Secrets of Balanced Phase Double Reaction
circuits be in tune. Large changes in
reaction can be caused by one of the
circuits being out of tune or if the anode
coupler is reduced to a low value. The
smoothness of the re-

COMPARE-

action is also impaired

somewhat by the

detector valve being in
the reaction chain.

From a luxury

adjustment in the
"S.T.4 0 0 " aerial

reaction has become

"standard

equip-

ment" on the

" S.T.500." Separate
independent reaction

for each circuit has
been introduced for
the following reasons :
Fig. 1(a). A simple
aerial circuit. Very
inselective.

(1) It is far simpler
to operate.
(2)

Each circuit

requires

a

different

amount of reaction,

ing right up to the point of oscillation it
works well at first, but as reaction is
increased the valve suddenly oscillates.
This means that reaction has been arrested

sometimes, signal strength may even fall

up to any degree of sensitivity and selectivity
desired.
The application of reaction from a detec-

Effects of Inherent Feed -back.

problem than, applying reaction from the
output of an H.F. valve to its own input.
This is because in the latter case there is a
tuned anode circuit and phase -shifting is

long before its full effects have been enjoyed ;

off, after a point, due to an improper phase
relationship between reaction and original
currents.

Where an H.F. valve is in use, reaction
requires an extra -special amount of study.

There is always some inherent reaction

in all sets using H.F. amplification, due to
stray couplings, and this will always form

a percentage of the total reaction-and a

percentage whieh can actually ruin proper
reaction. The inherent reaction can cause

the wrong valve to oscillate, render the

whole set unstable (or stable under special
conditions only) and produce reaction

hysteresis in the set

and hysteria in the

the right amount to be given without

operator.
Everything in the
set modifies the in-

" (3) Reaction can be applied to either

I am still speaking of

and a separate independent supply enables
affecting the other.

circuit and all its, benefits obtained, even

though the other circuit is not in tune.

It can, in effect, be completely off tune.
(4) Searching for a weak station becomes
simply finding it.
(5) The differential anode coupler is not

in the reaction chain, and the general
H.F. amplifying functions are thus kept
separate from reaction.

(6) Each circuit can be separately ad-

justed to the desired selectivity and
sensitivity, as if in separate compartments.

(7) Aerial reaction is obtained from an
S.G. valve, providing ideal conditions for
supplying reaction ; the S.G. is only

amplifying H.F., and its characteristics
are not modified by having to detect.
Currents That Must Keep Time.

Other factors, however, contribute to the
remarkable smoothness of the aerial
reaction. The greatest difficulty in all
reaction circuits is the application of feedback currents in the right phase.
This means that the strengthening

currents must be fed at exactly the right
time so as to assist most effectively the
currents in the grid circuit. To keep a
child's swing on the move one can give it a
push at the end of every swing, but the push
must occur at the right moment for effective
results.
There is n) difficulty about

frequency in reaction ; the nigger in the

-THESE-

all sets. There are no

head, so to speak, it is given a slanting
blow.

And floppy reaction is one result. The
angular displacement will vary, no doubt,
with the adjustment of the reaction
condenser. Instead of the reaction increas-

The phase is correct, the choke (instead of

the tuned anode circuit) being made the
controlling source of reaction.
Applying Reverse Reaction.

Reverse reaction is also applied from

the S.G. choke by means of a pre-set
condenser of 00005 mfd. and a resistance of
250 ohms. This constitutes a phase -reversal

thousandth part of an
inch will alter the
amount of inherent

reaction scheme I have ever tried, including
simple single circuit sets.

difference between

all tuning points on both wavebands. It
is certainly more effective than any other

of a component a
reaction. There is

inherent reaction in
the most stable set on
earth, and the amount
of it varies enormously
from one home -constructed set to another.

Fig. 1(b). The series aerial condenser

greatly improves selectivity, but signals
are weakened, and a
limit to selectivity is
soon reached.

The pre-set condenser of the phase reversing circuit is not critical in adjustment ; about a fifth of the way will
usually prove perfectly suitable.

-THREE METHODS

Yet in nine out of ten sets there is no

effective control of it or means for keeping
it within the desirable limits. It is one of

the greatest causes of erratic results in
home -built sets.

Sometimes, you get accidentally good

results, perhaps only on one or two stations,
or when your batteries are at certain

voltages, or when you change a valve
(possibly for a worse one).

This is when
reaction is getting on the aerial circuit by
virtue of inherent coupling in the set. The
vice has become 'a virtue, but it is a tricky,

accidental advantage and we are better
without it.

plined reaction under perfect control to the
aerial circuit, and so what was a rare accidental advantage is obtained with certainty
and in greater measure on every station and
under every possible set of conditions.
A technical study of the " S.T.500 " circuit
will recall that its solidity has been
assured.
Solid foundations are required
before reaction can be applied with certainty
and success. A set must not be " up in the
air," i.e. on the point of oscillation, before
reaction is applied. With the " S.T.500 "
you can, if you wish. aooly the most critical

degrees. Instead of hitting the nail on the

provide the right solution.
The actual
reaction currents are taken from the S.G.
choke and fed through a variable reaction
condenser to the aerial reaction winding.

two coils, the shifting

slightest difference in
a valve, the minutest

If the timing is 180 deg. out of phase
the reaction currents act in an opposite
way and oppose the original currents.

may, however, be induced in the grid
circuit at an intermediate number of

very troublesome.
The *hole problem is completely solved
in the " S.T.500," although it took months to

aerial -circuit resistance by currents injected
in exactly the correct phase.
The whole aerial reaction arrangements,
including the balance -phase system, provide
exceedingly smooth and helpful reaction at

two sets alike. The

Turning Accident into Certainty.

This reduces signals. The reaction currents

tor to its grid circuit is a much simpler

circuit of a frequency discriminating type,
and positive reaction is applied to balance
this out and then to reduce the effect of the

herent reaction-and

woodpile is the timing of the reaction
currents.

reaction with the confidence that the basic
circuit itself is rock -like in its stability and
a perfect foundation from which to work

The " S.T.500 " applies trained, disci-

Fig. 1(o). The double -reaction circuit of
the " 8.T.500 " wipes out aerial losses.

Multiplied selectivity is 'accompanied by
multiplied sensitivity.

I hope to give a full technical explanation

of the whole aerial reaction system in a
future issue.

The Grid Condenser.

You have probably noticed that the value
of the grid condenser is 00005 mfd. This
is half the value I have previously used and
a sixth of the value used by many readers.
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Grid -condenser values are apt to be
ignored. People are inclined to say :

" Well, if designers haven't made up their
minds about grid condensers after all these
years, it is time they did ! "

venerated by
many. I have

Where Tone -is Controlled.

2 megohms resistance was a holy com-

time ; it

is still

done a great deal,
however, to popularise .0001

mfd.

and 1 megohm.
Now I offer .00005
and 1 megohm!

The general de-

sign of a set may
govern the most
desirable combination. The size of
the grid condenser

will influence,
amongst other

ti

REAcrion

things:

(1) The selectivity
of the anode circuit.
(2) The high -note

response of the

/RON

CORE

'

Ahe

Cage

set (improving
it).
(3)' The time -constant of the recti-

fyingsystem.
(4) The sensitivity
.4epc/ep, A-Reoozwoof the set.
Fig. 2. Resonance carves (5) The amount of
the reaction curshow improvement of irsnco-2e coils over the es -core
rent.
type, and the vastly greater
'(6) The relative
superiority of aerial reaction. The height indicates
sensitivity.

will be a revolution in technique and in

bination at one

been treated as sacred-almost taboo. To
alter them is sacrilege. A -0003-mfd. and

8

in further H.T. economy, since undesired

snow-capped Fujiyama.
Band-pass enthusiasm nourished the topnot3 craze. Commonsense-and the -report

of a Government Department (not necessarily the same thing)-killed it.
A certain amount of top -note cut-off is
believed by many practical listeners to be
desirable as a means of eliminating heterodyne whistles, needle scratch, and miscel-

Well, the values of many condensers have

SENSITIVITY !

worshipped as the Japanese reverence the

degrees

of

re-

action at differ-

ent wavelengths.
(7) The smoothness of reaction.

A reduction in the size of the grid con-

denser will improve selectivity by reducing
tha damping due to grid current during the
rectification process. This fact is, perhaps,
insufficiently appreciated.

An improvement in signal strength is
also obtained up to a certain point. If

laneous mush.

But even if the full -note response is kept
in the speaker, there is no need to keep it in
the H.F. circuits. In other words, one can

" cut off top " by selectivity and restore
the reduced notes in the L.F. part of the
set. The ultimate result is the same as
if one used the most perfect band-pass.
It is, however, getting unfashionable to

talk of " cutting off top."' The band-pass
enthusiasts are feverishly hunting about for

a new catch -phrase. but some of their
land -lubber followers may not have noticed

the change in the tide. If you come up
against some of these stragglers as regards
the " S.T.500 " tell them this :

The tonal output of a set is not the

result of cutting off or preserving the top note side -bands, but of the effect of per-

*

CLASS "B"
revolutionary development in battery
valve technique, placing the battery set in a
position comparable to that of the main is a

valve receiver.

Truly amazing volume with superb tone is

possible, but the choice of the rest of the
circuit is vital.

VOLUME

The " S.T.500 " will put Class B on the

map because it is the ideal circuit for this

unique system. If you are interested in

Class B-and who is not ?-this is emphatic-

ally the set for you.

The designer rightly points out that
Class B cannot just be hitched on to any kind
of circuit. The whole arrangement
of
components must be harmonised.

*

ECONOMY

haps a score of component values and

the grid condenser is reduced beyond this
point signal strength falls off.

adjustments, some, perhaps, increasing top
and others reducing it. It is tliedesigner's

condenser value also improves reaction con. trol, and there are several other reasons to be

and there are a dozen places where corn=
pensation can be provided, even though it

found in the list given above for the choice
of .00005 mfd. in the " S.T.500."

diagram.

I have found that a reduction in grid

Exposing the Band-pass Fallacy.

A criticism which was levelled at the
" S.T.400 " was that the high selectivity
produced' by two lots of reaction would
cut down the high -note response of the set.
The same thing will be said of the
" S.T.500." Let me say that this criticism
was ill-founded in theory and confounded'
in practice.

The parrot cry of " Mustn't cut off top.

Oh, no, we mustn't cut off top," was
arrogantly piped by hundreds of pseudo technicians, and a few weeks later lisped

by many smaller fry, who wanted to

appear in the know.
The band-pass craze, of course, fostered
the idea ; after all, it was its chief justification. Lovely square peaks-whieh pro-

bably not one in a hundred ever got-were

frequencies will not be amplified.
To many CC:instructors the use of Class B

results attained. Let us consider the matter
in more detail.
In considering " quality of reproduction "
you must consider the risk of (1) frequency
distortion ; (2) amplitude distortion.
I say definitely, and with the experience
of

listening to hundreds of home con-

structors' sets and speakers, that seven out
of ten sets twist the incoming music not,

of course, out of recognition, but out of
realism.

The output from the speaker is an
imitation, a false 'reflection of the original.

Yet weeks of habit, perhaps years of
custom, have dulled the ears and worn
down the critical sensitiveness of the
listener.
Giving the Constructor Quality.

The set is lovely ! The selectivity may
be poor, but the quality is grand !
Listening, as I often do, for hours to my
own experiments on quality reproduction,

I find' my ears becoming deadened to
imperfections. Measuring instruments, how-

ever elaborate, cannot replace the human
ear as the final arbiter of " good quality."
After hours of work my intellect may be
alive and critical, my brain may assure me
that this or that technical alteration should
produce a difference in tone, but my hearing
tiredly declares : " The quality is good ;

leave it at that."

There is only one cure : A brisk walk in

the fresh air and then a return to the set.
As a standard I have a receiver working
with two larger -power output valves
working off 400 volts. It is designed to
give as near perfect quality as is electrically

This quality is then compared

possible.

with that given by the new receiver undergoing test. With a refreshed hearing
imperfections loom up and cry aloud to be
put right.

The average constructor has not these
I have them because I am not

facilities.

an amateur ; it is part of my profession to
recognise poor -quality reproduction and

advise on how realism may be obtained.

But most listeners are blissfully unaware c f
what they are missing. Many have becoir e
acclimatised to indifferent quality.

job-my job-to give you good quality;

Import the " S.T.500 ". into your home,
tear it handle with ease the loud booming

is not at once obvious from the circuit

'SELECTIVITY !

As for side -band cutting, I should do a
great deal more if I could-compensating
for it, of course, elsewhere in the receiver.:
In a Class B set, owing to the pentode like characteristics of -the valve, there is a
tendency to exaggerate the high notes: so
much so that, even if the side -bands have

been cut on the H.F. side, we need to do
some more " cutting -off of top " in the
L.F. side to keep the tonal response correct."
Various resistances and condensers pro-

vide for this, and in the " S.T.500 " I have
added a separate variable tone control

which enables the listener to have his
music or speech as ha likes it, and also to
provide a means of singeing off high -note
interferences (such as whistles) if experienced on some stations.
The tone -control is effected at the earliest

L.F.- part- in the -set, and this will result

AiR

CORE
/ROA/
CORE
AER/AZ.

/e4"-ACT/CoN
Fig. 3. Here is another set of curves showing
how interference is much less with " S.T.500 "

reaction. The H.F. outputs have been made equal.
Selectivity is indicated by the narrow width of the
reaction curve.

reverberations of Big Ben, the passionate

crescendo of an opera, and I think you
will say: " This is the real thing that I
used to think mine was."
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The Receiver Which Ensures Amazing Results Everywhere
You may say it regretfully as one, who
jettisons a prejudice long nourished and
beloved.

And let me say frankly that there is
no greater difficulty than that of per=
suading a man that his reproduction is not
up to scratch (or too full of scratch !).
Only by direct comparison will the, most
prejudiced constructor realise the difference

between a tolerated reproduction which
has grown into " pleasing reproduction "
and that which can be simply called "the
real thing."
My experience has been that when he
bas heard the " S.T.500 " his appreciation of the contrast has been instantaneous
and generous. There has been no niggardly',
acknowledgment or a " Well, perhaps,l

on the whole the ' 500 ' has it."

And when, as frequently has happened,
I have noticed that the constructor himself
owns a really good -quality speaker (not
necessarily of moving -coil type), we have
hitched it on to -the " S.T.500 " and
obtained just the same results.

THE S.T.500 WINS!

" Vital With Truth."

There is something to be said for not

knowing anything better. If I saw the
Taj Mahal I shouldn't care very much for
Bush House. Having looked down from a

peak in the Canadian Rockies into the

gorgeous valley of Banff, I find it difficult
to appreciate a trip to Snowdon.

As an inventor I instinctively hate the
placid, contented frame of mind, but I

know. it makes for happiness. But ought
we to be happy,with something less than
the best, when the best is within reach ?

O
SINGLE CbeCU/714// TH

REACT/ON

(a9 DE7

Fig. 4. The top figure shows the simplest two -

circuit receiver. The -circles indicates the number
of stations producing currents in the circuit concerned. The second circuit shows the improve-

ment when reaction on the anode circuit is employed. The third figure shows the " S.T.300 "
and the benefits of a small aerial condenser and
differential anode -coupling. The bottom figure
shows the " S.T.500 " in elementary form. Only

Tiv0 TUNED CIRCUITS
WiTH ANODE" ReAcrioni

(e9 S.G.. Der. & LE)

the desired station (one circle) appears in the final
circuit.

Is it fair to one's judgment-not to mention one's family-to deprive it of the full
enjoyment which comes from real "

reproduction sparkling with life and vital
with truth ?
A Low Barrier.

Lack of money and shortage of leisure
form a barrier between us and many of the
beauties of life.
But the barrier between second-rate and

first-rate radio is so low that even the

financially harassed and most busy listener

O

S.T.500

can leap it. I hope that this article will
provide the springboard.

'77

J. S. -T.

S.T.500-82 STATIONS !
82 stations have been received on the S.T.500
The 70 stations of the medium waves are marked

Fig. 5. An ingenious method of describing the merits of multiple circuits with reaction. Footballers (corresponding to the various stations affecting the receiver) try to kick their balls into the net-i.e. the loudspeaker.
It is easy to do so in the simple single circuit, even when reaction is employed. Fig. 2. shows that by arranging
an extra wall with a gap, it becomes increasingly difficult to " score." With the " S.T.500 " it is possible for

only one station to get through-the desired station.

around the large aerial dial on pages 27$-279.
The anode tuning dial readings will be approximately the same. The readings given are actual
ones on the designer's original set The long
wave stations received are Hulse'', Radio Paris,
Deutschlandsender, Daventry, Moscow (Komintern), Eiffel Tower. Warsaw Motala, Luxembourg,
Kalundborg, Oslo, Moscow (Trades Union).
4t.

4c
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EASIBILT
CONSTRUCTOR

KIT

GUARANTEED MATCHED AND TESTED PARTS
Having just acquired a large, modern component Factory, we are able to assist S.T.500 constructors considerably by
supplying them direct, eliminating, therefore, the usual middle -man's profits. This saves you up to 331% on the cost of
building your S.T.500. Build with complete confidence an N.T.S. Easibilt Constructor Kit. In addition to these advantageous features, every component part is matched, tested and fully guaranteed. Complete down to the last screw with FREE
FULL-SIZE BLUE PRINT AND COPY OF " POPULAR WIRELESS," OCTOBER 21, 1933.

N.T.S. S.T. 5 00
COMPONENTS SAVE YOU MONEY
N.T.S. Differential
Condenser.

Balance in_11 monthly

payments of 6/9
N.T.S. Class B

Driver Transformer

KIT 1

N.T.S. Baseboard
Trimmer,

Comprising Kit of matched parts
as listed, including ready -drilled

THESE PARTS are MATCHED,
TESTED AND GUARANTEED
section.

16' x 12'

N.T.S. Super L.P.
Transformer.

1

...
...

1

6
9

3

2 N.T.S. S.T.500 coils _
... 6 0
2 N.T.S. slow-motion -0005-mid. tuning condensers
0
3 N.T.S. 0005-mfd. solid dielectric reaction con.

'

Coils.

N.T.S. Valve
Holder.

N.T.S. Slow -Motion
Condenser.

N.T.S. Fixed
Condenser.

-/

1 N.T.S. -0003.mfd, differential reaction condenser...1
1 N.T.S. baseboard pre-set 0001 -mid. condenser ...
1 N.T.S. baseboard pre -act 00005-mfd. condenser...
1 N.T.S. Class B driver transformer, ratio 1.1 ... 7
1
N.T.S. Class B output choke...
6
1 N.T.S. super transformer
5
2 N.T.S. 4 -pin valve hold'ers
1
1 W.B. "'Universal " 5 -pin valve holder
_ ... 1
1 GRAHAM PARISH 7 -pin valve holder -. ... 1
1 N.T.S. disc type 11.F. choke ... _
1
1 N.T.S. 1-meg. leak with wire ends
1
2 N.T.S. 1 -watt metallised 5,000 -ohm resistances ... 1
2 N.T.S. 1 -watt metalbsed 10,000 -ohm resistances... 1
1 N.T.S. 250 -ohm resistance
...
1
N.T.S. 2 -mid fixed condenser ...
2 N.T.S. 1-mfd. fixed condensers ...
... 3
2 N.T.S. -005-mfd. tubular condensers ...
... 1
1 N.T.S. 0005-mfd. tubular condenser ...
1
N.T.S. 00005-mfd. mica condenser ...
2 N.T.S. push-pull on -off switches
1
1 N.T.S. toggle on -off switch
... 1
10 N.T.S. terminals .... 1
Flex, screws, 3 wander plugs, connecting wire, etc 2

KIT " A." CASH OR C.O.D.

2
6

0

3
6

6/9

poary1m2ennitosniohly.

As Kit 2

KIT
2 but
Au includKit1,
ing 4 specified valves

KIT Si but

Pet o -Scott
Consolet te

culy. Cash or C.O.D.,
Carriage Paid,
irr,01,2,i,tr:11811011;u.

ith

Specified

Cabinet.

Cash or C.O.D.,Carriage Paid,

: 0 :0

£,6 :19 : 619

111.

4,12 montlild
vas/Hunts of -

I

LI

KIT Y Specified L'fottnabil=-StZts
or C.O.D., Carriage Paid,

17 : 8 : 6 ra,,;174:fiv- 13/6

6

O
O

-FINISHED INSTRUMENT-

6
9
6

9

6
4
3

8

O

Assembled from N.T.S. components and
broadcast tested, complete with valves and
in specified Peto-Scott Table Cabinet. Cash
or C.O.D., Carriage Paid,

e8 9 6

15/6

oparymnenzonotpii!

As above, but Ready to Play in Peto-Scott
Specified Walnut Consolette Cabinet with
Peto-Scott Permanent Magnet Speaker. Cash
or C.O.D., Carriage_ Paid, £9.15.0, or 12
monthly payments of 113/-.

New 'runes Sales Co

Please send me N.T.S. Easibilt S.T.500 Kit

Cash/Deposit.

0

It Permanent -Magnet Moving -Coll Speaker
required, add 151- to Cash Price or 1:3 to
first and each monthly payment.

0

Separate items in this Kit sent Cash or C.O.D. fart Kits,
value over 401-, on Komi Terms. Orders over 101- sent
Carriage and C.0.0. Charges Paid. Send for latest lists.

To

x/W

6
9
9
6

£3 15 0

HAIL ORDER ONLY. NO CALLERS.

15

3 0

densers
1 N.T.S. -0901-mfd. differential reaction contienser...1 63

N.T.S. S.T.500

Blue Print and Copy of Popular Wireless "
Oct. 21st. Less Valves and Cabinet. Cash
or C.O.D., Carriage Paid.

E3

1 PETO-SCOTT plywood baseboard with Metaplet

1 N.T.S. panel, 16' X 7' X Ma°, ready drilled
1 N.T.S. S.T.500 screen
1 N.T.S. terminal strip, ready drilled ...
1 N.T.S. bracket for tone control condenser ...

Panel and terminal strip, S.T.500 Screen,
Peto-Scott Metaplexed Baseboard and Class
B" Output Choke. With Free Full -Size

56, Ludgate Hill,

for which I enclose 2

London, E.C.4.
s

.......6.

NAME

ADDRESS

end copy "Popular Wireless" S.T.500
issue.

21110/53.

EST. 1924.
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OPERATING
HERE are the

brief instructions
necessary to operate your
" S.T.500." Fuller information

will be given in a later issue. Incident-

ally, may I say that everyone who
builds this receiver should read every-

thing I have to say about it during
the next month. I want you to get

real service on this set, and there

may be some point not fully

appreciated which I can clear up
or emphasise.
I will now assume you have com-

pleted the set by means of the

Check wiring extremely
carefully to see the wires are
guide.

properly connected and that there
are no short-circuits to the screen,
earth sheet or components
Check-and Be Sure !
If you have other coils than those
I use, it is vital to see that the
terminals from windings correspond to the Colvern's. If differ-

ently numbered and you do not

allow for this the set will obviously
not work.
To check wiring, I advise a con
structor, as a perfect check, to ask

a friend to read out to him the

numbers on the Rapid Guide. You

then follow the wires on the set
from this description. It is vital
to see that the wires are properly

your

?E5
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bared

at their

ends and
that a good tight
connection is made.
Place the set on the

table so that the panel faces
you. The set should not be in a

cabinet. Switch on toggle on -off (i.e.
press down). Place a good 9 -volt grid -bias

battery (thousands of dud ones are used by
constructors) behind terminal strip. Insert

G.B. + plug in --I- socket; G.B. - 1 in
- 6 volts ; and G.B. -2 in - 44 volts.
This is to be specially noted, as the
B.21 valve used takes - 44 volts, while
the driver, L.P.2, takes -6 volts. Place

2 -volt accumulator behind set. on table,
and 120 -volt H.T. battery to right of
accumulator. Connect up the L.T. (right
way round !). See thatirce end ofWire, 71,

the S.G. anode flex in the set, does not
touch anything. Connect aerial,and earth
(OontinueCl on page 318.)
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next month. Balanced phase double
reaction gives multiplied selectivity
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Here you have the circuit which
will be used in tens of thousands
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THE S.T.500 CIRCUIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED FOR "POPULAR WIRELESS"
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By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
SOME people are facadists.

The front, or facade, is the chief
thing that matters to them. Gp to

any wireless exhibition and you will hear
façadism rampant. The " look of the
thing " is as important to many people as
the technical results-until they get the set
home. Then harmony with the furniture
will not make up for discord in the reception.

In - Italy, in country districts, you will

find many magnificently fronted churches, As

The need for an H.F. type of volume
control is increased by the fact that the
" S.T.500 " employs reaction which increases signal strength at the same time as

To start with an excessive
amount of H.F. input is undesirable,
because the amplification after reaction
selectivity.

would sesult in cumbersome magnification.
If selectivity is sought, the input currents
(as controlled by the aerial coupler) should

be reduced to such a

MO1141/1110 .......

value that When double
reaction has
been
applied the output

you stand before them
you gain an impression
of beauty and dignity.
from the
DOUBLE REACTION volume
Behind the inspiring
speaker is brought up
atone front (a foot
to the right loudness.
thick) is a tin shack.
The aerial coupler is
Many a well-informed visitor to- a radio
thus an essential control. exhibition 'returns home with the impresUse of Aerial Coupler.
sion that he has been to furniture show.
The home constructor 1661s for something
When aerial reaction is not used the
more than beauty of cabinet work. He aerial coupler controls the selectivity of the
suffers none of the agonies which rack the aerial circuit as well as the H.F. input.
layman in his choice of cabinet-whether Reducing the aerial coupler improves
to buy the tombstone or the coffin.
selectivity; turning

BALANCED PRASE

-al

Circuit that Matters.

of results and much smoother and more
The proportion of
negative to positive reaction falls as aerial
effective reaction.

reaction is increased.
The H.F. Stage.

The H.F. amplifying valve is of ,the

maximum -efficiency S.G. type,-e.g. a
Cossor 220 S.G. Valves of lower efficiency,

such as were first introduced (e.g. comer
215 S.G., Mullard PAL 12, etc.), are workable

but not recommended; variable-mii
valves (if of high maximum mutual conductance). and high -frequency battery
pentodes can be used.

The second tuned circuit, which I call

the tuned anode circuit or simply " the anode
circuit," is of the choke -fed type, and is, of
course, connected across grid and filarrient
of the detector valve. The amplified currents
are fed to the tuned anode circuit through a

differential anode

the aerial -coupler

_

And yet even the constructor, if he is

inexperienced, may prefer his panel rather
than his music to be " clean." But, when

is said and done, a wireless set is a
It is performance
that, counts and the circuit that matters.
all

scientific instrument.

The " S. T.500 " circuit (whose principal
feature is an un'que and highly successful
method of applying reaction to both tuned
circuits) may be considered in four stages :
(1) The aerial circuit.
(2) The H.F. amplifying valve and anode
circuit.

resistance and are applied to the grid of the
S.G. valve.
I have called the arrangement Balanced
Phase Reaction : it makes for uniformity

knob to the right
increases the aerial

coupling and flattens
tuning.
When aerial reaction
is used the aerial

receiver must have a volume control, and

there is no better place for it than at the

very beginning of the set. A reduction of
reducing the series -aerial con;,
volume

denser (called -the aerial coupler) simultaneously improves selectivity.

MULTIPLIED
SELECTIVITY

coupler's function is primarily to reduce
ILF. input. If signals are weak, however,
one uses as much " coupler " as is necessary.
This is also usual during daylight reception.
Aerial reaction is obtained from the S.G.
choke via a variable -0005 " solid dielectric "

condenser which

PERFECTED
CLASS B

(3) The detector.
(4) The Class B output.
The aerial circuit
has provision for :
(a) Varying the H.F. input.
(b) ApplicatiOn of reaction.
The variation of input of H.F. to the first
valve is of great importance. A wireless

coupling condenser

preferably should be
of the log - law or

similar
"
"
type, since this will
make for convenience in reaction
handling.
The aerial reaction is really.a combination

of both positive and negative reaction. A

phase -reversal circuit consisting of a 250 -

ohm non -inductive resistance and a pre-

set condenser having a maximum of .00005
mid. are comnion to, both grid and anode
circuits ; the amount of reverse voltage is

controlled by the -pre-set, but the adjust-

ment is not at all critical. The reverse=
phase voltages are developed across the

called

coupler.

the anode

This, when it is at

zero (i.e. full left), will

pass on a minimum
of H.F., and volume

will fall, but not to zero.
At low values of anode coupling signal
strength will fall off, but anode reaction
will bring it back to some extent. With
no reaction, volume will increase (but
selectivity will decrease) if the anode

coupler is turned to the right.
The Anode Coupler.

Without use of anode reaction, or with

only a little, the anode coupler will be
used for increasing selectivity by Uuning
the knob to the left. In this posithr 'the
anode load is reduced and selectivity 'rises.

With anode reaction the anode coupler

will always be used as far to the leftas

possible (consistent with output volume),
especially when aerial reaction is also being

Otherwise the amplification on
nearly all signals would be eicessive and
used.

the whole sef 'overloaded. Excessive anode
coupling would in these circumstances
result in no louder signals ; selectivity
(Continued -on page 314.)
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Economy

TELSEN
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OUTPUT CHOKE

Au almost vertical view of the " S.T.500." Every single component in the set may be seen. Note the Balanced Phase Reaction components on the right above the
screen. The selectivity range -adjuster below the anode coil is also clearly visible. The tone control is in the bottom right-hand cornet.
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MY rapid guides used in previous sets have
proved enormously popular and various
improvements have now been added ; for
example, you are told when finally to tighten the
terminals.
The following guide gives you every single step
to take to build the S.T.500. - Great- trouble has
been taken to ensure minute detail and extreme
accuracy -and the various steps are -in the hest and
most -time -saving order. The detail is great because
it is assumed that the reader has never built a set
before in his- life. Explanations of the order of
construction are not given, but the reasons will be
appreciated by constructors who ignore the guide.

(L) Remove superfluous terminal C from the
W.B, universal valve holder. Discard the bent
metal socket. Put terminal aside for later use.
(X) Using blueprint as check for their positions,
screw down the follbwing in the order given : W33.
universal valve holder (marked Vl on blueprint),

-

S.T.400 aerial coil, 1-infd. (T.C.C.)- on metal foil,
410005-mfd. pre-set, S.G. choke,
1-mfd. (Duhilier) on uncovered part of baseboard,
2-mfd. condenser, 7 -pin valve holder, output choke

used), driver transformer, valve holder V3,
L.F. transformer, valve holder V2, 1-megohin resistance in holder, reaction choke, grid condenser,
selectivity range adjuster.
(N) Mark out and drill terminal strip (or buy
same). Countersink three fixing holes. Fit ten
terminals loosely into terminal strip, which is then
fixed to edge of baseboard by means of three countersunk -head screws (unless fixing holes are countersunk do not use countersunk -head screws as splitting
of the ebonite may occur).

already have (and which you can guarantee are
O.K.) and order the rest without deray. Avoid
using a component again which may have been the
cause of undiagnosed- failure in a previous set. If
buying new components' or valves I. very strongly

'

(0) Fit tone -control 41005-mfd. variable condenser
to tone -control mounting plate ; fix mounting plate

to terminal strip by means of nut and bolt.

THEY STABILIZE IT!
1 DRIVER TRANS

speaker or an output choke for your existing speaker.
(B) Examine components. Try valves in valve
holders to see that pins make good contact. (If
old valve holders are used see that they are in good

This sketch shows the two 10,000 -ohm resistors
which go across the two secondaries of the driver
transformer.

:

approximately to sketch, modifying it if necessary.
Note that a small hole is in screen for later insertion
of a terminal.

(P) WIRE BASEBOARD COMPONENTS with
stiffish insulated wire, e.g. bell wire or one of. the
advertised varieties, such as Glazite To save the
reader time and trouble I have numbered the wires

Follow the order carefully.
(E) If Metaplex baseboard is used check size of
metallised surface. Under no circumstances should
the metallIsed surface extend beyond the screen.
(F) Take 64 in. x 10 iu. earth sheet (metal foil)
and fix it down flat over one corner of baseboard

Use the following list to find the wires quickly
on the blueprint and note their shape on the per-

in blueprint), securing by means
of four tacks or drawing pins in corners ; make sure

that tacks are clear of screen or any component.
(0) Lay blueprint face upwards on baseboard ;

the aerial end of blueprint, of course, goes over the
earth sheet. Keep blueprint steady with a weight.

Using bradawl, prick through into baseboard the
fixing holes of all baseboard components, including
holes for anode -coil pillars and holes for vertical
screen -fixing screws, making sure that the holes for
screen correspond with your own screen (screen fixing holes Vary slightly).

(H) Remove blueprint and prepare holes in baser
board for -anode -coil supporting pillars and countersink these holes from .underneath. (See_ that, holes
go through baseboard as shown in sketch illustrating
method of mounting anode coil.)
(d) PrePaie with bradawl the two already -pricked

holes for fixing vertical screen. (The holes are
merely in preparation for receiving small wood
screws ; the vertical screen is not fixed at this stage).
()I) Clean earth sheet (with emery paper) where
it will later be held down by ledge of vertical screen.

-

-

-

condition and that no metal part will touch baseboard.) See that vanes of variable condensers
are free from dust and do not touch at any point ;
pigtails on them should be examined. The upper
plates of the -0001-mfd. and -00005-mfd. open type pre-sets must (after. temporary removing
adjusting knob) be bent up so that a low miniminn

(as shown

valve holder VI to nearest terminal (tighten)
on neighbouring 1-mfd.
(10) Aerial -coil terminal (tighten) (1) to upper
filament terminal F- on W.B. valve holder.
(U) Aerial -coil terminal (2) to control grid terminal
(tighten) on W.B. valve holder VI.'
(12) S.G. choke terminal nearest terminal strip
to H.T.+3 terminal on strip.
(18) 7 -pin valve holder terminal (tighten) F+ to
-valve holder V3 terminal -1+ nearest baseheard edge. '
(14) Sante tertninal.ftighten) 4- of valve holder
V3' to valve holder -V2 filament terminal
F+ nearest baseboard edge.
(15) L.F. transformer- earth
lin case of Nielet used it is one_ of fixing
screws) to -valve holder -fffilainent terminal
F- furthest from baseboard edge.
(16) Same V2 terminal F- furthest from bases
board edge to valve holder V3 filament terminal F furthest froni baseboard edge.
(1.7) .Same .V3 terminal
furthest from baseboard edge to driver transformer earth
terminal.
.(18) Valve bolder V3...filament terminal (tighten)
F- furthest from baseboard edge tit 7 -pin
valve holder V4 filament terminal F- nearest
terminal strip.
(19) Same V4 F- terminal nearest terminal
strip:to H.T.- terminal (tighten) on terminal
(20) Driver -transformer earth terminal (tighten)
to output -choice earth terminal (tighten).- -(21) -Drive ..transformer terminal GI to 7 -in
valve holder V4 grid terminal (tighten) 01.
(22) Driver -transformer. terndual 02 to 7 -pin
ale haler V4 grid terminal (tighten) 02.
(23) Driver -transformer terminal -GB via 12 in.
length of flex to G.B.-2 plug (tighten).
.

saved. Decide whether to use a Class B moving -coil

tant if you have a cabinet into which they must
fit, and you should make any small alterations before
the set is built.
(D) Examine screen to see that it conforms

valve holder Vi.

lick off completed connections.
(9) Same upper filament terminal F- of W.B.

-

advise you to use the same components as I did,
but in no case to wander from the fist of alternatives;
no responsibility whatever can be taken for results
if this warning is not heeded: if you are
of buying a new speaker the cost of the choke is

capacity is obtainable. Make sure that all terminal
screws are Secure in all the components and tighten
the nuts underneath IP necessary.
(C) Check size of- baseboard (16 in. x 12 in.)
and of panel (16 in. x 7 in.). The sizes are impor-

(8) Earth terminal (tighten) on strip to upper
filament 'terminal F- of W.B. universal

(If

The wiring in the finished set may be checked by
getting a friend to read out the numbered list while
you check the wires on the set ; it is unnecessary
to consult the blueprint for this purpose.
If you use different components slight obvious

gram switch (Wearite type 123) any -two contacts
may be used in place of toggle switch which need not
in this case be bought. Full details for using
S.T.500 for gramophone work will be given very
shortly.
(A) Study component list, see which items you

aerial coil to aerial -coil terminal No. 5. (All
coil -terminal numbers apply to Colvern
S.T.400 coils].
j
(6) Earth terminal on strip to one terminal
(tighten) of 250-olith ()halite resistor. This
wire supports one end of the resistor.
(7) The other terminal (tighten) of 250 -ohm
Ohmite to 00005-thfd. phase -reverser terminal
(tighten) nearest aerial coil.

phase -reverser

Details make for speed.

variations must be made. If You intend to fit a radio-

(5) .00005-mrd. phase -reverser terminal nearest

in the most convenient order for connection.

-

spective drawings and photographs. The numbers
of wires are the same in all drawings. You need not
read the wording after the wire if you can find the
wire without.

It is very important to tick off the numbers on

this list after completing each connection. , No
terminals should be finally tightened until the word

" tighten " appears in brackets after the terminal
concerned. When the word " tighten " appears
it means all wires to that terminal are in place ;
then tighten firmly, as it may be More difficult to
do so later.

N.B.-Valve holder filament terminals are marked
F+ and F- in blueprint for purpose of identification,
although not so marked on the valve holders themselves ; likewise I have labelled certain terminals
Gl, G2 and P1, P2 to assist in their identification.
(1) Screening -grid termioal (tighten) marked A'
on W.H. valve holder to neighbouring 1-mfd.
condenser.
(2) Same terminal (tighten) of the 1-mfd. to
H.T. +I terminal (tighten) on terminal strip.

(3) Earth terminal off strip to L.Tterininal on
strip ; this wire runs on baseboard and
next to terminal strip.
(4) L.T.- terminal on strip to
terminal
on strip.

(24) Driver -transformer G.B. via 10,000 -ohm
resistor to dri ver-t ransformer terminal (tighten)
01.
(25) Driver -transformer terminal (tighten) GB
Via 10,000 -ohm resistor to driver-transfornier

terminal (tighten) G2.
(28)- Otitmit:choke terminal (tighten) P1 to 7 -pin
.

valve holder V4 anode terminal Al.
-Tighten terminals when told.
(27) Output -choke terminal (tighten) P2 to 7 -pin
valve -holder V4 anode-tertninal A2.
-

(28) H T. :I- 3
still( ) to

terminal (t i ght en ) 0/1 terminal
output -choke teinal
terminal (tighten)

(29) L.S. + terminal (tighten) on strip to outputchoke terminal (tighten) 26 : I furthest
from strip (there is another terminal further
still from strip; but it is not a 2.6 :1).
(80) L.S.- terminal (tighten) on strip to output choke terminal (tighten) 2.6 : 1 nearest strip.;
(81) 7 -pin valve holder V4 anode terminal (tighten)
Al via -005-maid. tubular condenser to 7 -pin
valve holder V4 filament terminal
'

(82) 7 -pin valve holder V4 anode terminal (tighten}
A 2 via -005-mfd, tubular to 7 -pin valve hoarier

V4 filament terminal (tighten) F-.
V3 anode terminal
- A to driver-tiransformer terininal (tighten)

(33) Valve hold

(24) Driver -transformer H.T.+ terminal (tighten)
to 2-mfd, condenser terminal nearest 7 -pin
valve, holder VL
(35) Same terminal (tighten) of 2-mfd. (i.e:
nearest 7 -pin valve holder) via 5,000 -ohm
resistor to S.G. choke terminal (tighten)

nearest 2 mid.

(Continued on page 292.)
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NOWS THE TIME FOR

II ILO YOURSELF THE
Some American Stations which can

be received with certainty:

-

CINCINATTI W81A1- PITTSBURGH W8X1%

BOUNDBRO011 NICE& ifikit
-SCHENECTADY W2XI4D

KIT OF

- WAYNE N.J. 112XE

PARTS WITH
4VALVES COMPLETE

TRIUMPH OF NEW

£5.1Z6
BUILD

'SKYSCRAPER
ALL WAVE ALL WORLD

RADIO I

& OPERATE
YES

AS

Vial

YOU
AS

AMERICA

ALL

EUROPE

GREAT

FREE
CHART
TELLS EXACTLY WHAT

TO DO AND OPENS
TWO NEW WAVELENGTHS

TO HOME LISTENERS

1011-YR

4§1140111r

4 WAVELENGTHS

INSTEAD OF 2
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SHORT-WAVE LISTENING.,
ALL -WAVE SKYSCRAPE R
At last the day of All -World Radio has arrived,
and you can build with your own hands the first

receiver to give you not only England and
Europe, but America and Australia direct. The
Lissen All -Wave All -World Skyscraper 4 tunes
from 12 to 2,100 metres. It brings two complete

SUCCESS IS CERTAIN CET THE CHART AND

new wavelength ranges within reach of the
ordinary listener-stations and programmes
which before he was never able to receiveUltra-Short and Short -Wave transmissions
from the ends of the earth.
And remember you get these stations through Double
Balanced Pentode Output giving brilliant reproduction

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF

on a Moving -Coil Speaker-as much power as a Mains
Set from ordinary high-tension batteries. Lissen have
this All -Wave All -World radio available to
Home Constructors first, because it brings back the
thrill of conquest to hear America and Australia

made
COMPLETE
WITH
WALNUT
CABINET AND MOVING -COIL
LOUDSPEAKER.

£8 . 2 . 6

direct on a set you have built yourself, it makes you
an enthusiast to realise what a wonderful thing you
have created! And when you see the Great Free Chart
of the All -Wave All -World "Skyscraper 4," which tells
you how to build it and how to work it and why it gives
such marvellous results, you will agree at once that
it will be wise of you to build
for yourself rather than buy a
factory assembled receiver which
cannot give you -these new and intriguing short-wave stations. The

FREE CHART simplifies everything ;

there are pictures of every part,

with every wire numbered, every
hole lettered, every terminal

CHART

FREE

identified. YOU CAN'T GO WRONG !

But get the Chart and see for your-

self- then build the Lissen All Wave All -World

Skyscraper 4,"

the SET THAT SPANS THE WORLD!

To LISSEN, LTD

Publicity Dept.
Isleworth, Middlesex
Please scud me FREE
CHART of the All -Wave
All -World 'Skyscraper.
NAME
ADDRESS

CRAPElt
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Immediately below you will see how the connections are
made to the tone control. The output transformer is
not used if a Class B speaker is employed.

OUTPUT CHOKE

TONE

CONTROL

-0005 AelFz).

METAL 5TRI1
SUPPORTING
TONE CONTRAS

Note the connections to the phase reverser. Enough details are given
appear

5cREweo
TERMINAL

TERMINAL

The

next week.

above drawing shows most of the
aerial side of the set. The various
wires go straight between ter- .**
minals but, where considered .°
necessary, extra information
(such as height above baseboard) is given in the rapid
construction guide. The
position
is

of

important

best shown
blue -print.

wire 52
and is
on the

TO

STRIA

L

on this page to build the set, but
further practical in for mat i o n
will

L .5 *
TERMINAL

.

.

.

drawings
the guide
have involved a
great deal of

These

and

work. They have

been very carefully checked and,
while appearing
complicated, will

.

prove invaluable.

These draw-

ings

show

.
This lower drawing gives the
detailed shape of all but a few
of the wires. These are to be
seen in other illustrations. To

obtain the best idea of the shape
of wires it is a good plan to look
for the same number of wires on
the various views. These draw-

ings enable an exact duplicate
set to be made if so desired.

t

general
of the

are

to

the

shape

wires

whose numbers
irrespond
with

thcs a in the guide.
The photographs are

an extra

check

on

the arrangement of the

It is advised

wires.

that the blue -print be
used

as

the

master

standard for the actual
point-to-point connections.
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Every Conceivable Detail is Given Here
(36) Valve

baseboard and mark on baseboard the points

(tighten).
(38, Valve holder V2 anode terminal A to reaction

toggle,

holder V3 grid terminal (tighten)
G to L.F. transformer (Niclet) terminal 0.
(37, L.F. transformer terminal P via 0005-mfd.
tubular to L.F. transformer earth connection
choke terminal (tighten) nearest grid condenser.
(39) Reaction choke terminal (tighten) nearest
driver transformer to L.F. transformer
terminal (tighten) P.
(40) Valve holder V2 filament terminal
nearest baseboard edge to 1 megohni resistance terminal (tighten) nearest strip.
(41) 1-megohm resistance terminal (tighten)
furthest from strip to valve holder grid

terminal G.
(43) same gridterminal (tighten) G of valve holder

V2 to nearest terminal (tighten) on

grid condenser.
(43, Grid -condenser terminal nearest
selectivity range adjuster to selectivity range -adjuster terminal (tighten)

nearest grid condenser.

(44

above which the on -off switch terminals will come.
Remove panel. Prepare wires for later connection
to toggle switch, viz. (58) from W.B. valve holder

Vi lower filament terminal. This wire will leave
goes round behind toggle and then runs
along baseboard close to panel until the screen is
passed.

Prepare wire (57) from toggle to LT.= terminal
board and half an inch away from front edge of
baseboard until it turns off near vertical screen.
The general shape of these two wires is obtainable
from blueprint, drawings and photos.
(U) Connect end of prepared wire (58) to W.B.
valve holder V1 lower filament terminal (tighter):
on strip ; this wire will leave toggle, run along base-'

F+. Leave toggle end of (58) free.

(V) Connect one end of prepared wire (57) to toggle

Ormond type] to No. 5 terminal (fight. n) ;71
aerial coil.
(65) Anode differential -0001-mfd. cannier fixed
vanes terminal (tighten) neare4t ffdpde
tuning condenser to selettivity ranstieLtrelluster
terminal (tighten) nearest earth sheet.
(X) Fix the two mounting pillars on the ,S.T.400

anode coil and fix pillars from underneath baseboard with the two countersunk -head screws (see
sketch for method of fixing anode coil). The coil
is now in position on its pillars. '

(6) Terminal Go. 3 (tighten) on anode coil
anode wave -change switch lower
(tighten).

(67) No. 5 terminal (tighten) on anode coil to
anode reaction condenser fixed vanes upper
terminal (tighten) F2.
-

(68) Grid condenser terminal (tighten) nearest

selectivity range adjuster to anode
tuning condenser fixed vanes terminal (on side, in case of Ormond).
(69) Same fixed vanes terminal (tighten)
on anode tuning condenser to No. 0
terminal (tighten) on anode coil.
(70) Valve holder V2 anode terminal

TWO EVENINGS OR LESS!

'

L.T.- terminal (tighten) on strip to

adjacent 1-mfd. terminal furthest from

(tighten) to anode reaction condenser
moving vanes terminal (tighten)
nearest side edge of panel.

7 -pin holder V4.

(45) Same terminal (tighten) off -lipid. to
2-nifits terminal (tighten) furthest

(71) Fix the previously bared end of
a 3 -in. length of flex to S.G. elMke
terminal furthest from strip. The
other end is bared and is for later
connection to anode terminal on

from 7 -pin valve holder.
(46, L.F. transformer }LT.±. terminal
(tighten) to nearest terminal on 1-mrd. .
nearest 7 -pin valve holder.. V4.
(47r Same terminal (tighten) on 1-mfd.
nearest 7 -pin valve holder V4 via
5,000 -ohm resistor to LT.+ 2 ter-

S.G. valve.

(72) S.G. choke terminal (tighten) furthest from terminal strip to middle
moving vanes terminal (tighten) of

minal (tighten) on strip.

(48: L.F. transformer terminal (tighten)
Cl
to tone -control 0005-mfd. -condenser lower terminal (tighten).
(49, -)..F, transformer 0.B.- terminal
(tighten). to tone -control -0005-mfd.
sipper terminal.

-0001-mfd. differential anode -coupler.

This wire leaves S.G. choke terminal

and rises vertically for 4 in, and
then travels horizontally towards

the 0001-mfd. differential and then

drops to make connection with
middle terminal.
(73) 0001-mfd. differential anode coupler

(501 Same upper terminal (tighten) on
the control condenser via 8 -in. flex
to G.B. -1 plug (tighten). Make
(51)

sure connection to

terminal nearest.aerial tuning condenser to No. 1 terminal on anode
(74) Same No. 1 terminal (tighten) on

plug is good.

a

plug at one end) under the
terminal head of L.T.- terminal on
(LB. -I-

anode coil to anode tuning condenser

-

strip (see blueprint).

moving vanes (terminal at end in

ease of Ormond).
(75) Same moving
vanes terminal
(tighten) to valve holder V2 fila-

THIS CONCLUDES

THE
BASEBOARD
WIRING.
and drill panel (or tee

(Q) Mark out
My panel -drilling diagram is a back
view and is for marking back erg:awl.
(On no account use it to mark the front
of panel.)
Small pilot holes are first
drilled from the back (the final holes being
drilled from . the front). Any Marks on
same).

ment terminal (tighten) F- furthe,t

from baseboard edge.
(SO FIX VERTICAL SCREEN with two
'crews having given screen and earth sheet

a final sub with emery paper where they
will chine in contact, seeing that wire (52)
passes through top notch and that (5s)
passes through bottom notch.
(Z) Fit terminal (previously taken from
W.B. valve holder as suggested) to screen
after cleaning with emery the screen near

panel front (to assist the reading of dial

and coupler positions while working set) are
best scratched immediately after drilling
pilot holes. Their position i3, Vertically
above pilot holes and the scratches -should

show about one quarter of an inch when
knobs are fitted.
The three holes for

the hole.
(76) 0001-mfd. differential anode coupler

terminal (tighten) nearest screen to

the panel -fixing screws should be countersunk.

otherwise panel will probably fracture when
countersunk screws are used.
VI FIT PANEL COMPONENTS in
following order : toggle on -off switch, two
-push-pull- wave -change switches, one .0003infd. differential reaction condenser, one
-0001-mfd differential anode coupler, owe
-0095-mfd. aerial coupler, one 0005-mfd.
aerial reaction condenser, - two ..0005strifd.
slow-motion tuning condensers. If aerial

terminal on vertical screen.
(77) W.B. universal valve holder VI upper
filament terminal (tighten) F- to
terminal
(tighten)
on
vertical
screen.
(78) Aerial terminal (tighten) on strip
to upper moving vanes terminal
(tighten) on 0005 -mid.
aerial
coupler. The wire proceeds horizontally for 1 in. towards panel, then
rises 4 in. vertically and then proceeds

The " S.T.500," if built by this ingenious rapid guide. can be made
and built in -a tea hours. By 10 p.m. the second night you will

have Europe to entertain you.

wave -change switch is of different type turn it

around if necessary to clear vertical screen.

Do not -fit any knobs or dials at this -stage, except

those on waveehange witches.
(Si WIRE PANEL COMPONENTS as follows

(52) Differential anode coupler moving vanes
middle terminal to -0005-mfd. aerial reaction'
upper terminal (tighten). This wire passes
close to panel win -re it will later pass through.

top notch in vertical screen. It is important
that this wire should follow -the route on the'
blueprint, especially. where it passes midway
between aerial coupler and aerial tuning

condenser.
(53) Aerial coupler fixed vanes lower terminal
(tighten) to aerial tuning condenser fixed vanes

terminal (this terminal is ou the side of the

Ormond condenser).
(54) Aerial. tuning condenser

moving

to

terminal

vanes

terminal (i.e. at end in case of Ormond type)
to upper terminal (tighten) of aerial wave change switch.
(55) Anode tuning condenser moving vanes terminal (i.e. at end on Ormond type) to .anode
wave -change switch upper terminal (tighten).
(56: Anode reaction condenser fixed vanes lower

terminal F2 (tighten) to anode tuning condenser moving vanes terminal (i.e. terminal
at end om Ormond).
IT, troll panel temporarily in position against

terminal illgliten) nearest -push-pull switches.
leaving other end of wire free.
(IV) FIX PAVEL - TO RASEBOARD by: three

series,: having tucked end of (58) behind toggle,
(57) Connect free end of (57) to L.T.l terminal
(tighten) on strip.
(58) Connect free end of (58) to toggle terminal
furthest -from push-pull switches.
(59) Same toggle terminal (tighten) furthest,from

push -pith switches -to valve -holder V2 filament
terminal (tighten)
+ nearest baseboard
edge. This wire goes under (41).
(60) Phase -reverser 00005-mfd. condenser ter-

minal (tighten) nearest 2-nffd. condenser to
S.G.

choke

terminal nearest panel.

This

horizontally to the aerial coupler.

THIS COMPLETES THE WIRING.
Fit knobs nod dials to panel components, turn
spindles of the four solid dielectric condensers
(this excludes the two main tuning condensers)

as far anti -clockwise as possible looking from front
of- set. Fit knobs with their pointers pointing
horizontally to. left.

Turn the two main tuning condenser spindles

as -far anti-elooliwise as possible (i.e. -moving vanes

fully " out ") and lit dials with their zeros opposite
prepared ;scratch marks (if any) on, panel. Fit
slow-motion knobs to timing condensers:
.

YOUR S.T.500 IS NOW COMPLETE.

Please turn to operating instructions and enjoy it.

wire is kept about three -eighths of an inch

above baseboard,
(61) Aerial- reaction condenser lower terminal
(tighten) to No. 8 terminal (tighten) on aerial
coil.

(62) Aerial waveehange lower terminal (tighten)

to No. -3 terminal (tighten) on Serial

coil.

(83) Aerial tuning condenser fixed vanes terminal
(tighten) 'Else. terminal on side in Ormond

type) to No. 2 terminal (tighten) on aerial
coil.

tuning condenser moving vanes
-terminal (tighten) [terminal at end in case of

(64) Aerial

START TO -DAY 1
If the article on the " S.T.500 " has
inspired interest, start building it at
once, and enjoy its remarkable performance as early as possible.

This

set is our big Autumn star receiver.
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works on the night before.

However, on
Sunday morning, November 5th, which, by

By 0. H. M.

THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

the way, is also Armistice Sunday, the B.B.C.

is relaying the parade service at the Royal
Garrison Church of St. George, Woolwich,

THE JANUARY SCRAMBLE

as part of the National programme for

The Lucerne Plan-On Christmas Day-The Truth about the B.B.C. and

that day.

Television-Some Dates to Remember.

THE Amsterdam meeting of broadcasters

out four half-hours a week on 261 metres

pective difficulties of the great change -over

the B.B.C. engineers and administration
certainly mean them to stop then.

does not seem to have helped very
much towards ironing out the pro-

to the Lucerne Plan in January. Fortunately, however, the B.B.C. is taking steps
to minimise the dislocation.

I hear that extra power will be used
while stations settle down to their new
channels.

Even

so,

however,

listeners

are not putting on anything like their best
talent in the second half of January= and in

performed by the Royal Artillery Band, con-

are under notice to stop on March 31st, and

Between now and Christmas the B.B.C.

ultra -short-wave transmitter will experiment

with apparatus provided by the Baird
Company. This will have to be cleared
out before the end of the year, then the
B.B.C. will begin active co-operation with

should allow for a period of uncertainty,
especially as the B.B.C. programme builders

The service will be conducted by the

Senior Chaplain to the ForceEZ, the Rev.
B. K. Bond, and the musical part will be
ducted by Major E. C. Stretton.
Speeial Anniversary Programme.
-

Here is a lot in a little space :

Saturday, October 21st.-Special anniversary of the Battle of Trafalgar programme.
This has been arranged by Alan Wade and
is a first episode from " The Dynasts," by

Thomas Hardy, comprising nine scenes
from that epic drama of the

A TRUNK CALL FROM CA NADA

Trafalgar and the death of
Nelson.

ebruary.
Bells of Bethlehem.

" The Blue Boar."

Monday and Tuesday,

It is still very " hush-hush," so I just
whisper that all the broadcasters of the

and 24th.National and Regional
October 23rd

Western Hemisphere are likely to relay the
bells of Bethlehem at the appropriate time
on Christmas Day. I wonder who will do
the running commentary.

stations respectively. Roger
Quilter's light opera, " The

Blue Boar," with Amy
Augarde in her first appear-

Reorganisation Misfires.

ance before the microphone.

The great scheme of reorganisation of
the B.B.C. seems to have miscarried in at
least one direction. There was a plan to

Ina Souez, Raymond

Newell, Appleton Moore, Mark

Raphael, Norah Gruhn and
Samuel Dyson are also in

transform the News Section into a Departtient of Topicality, with staff qualified to
" produce news and dramatise events of
the day. Mr. Lionel Fielden was to have

the cast. Instead of dialogue

been in charge.

But all this has fallen through.

Mr.

Fielden will stay where he is in the Talks
Department and Mr. Holt, as a practical
Pressman, will continue to direct the news in
a professional way, for which small mercies
many thanks !
The Television Muddle.

With all the contradictory statements
that are floating about concerning the
future of television it is perhaps just as
well that I am able to tell the truth. The
present thirty -line transmissions which go

An operator at the London Exchange plugging in a call from Montreal. This Radio Exchange, as it might be called, is used for

linking up transatlantic calls with telephone subscribers on this
side of the Atlantic. The operator on the left is seated in front
of the New York switchboard.

Princess.

But this week very

been

special interest

attaches to the advertisers' announcements
on account of the publication in this issue

of Mr. Scott-Taggart's great new set, the
" S.T.500." Judging by the phenomenal
success of Mr. Scott-Taggart's previous

England, but holding a big reputation in

America and Australia, where she has sung
Rose Marie " for two years, to play the
(Continued on page 317.).

designs, I haven't the slightest doubt that
the " S.T.500 " will be built by literally

that it is available under our
(No. 51.)
postcard literature service.

interest you on every single page.

that have

man's operetta, " The Circus

but no doubt we shall explode our few fire-

confident that you will find something to

products

Thursday and Friday, Oc-

tober 26th and 27th.-Kal-

A Relay From Woolwich.
This year November 5th falls on a Sunday,

with more than usual interest the numerous
advertisements that are appearing. I am

THE advertising columns of " P.W." are
always interesting. That much may
be deduced from the large number of
letters I receive each week from readers

The " Circus Princess."

Princess," with John Hendrik in the leading
part. Harriet Bennet, never yet heard in

only advice I can give is that you study

BY G.T. KE LS EY
Weekly jottings of interest to buyers.

to carry along the story, the
musical items will be linked
together by a narrator.

the apparatus provided by Electrical and
Musical Industries Limited. This is the
apparatus next to be tried out. So that
is the position.

hundreds of thousands bf readers.
In the ordinary course of events it is one
of my pleasurable tasks to provide weekly
notes of interest to buyers. This week the

concerning
advertised.

war with Napoleon, and dealing with the Battle of

C.F. Catalogue Now Available.

A week or two ago I mentioned in my
notes that Graham Farish were about to
produce a new catalogue, and I am glad to
be able to pass on the news that adequate

A New Watmel Leaflet.

An informative leaflet on the important
subject of volume controlling has just come
to hand from Watmel.
In addition to giving details and prices of
the various resistances and potentiometers

included in their range, this new Watmel

brochure gives some useful information on
the question of volume controlling in general.

Since it is a leaflet that is likely to be of
interest to home constructors, " P.W."

readers can obtain a copy through the
medium of our postcard service.

(No. 58.)

supplies of this new catalogue are now
available.

OUR POSTCARD SERVICE

and better than ever, and includes such

Applications for trade literature mentioned in
these columns can be made through "P.W."
by quoting the reference number given at the
end of the paragraph. Just send a postcard
to G. T. Kelsey, at Tallis House, Tallis Street,

The range of products that is now being
produced by this enterprising firm is bigger
components as ganged condensers, Class B
driver transformers, Mansbridge-type condensers, etc.
May I remind all those who are interested

Any literature described during the
past four weeks may be applied for in this
E.C.4.

way-just quote the number or numbers.

.4(
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COLVERN COILS FOR THE

"S.T.500"
Type "S.T.500" ... Price 8/- pair
To ensure outstanding performance
and reliability use Colvern Coils as
incorporated in S.T.'s original design.

COLVERN SPECIALISE IN COILS
COLVERN LIMITED, MAWNEYS ROAD, ROIVIFORD, ESSEX.
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I was at once favourably impressed by this
B.R.G. transformer, for it is robustly constructed on

---.FR914 THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

obviously sound lines.

The frame is heavily built and the windings careOn test there was negligible temperature rise and good voltage regulation on both
. L.T. and H.T.
It is a transformer we can recommend, and the
fully sectionised.

price is the very reasonable one of 22s. lid.

*

.*

A GRAHAM FARISH
CONDENSER

Have yob

*

USEFUL BENJAMIN UNIT

A BRITISH RADIOGRAM
TRANSFORMER

-ik

THERE are supposed to be two elm ses of constructors. In the one are those who like to
experiment and do not object to a considerable

My recent remarks regarding the progress made
by British Radiogram are further endorsed by the
-fact that they have now extended their activities to
the making of a new mains transformer, which is a
specialised type of component not easily manufactured without real technical :ability and production

amount of tinkering with bits and pieces in order to
achieve their ends ; and in the other those who look
for the shortest and easiestscuts.

Personally; I do not think any such arbitrary

clastillcation is possible.- Indeed, I would go so far
as to say that the above types of constructor represent two extremes.

And in any case I fancy that there are very few

indeed who will deliberately choose an unnecessary
complication in fdemof a simple alternative.

That is why I believe the Benjamin Economiser
Unit - will prove very popular. - There does not
seem to be any reasonable excuse for purchasing
the individual items needed to apply the Westector
Economising scheme when they are aYailablein the
one compact unit at approximately the same price.
The saving is more than a mere string -of
space. Circuit connections are greatly reduced,
and the constructor has the, assurance that the
elements employed are completely suitable for the

-

skill behind. it.
This B.R.G. Typo 511 Mains Transformer in ques-

tion is designed specifically for the Westinghouse
H.T. 12 unit to get 250 volts H.T. at 80 ma. There
is an L.T. output of 4 volts at 3 amperes.
Input tappings to suit any voltage between 200
and 250 volts are provided, so that it will suit most

ever noticed how
often it seems to

happen that the
most wires join

to the component with
the smallest
terminals

It's an exm-

perating shortcoming,
Even
as I write my

mind flies to innumerable sets

of the past! in
which

I have
been confronted
with large fixed
condensers bearing tiny termin-

als and whole The Graham Farish Fixed Condenser
handfuls of

fat wires to join to them

And it is remembering this which niakes me s ice

the substantial terminals on the Graham Farisi
1-mfd. fixed condenser (and other similar values
with intense pleasure. There is an unusually
generous length of shank on -each: You can -bare
no less than I inch of it and the- milled nut still
has ample threads left to it.

purpose.

.

Gone is the need to prepare a shopping list
(admittedly not large), and, perhaps, wander from'
shop to shop to make the various purchases.

A small point ? No, I consider it a vitally Minor
taut One. The whole working of a set can go by

not apply.
The Benjamin.EcOnomiser Unit provides for all
normal requirements perfectly satisfactorily.
As you have no doubt gathered, it incorporates
a Westector wired to- condensers and resistances
for ILT. economising in a power or pentode stage
(alternative terminals are fitted).
You probably know the scheme. if you've been
reading your" P.W." regularly you will; but perhaps
I'd better insert a brief description- of it for the
benefit of new readers.
Well, as all battery -set owners will realise only too

It is built into`a strong bakplite casing, attrac
ticely coloured red, it holds its charge well, ant
its actual capacity closely follows its rating.
A good component, thoughtfully designed, is

And in this particular case the old and sometimes valjd objection that unified apparatus
Prohibits experiment and. close adjustment does

the board through an odd lead wandering off

.

.

keenly, the output valve of a set, whether it be an
ordinary power or pentode type, takes a fair amount
of H.T. current. Perhaps ten milliamperes. This
current is steadily draining Itivay from the H.T.
battery, whatever the volume from the loudspeaker.
There is fast as much when a single fiddle is quietly

playing or 'a very weak station is coming o\er, or

even during programme pauses, as there is when the
speaker is delivering a really loud passage.

-

In this photo you see the Benjamin Economiser Unit
actually in a set.

* there. Possessing a rather
expressionless

proved in quality and vigour
as it progressed. Billy

Merson himself wasn't as
prOminent in the programme
as he might have been.

But in his one big turn as
a Roman Caesar he was
something that suited his
pompous style.

personalities of the moment.

He iswithout a rival in this sort of thing.

good deal of time sorting everyone out, and this
interferes with his enjoyment. Whereas, if the
principal characters were introduced in turn, the
listener would be spared endless trouble. Atmosphere may be lacking for a time, but I prefer above
everything else to know where I am at the earliest
possible moment. " Daylight Robbery " was the
latest offender.

convenient method of adding this money -saving
system to any ordinary set.
It works perfectly. A meter convincingly proves
it. There isn't the slightest effect on the quality or
volume. The saving is made without sacrifice. I
think it is a fine scheme; and I hope Benjamin's
enterprise in making it so readily available to all
meets with the full success it deserves,

*

.

Here are two Poste-Parisien items. Try to find
time to listen to the Sonora Radio Dance Orchestra
broadcasting modern dance music for a couple of
hours every Saturday. Their leader is Fred Hoffman;
They are good ! I came across them qpite accidentally, but I shall take them now as regularly as
I do a hint.

I understand they are very popular across the
Channel; and owe their success 'to their having
studied the requirements of the mike add adapting
their interpretation thereto. An obvious expedient,
I would have thought.
*

*

there may be some small
* advantage in this less
exuberant style.

The other snippets of parts he played weren't
Billy Merson parts at all, so were unimpressive.
There was very little new ground broken in any -of
the departments, but the surprise endings of the
There's nothing like a good beginning to everyVernon Bartlett attaches great importance
to opening sentences, and will spend a long time in
their preParation. There's wisdom in this. Writers
of burlesque do the same, apparently though they
don't usually show the sauna wisdom. It seems the
rule for them to open their show with a regular babel
of noise, everyone, including principals, going it
hammer and tongs.
This may create atmosphere, but it also creates a
difficult situation for the listener. He has to spend a

The Economiser alters all that and proportions

he

enoughfor French listeners,
though to English listeners
learning French at the
feet of these announcers

grammes and on microphone

-11(

voice,

contrasts strikingly with
lute two colleagues. I can
imagine he isn't exciting

THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
Frank comments on recent pro-

thing.

the H.T. current -in accordance with the volume, and
thus effects a considerable saving.
And this Benjamin Economiser Unit forms a most

this Graham Farish condenser.

IT was extraordinary how
Billy Merson's show,
Taking You Over," im-

sketches were much appreciated.

The B.R.G. Mains Transformer.

i

.
flimsy; overtaxed terminal.
Another sound, practical feature of this Oration
Farish condenser is - that ittan be mounted eithem
vertically or horiiontallyequally well.

*

The other concerns the new announcer operating

I l)#ke the idea of broadcasting excerpts from forthconiihg plays. Of course, it is a borrowing from the
cinema, but, unlike the cinema, it is only possible in
the case of revised plays, unless records of new plays
are made during rehearsals. I ant inclined to think
that even this would be worth while, as these excerpts,
like those of the film, do arouse interest

The dozen plays included in the present Drama
Festival are interesting not only in themselves, but
also for the light they throw on the development of
radio drama. To my mind, " Danger" and " The

Wrong Bus " might have been two of the most

recent plays written, instead of being six or seven
years old. I couldn't recall either of them ; but in
Danger " I thought the effects were excellent and
more realistic than those of " The Wrong Bus," in
spite of the first-class crash at the end of the latter.
I must say, too, how I like the small cast. It makes
listening so much easier.

*

Mr. C. W. Lyle's general introduction to the autumn
series of sports talks was a remarkable survey of the
world's sports. He had to travel the whole world
in 15 minutes ; he omitted no sport of any standing ;

he gave considerable detail. Obviously, he had to
race against time. and he couldn't conceal the fact
This was the only fly in the ointment.
*

*

*

Mr. Lyle's remarks on the enthusiasm 'of all
Americans for their national game, and the way
American radio fosters this. enthusiasm, emphasised
the B.B.C.'s tendency to treat our national game
as -if it were a thing of no special importance. True,
Saturday evening's First News Bulletin contains
the football results. But they are always given

last, often yielding pride of -place to results of only
local interest.

(Continued on page 312.)
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Columbia's

amazing
radiogram

offer !

A FOUR -VALVE

ALL -ELECTRIC RADIO -GRAMOPHONE

WITH MOVING COIL SPEAKER AT

23

SPECIAL FEATURES .

r. Band-pass circuit. 2. Flood -lit scel-_calibrated in wave -lengths with station -tinder. 3. Energised moving coil speaker. 4. Provision for additional speaker. 5. Universal

SPECIFICATION

Circuit- Bandpass aerie!

circuit, screen -grid high frequency amplifier, followed
tuned -grid power -grid
dekelor. Parallel -fed loth-'
by

frequency transformer coupling to pentode output.
Speaker-Energised moving
coil. Provision for additionat
speaker of high or low resistance.

Controls-Gramo-

phone

.

LW, MW,

Switch, single knob tuning
for three -gang condenser.

Volume control which also

operates on pick-up. Motor
- Induction type (AC

Cabinet-Walnut.
Valves-AC model: M S4B,
mode!):

Output - if watts. Current
Consumption - 63 watts
MI14, 21IPT4, UI2.

on radio, 95 watts on gramophone.
Wave -lengths
Range-2oo-33e medium wave metres; I,000-2.000
long -wave metres.

Voltage

Range-2oo/23000tts, 50/60
cycles.

Size -34 ins. high,

231 ins. wide. TOI ins. deep.
Price -23 guineas. Hire -

Purchase Terms-Deposit
(2.8.6 and I2 monthly payments of 41.19.o.

GNS.

automatic brake. 6. Volume control common to both radio and
gramophone. 7. Induction motor (A.C. model). 8. One knob
tuning with reduction gear. 9. Three aerial tappings. lo. Mains
aerial device. i 1. Low running costs.

THE FINEST VALUE EVER PRODUCED
BY THE GREAT COLUMBIA FACTORY
Here is the chance of a lifetime to buy a luxury radio gramophone at an amazingly low figure. For 23 GNS.

you are offered an instrument that embraces every

material advancement of radio and gramophone science
-combined in an instrument which needs but plugging into your electric light

supply to bring you the finest programmes that modern broadcasting has to
offer, and superb rendering of gramophone music-both with an amazing
fidelity of tone.
Columbia have never had more confidence in an instrument than they have in

this-representing as it does the greatest value for money to-day-an instrument
that might reasonably be priced at many pounds more. This radio -gramophone
is a standard product of the great Columbia factory-the largest in Europe-and
like all Columbia instruments has undergone nearly eleven hundred tests as
part of the routine of manufacture-which explains Columbia's confidence in
this product. Read the brief specification given-then take the first opportunity
of seeing and hearing it at any Columbia dealer's. Remember, this is a
chance not to be missed !
COUPON :

To the Columbia Graphopbone Co.,

Ltd., 98 Gerken') ell Road, E.C.s.

01

RADIO AND

is

0:GRAPHOPHONES

Please send me particulars of the new
Columbia all -electric Radiograph -Four,
Model 62o, without obligation.
Y. -1,11E

...... . . , .....

ADDRESS

...........
W 211020
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_ .500 specifies
S. T

POLAR

POLAR
CONDENSERS for the S.T.500

POLAR

DIFFERENTIAL
ONE 0003 e s
SPECIFIED
ONE 0001 e s
Recommended

3, -

1 Polar Differential -0003 e s

The condenser

2 Polar No. 2 S.M. 0005 6/6 each

with highest quality materials.
Smooth action. Co m pl e te

3 Polar Compax '0005

with an insulfated spindle. Constructed
AS.

TWO .0005 Required

616 each
The well-known fast and slow
motion condenser. Ballbeaping spindle.
Rigid con-

RECOMMENDED

3f- each

.._

POLAR No. 2 S.M.

SPECIFIED

with knob.
Also made in .c0or5 e's.

-

struction.
Also made in 0003.

2,6 each

1 Polar Differential .0001 e s

-

31_

POLARCOMPAX
THREE 0005 Required

2/6 each

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.

Suitable for tuning or reaction
where air dielectric is not

essential.
materials.

188 189,
STRAND, LONDON,
W.C.2.
'PHONE: TEMPLE BAR 2244.
OLD SWAN. LIVERPOOL.

Made iv ith best
Is of the highest

quality of its type., -

WORKS:

Also- made in 0003, '06015,

oom and 0000g.

0 3778

THERE'S A

WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER
FOR EVERY SET.
Send 3d. for a copy of "The All Metal Way, 1934," giving 'ricer, outputs and circuits.
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE &. SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD., 82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

14

SAVE 40-50% ON YOUR S.T.500
Build it

k
DIRECT FROM
THE MAKERS

yourself and get first-rate results at a fraction of the usual

price with- our amazing new bargain Kit-THE " GOLD -MINE " S.T.500.
to specified
Made up from high-grade hew stock surplus components exact This
is the
values throughout, and of actual specified makes srhen 'necessary.
bargain of " P.W.'s " greatest boom nurnber. Secure yours to -day.
KIT
D.
Kit
'C'
KIT A. Com- KIT B. As Kit KIT C' Kit 'B' with batteries POST FREE

high-grade
ponents, blue- A' withmatched vith
a b 1 n e t and comprising coin print a n d -all set British P.M.M.C. Sults p le t e outfit,
,C5.12.6.
£6.12.6.
Cash or C.O.D.
sundries ... 5716 valves ... 77/6,

57/6d.

REMEMBER-YOU CAN'T GO WRONG WITH A " GOLD -MINE " KIT.
for a published circuit
Whether it be one of our, own bargain Kits (as below)
(as above), or for a Kit made up to your own particular requirements. In
every ease a direct cash saving of 81 to 101- in the E.
COMPONENT BARGAINS at
1933-4 BARGAIN KITS. St. III,
the lowest liquidation prices
12/6; S.G. III, 18/6, &G. Triple
,
Wave III, 22/6; S.W. III, 18/6; .,-.41, ever. Listed by the hundred in the
Adaptor, 8/6. CLASS B, III -v.. sem.:-..zr,.., ' RADIO GOLD -MINE,' packed from
cover to cover. Enclose 3d
2218; S.G. IV, 35/-; cony.
-,7-_, 1;4.
,5:'
. stamps nose for late Oct. issue_
Kit, 1218. Each with full
instructions. Cash or C.O.D.

-.:-4-;1-'W_Il:42...... Many 50-75% reductions

4rir..4.7'-.1"71;:*,

Imam hn it'

lihdi

Cash Price, 42',

CARRIAGE PAID AND PACKING FREE.

Sbecification : Soundly constructed of well -seasoned
timber and beautifully polished rich walnut shade with
cbonised mouldings.

SIZE OVERALL

Height, 3 ft. 3 in. Width, I ft. 8 in. Depth, I ft. 4 in.
Allowing ample room for all pick-up turntables and sets
with baseboards up to 18 in. by 14 in. and 7 -in. pane!,
Hinged motor board
also speaker and ail accessories.
for easy use. SEND .FOR LEAFLET.

Sent to you all ready to take your set.
Sole Manufacturers :

W. S. WILKIN

i

Dept. R.33) 23, BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, E.C.1 (National

10'. DEPOSIT
and 6 monthly payments of

8523

NELSON MEWS

- SOUTHEND
Phone: Southend 9330

ESSEX
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Manole lure,,

of
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Electra Laiof
Bl AppeirowNs

IDEEIPESI

P ',woof"

of Elfari LamPs

APPo violent

13A1111

to
HIGHEST
TREBLE
You get every note
if you use

The greatest coloured singer

the world has known, and

artist to his finger-tipsRobeson has moved the hearts

of millions. Hear the exquisitely unmistakable timbre of
his voice when you play his
records. Play them with a
B.T.H. Pick-up. It's easy to
fix in place of your old sound -

gLG

box and tone arm. Then all
you have to do is connect it

8.T.500

to the "P.U." terminals on

Wireless Set needs these

your set.

Double capacity H.T. Unite
W.123I 120 volts 82 x 7 x 31.
14/6
W.1217 126 volts 92 X 52 X 32 17/6
135 volts ICI X 6 X 3}
(and x8 volts G.B.)

W.1210

The "Senior" model for the connoisseur-

the "Minor" model at 21/- for the man

18,6

wanting good reproduction at a reasonable
cost.

THPle capacity H.T. Unit

Pop. Power 120 volts 13} X 102 X 3 24/ The Grid Bias Battery required
-

for use with the above H.T.'s

With

(except W.I2z o) is Winner 9

5x

x2

1/ -

NOR

made

particularly
to power your set
WIRELESS BATTERIES
Tile Ever Ready Co. (Gt. Britain} Ltd., Hercules Place, Holloway, N.7.

6
COMPLETE WITH
VOLUME CONTRO1

The Edison Swan Electric Co.

12,d.

155 Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2

DEA,.ERs RECOMMEND EDISWAN

W.220
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ECKERSLEY
EXPLAINS!'
"

E ordinary
T Hman-we
have to face

it-is an anarchist.
He wants to do
as he likes. This

anarchism has been

at work since the

beginnings
civilisation.

of

-et.

Experimenting for a hobby is our
Chief Radio Consultant's subject

this week. He comments on the fact
that quite useful work can be done
with comparatively simple apparatus. In his own words. " while you
may never discover anything u hich
will make your fortune, you will in
any case have a grand time."

So says

Mr.
Bernard Shaw, and
it is none the less true for that.

I do not intend to discuss anarchy, its
value as a stimulant or its nuisance to the
community. I open in this way to show
you that you can indulge your desire to do
what You like, to be free within certain
limits, without hurting anyone else, if you
will take up experimental work. Whatever
the limitations of its scope, experimental
work is the greatest of all employments,
because it leaves one and one's imagination

free to-do what it likes, but nevertheless
disciplines it in terms of the results achieved.
GoOd Work with Make -Shifts.

People keep coming to me with ideas.
They are frequently more imaginative than
sound, more ingenious than factual. I say

I could have

used one valve
voltmeter and the

thermo milliammeter was very, very
useful, but nevertheless a bit of

luxury which saved
a lot of time.

If I were setting
up a laboratory on
my own, and I had,

as indeed is true, very little money to
spend, I would first and foremostly buy
a test set, one which told me D.C. amps.
and volts over a wide range. I should try

to get it second hand, but if I couldn't,
and if it was too expensive, I should realise

that all I really wanted was a sensitive
milliammeter for nearly all my work.

up.

the grid of a valve like an A.C./H.L.2.
But it's the spirit I want to get over ; if
anyone wants it I should be delighted to
give further advice on how to measure
quantities.
"Science is Measurement."
It is so difficult answering questions with-

" Oh, doctor, I feel so

out data given.

Making a Voltmeter.

If you will remember that voltage equals

current times resistance you have made a
voltmeter.

Then apply your laws. So build
Don't want everything at once. Make
up valve voltmeters by putting negative on
2 volts.

Suppose you want a volt-

meter 0-8 volts for L.T. and 0-200 volts

for H. T. You have a milliammeter reading,

ill ; what is the matter with me ? " Suppose
one had to write a reply to that and explain
what was wrong ! At least the indication
of a pain somewhere would help the poor
doctor. He might even give a correct
diagnosis if the sufferer had observed things

GERMAN TELEVISION EXPER IMENTS

my piece-I hope not discouragingly -but

such as temperature, pulse
and so on : if he had, in
fact, presented the results
of simple measurements.

I have to tell the truth as I see it ; and
then, if the recipient of my opinions is

But there's no question
about your being ill. Nor

still sceptical I say : " Go and try it. -

anarchistic against the com-

Well
replies : " How can 1 ?
There are limits, but a tremendo amount
of good work has been done with plasticine,

Nor vastly out of
pocket. Nor an offence to
your neighbours. On the
munity.

string, cardboard, sealing wax, wire and a
good -enough " instruments adapted
feW
ingeniously to the accuracy required.

contrary, if you take up this

hobby, while you may, never
discover anything which will
make your fortune, you will

The joy of experimental work can be

in any case have a grand

severally classified, as : (1) it employs the
hands in making things ; (2) it employs the

time.

mind in devising thmgs ; (3) if ever it
yields results you may be sure that you

*

*

All the time new ideas are

have succeeded. Your opponents' inviolable laws never let you get away with

pouring Out of people's brains.

an untruth.

people

These ideas come because

Big Expenditure Unnecessary.
You may reply : " Oh, ye:4. I know it's

all very well for you ; your laboratory is
stacked with every kind of instrument you
ever need ; but think of- me-I cannot 'go
out and just order Moulin voltmeters and
test sets and resistances and- oh, everything."
I am not so silly as to suggest that one
can, at once, set up a laboratory without
the expenditure of any money ; but I do

suggest that you need not spend a great
amount for a given receipt of pleasure if
you set about things properly.
am in the midst of a research at the
present moment. I have used only four
instruments, as : two types of valve volt-

meter, a thermo milliammeter and a test

are

experimenting.

On its lowest terms, if you
set up a little laboratory, you
will appreciate better what
is going on ; on its highest
In Germany television is going ahead by leaps and bounds, and
this photograph shows an experimental film transmitter. It is
possible, for the principles involved in an advanced system of this
nature, to originate in the home laboratory of an amateur.

say. 0 5 milliamperes.

Thus, with S volts

through a resistance of 1,600 ohms, you
get 5 milliamps. So your milliammeter,
connected through a resistance of 1,600
ohms, is a voltmeter. Connected through
10,000 ohms it is a voltmeter,to 200 volts.
Well, you might
that a low-tension

How to measure ohms ?

start by assuming

accumulator half discharged gives exactly

you will become one of those
who will be allowed to work
(or,

I feel, play is a much

better word) in a wellequipped laboratory and give

to the world something

of

worth and consequence.

POPULAR WIRELESS and " Modern Wire-

less " and the rest are all the time working

for you, turning 'out new sets for you to
make. You will be helping them to help

you if you will take up a study of the
technique. But no study is complete or

even worth while unless you have means
to do practical experiments.
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SPECIFIED FOR ALL GOOD 'CLASS 11' CIRCUITS

INCLUDING THE ST.500....._

`CLASS B' COMPONEN

the foremost designers and pro.
ducers of transformers and chokes in

(2)as

this country, have set the standard of

efficiency in " Class B " with their " Drivermu "
components, which are universally acknowledged
far and away the

MOST EFFICIENT AND MOST
RELIABLE " CLASS B " COMPONENTS - AT ANY PRICE
R I. have done most to make the remarkable
" Class B " attainable by every

benefits of

battery set user. They have introduced the most
progressive developments in the system, and by

their collaboration with the " Class B " valve

makers in the first instance, and the vast amount
of research work that resulted, have succeeded in
producing the components that give, to the
greatest extent, the performance for which
" Class B " was evolved.

Ry installing " Drivermu " components you
are sure of greatest power, superior quality
and absolute freedom from distortion, together

with utmost Economy in H.T.
guaranteed to give-

They are

THE FULLEST ADVANTAGES
OF AN ALL -MAINS SET

USING AN ORDINARY

H.T. BATTERY ONLY

CONVERT YOUR

EXISTING SET
B"
INTO "CLASS

The R.I. Class B' Booklet
Will Show You How
This brochure tells you all about " Class It " in the

simplest possible language, and enables even the most
inexperienced constructor to understand _exactly what
he is doing with " Class B." It shows you at a glance
what combinations of valves. transformers and chokes
are needed for every desired output. The diagrams
are easily understood and apply to the conversion of

old and to construction of new sets.
dealer for a copy or

Prices :
"DRIVERMU" TRANSFORMER
List
DY38
DY33
DY41

D712
D743

RATIOS

j

Totol

EI''''
13737

1 :

2

:

'

1 and 1:5 :
1 and 2:5
I 1
:

'

c: 1 and 3: 1

15/ 15, -

3

:

1

1'5:1

1 and 3
2: 11: 1
3:

2 : land 1.6 :

1

1

:

:

1

11i-

Ill 11(-

1

1 and 32 :

1

R.I." CLASS B "CHOKE Xation la,
1 2 : 1, 1.5 :1, and 1 8

:

1.

PRICE
Iton0.1

1/2 Prtow

1

1

'

I', ,..1,011410 PI,

:

2:

,

I

Over 90% efficiency

Ask your

POST
,A COUPON TODAY
: To Radio Instruments Ltd. Croydon, Surrey :
-

e Please send me your " Drivermu " Brochure Free
ea and Post Free. Also your Broadsheet of Components
0

44, Name

151-

12'6

The Advt. of Radio Instruments Ltd., Croydon, Surrey.

:Address
Enclose in Ad.stamped unsealed envelope).

P. W.

OM

''74VOr1

17741-TrITPRPZ
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station reported by r. F. W. (Hove) ? This
is New- BrunSwick, Canada, 'transmitting -

experimentally_ on about 46 metres:-

find all the 45 -50 -metre stations coming in
extremely well lately. Incidentally, I

am old-fashioned (and observant) enough
to believe that local fog (toes affect short-

1933.

- AN EFFICIENT LEAD-IN
WHERE something more efficient than
the ordinary small lead-in tube is
VV
wanted it is a good plan to drill a holeOf

I don't think any other about 4 -inch diameter in the window frame
purely local weather condition has any ' and to mount on either side of it a small
effect, but I invariably find shortwave
wave reception.

All the interesting news and views of
current short-wave practice.
WHO says that activity in the 5 -metre sphere is not causing interest ? A

few days ago I was parading the
streets with my car in the vicinity of my

native town, complete with 5 -metre transmitter and receiver, with aerial it la " fish pole." Four hours later an enterprising

(and unknown) gentleman removed the
car to some spot so remote that neither I
nor the police have seen it since. But
the 5 -metre gear wasn't there !
The result is that,
just at present, I
am burdened with a
very nice lot of gea,.
suitable for use in a
car, but have no car
to use it in ! And if
lever find that man!

stations above the average level Son, a foggy
night.
.

Agreements, contradictions or brickbats

on the above statement will be cordially
welcomed.
_

.

Single: Valve Work.
My one and only single-valver . has left

my bench for the present. I have not
deposed it by a brighter and better set,

FOR FIVE METRES

with it for the benefit of my readers.

For three whole

days I have been
without a shortwhole of my station,

re -building the

and the transmitter,

missions nightly on
5 metres. G 6 K. A

being the biggest
job, had to come

transmits from 23.00
to 23.30 G.M.T:s?and
G 5 N C from 23.30

The result is
that, pro tem., I am
equipped with quite

a nice transmitter

but no receiver
whatever.

The new receiver
is going to contain

two valves, but I
shrewdly suspect

and in the case of

0 5 N C to his own
address -H. Osborne,

Barrett Road,
the

The aerial of this neat transmitter consists of
rods about four feet long projecting from either
side of the coils. The apparatus is mounted on a
tripod to facilitate tests on directional effects.

SUCCESS.

*

IT any firm deserves success it is Block

I

" stand-off " insulator. The screws in the
tops of the two insulators are connected by
a stout piece of insulated flex, or they may
be removed and a single length of 2 B. A.
threaded rod used.

Batteries, Limited. At the 1933 radio
exhibitions wireless enthusiasts were

delighted to see that the problem of H.T.
accumulator design had been tackled in a

big way by the provision of the new Block
plate -less accumulator. The response which
constructors made to this bold challenge, a
response which has necessitated a complete
revision of the Block Company's plans. is
due entirely to the hard work and complete
confidence of this new firm.
Twelve months ago -Block accumulators

were an unknown quantity as far as the
public was concerned. Last month the

before.

The circuit will consist of a screen -grid
detector, resistance or choke -coupled to
an output triode. Provision will be made
for coupling the detector to the headphones

through a specially wound transformer.

I have great hopes of this scheme, because

an S.G. detector certainly does gain over
a triode in the matter of efficiency.
I have just built a single -valve broadcast
receiver, which feeds into my standard "

I want to do

L.F. amplifier -cum -radiogram -cum -modulator. Nothing like making these L.F.

the time. It is being
built in an iron box,
as

rather more in the

Block Batteries undoubtedly fill a pressing
The new factory is thoroughly

stages work overtime !

And not the least excellent part of this

work is the issue every year of the
" Chronicle Wireless Annual," the eleventh

need-.

issue of which is now on sale at the price

volume of business which has been created
over the last few months.
The Mayor of Barking suggested, in his

information of all kinds, comprise this new

equipped in every way to cope with the

speech opening the new factory, that his
successors would probably be called upon

regularly each year to open the latest

extension to Block BatterieS works. If this
is so, then to Mr. Sudlow, managing
director of the firm, will be due most of the
credit.

THE " CHRONICLE WIRELESS ANNUAL "

Mayor of Barking pressed a switch which
set in motion the machinery and summoned

TE excellent work done for radio by

the employees of a fine new factory devoted
entirely to the manufacture of Block
accumulators. This is triumph indeed for

the Northern Radio Exhibition which

a new firm entering upon life at a time

way of screening than I have attempted

that only one will
be in use most of

when so many firms are feeling the effects
of trade depression.

BLOCK BATTERIES

*

is a ead-in arranged in this manner
electrically good, but it is very pleasing in
appearance.

Not only

first.

t o midnight. R e ports are particularly wanted. Please
forward them, in the
case of G 6 K A, to
R. 'S. 0. B., 53, Victoria Street, S. W.1,

heard

Rod Gtr riez-

write his experiences

G 5 N C are carrying
out telephony trans-

reader

ThrenctPrz'

able to get shim to

wave receiver of any
kind. I have been

Has any other

- lasuloines

shortwave work.
Perhaps I shall be

that G 6 K A and

Walthamstow, E.17.

.Stand- Off

but have simply sent it to a friend who has
never before tasted the joys of single -valve

ram asked, by the
way, to announce

77.

Wyndow

the " Manchester Evening Chronicle "
was most clearly demonstrated during

finished last week.

of ls.

Almost 200 pages, packed with

edition, which contains, in addition to
technical articles written by leading research engineers in the radio trade, full
details and diagrams for building more
than a dozen complete receivers and units.

These' range from a home-made trickle
charger and a Class B adaptor to a
six -valve superhet and a Class B radiogram.

The general articles include discussions
on aerials, interference, quality, television,
batteries and short-wave work, while one

of the most useful features is a complete
list of the principal European broadcasters,
with the new wavelengths which come into
force next year.

The " Chronicle Wireless Annual " is,
without any doubt, the best manual of its

kind, and constructors who expend a

shilling on its purchase will get their
money's worth over and over again.
P. C.
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"ACE" Standard Specification

A FREE GIFT

S.T.

Colvern S.T.500 coils
2 Polar No. 2 slow-motion ebrolensers
2

STAND A
RAIGHT GUARANTEE

500

DE LUXE

R A°ING HAT

SET

Class

f

1

1

:

£5.12.6

2 W.13: 2 -point push-pull switches

.1.

8G

.-

valve

8

1 R.I.

.:

1 Graham Parish binocttlar screened H.F. choke
2 W.B. 4 -pin valve holders
1 N.B. universal S.G. valve holder
1 Graham Parish 7 -pin Class B valve holder
1 Wearite HFI'J screened midget reaction H.P.
1 Erie 1-meg. grid lea),
2 Erie 5,000 -ohms resistances
...
2 Erie 10,000 -ohms, resistances
1 Erie 250 -ohms resistance
...
...
1 bubilier fixed condenser, type BS, 2-mfd. ...
2 Dubilier fixed condensers, type BS, 1-mfd. ...
2 Dubilier fixed condensers, tubular type,
1 Dubilier fixed condenser, tubular type,
1 Dubilier fixed. condenser, type 665 mica,
_
_
.00005.mfd.

15 6

.

.

4.8
10
10
13
21 00
2
21 0
00
2
4 60

_6

*2 BULGIN TOGGLE TYPE_WAVE -CHANGE

KIT " A "

4,,B.V.4. valves to -specification
.

II PERSONALLY GUARANTEE
" ACE " DESPATCH. All

orders despatched

by

return pose trona stocic. :No annoying delays,
" ACE " QUALITY. Every "_AGE-':. kit is..exact
to specification given. No substitutions. Study .care fully the " ACE " Standard and De .Luxe Etta. Evel

component, made by world-famous British isianufactureis,
and especially chosen for performance and efficiency
.
regardless of price.
" ACE " PERFORMANCE. Every S.T.500 conresultk Squat
structed from an " ACE " Est
to those obtained by Mr. John Scott -Taggart himself.
The De Luxe 8.7.500 is. absolutely unbeatable for
wooden
tone, punch and selectivity.
.

" ACE " SERVICE. I shall not cm:eider your pur-

chase completed unless your " ACE " 8.1.500 gives
these results. If you have the slightest casino for com-

2

complete " ACE "

plaint when you have built and tried out your " ACE "

it right free of charge.

".ACE " FREE GIFT. Every cash purchaser of a
S.T.500 Est

us

presented wills a

RIGI " 8.7.500 constructor's combiliaLiou tool, value
3/9, free of charge.

.....................1 0

" ACE " S.T.500 CONVERSION KIT

............1 0

OR including " Class B " Valve 49/ -

NOTE.-A Class B output choke is NOT REQUIRED
with the " ACE " S.T.500 DE LUXE kit if sued with
a Class B moving -coil speaker. A Wearite " B
Nag " Class B output matching choke, price 11/,
should be ordered- in addition if any other type of
speaker is used.

containing all necessary components for
converting S.T.400 to S.T.500

lc /_

The S.T.500 will
be
DEMONSTRATIONS
, demenslated at
the offices of Messrs. Marcus, Overton Radio Limited,
62, Borough High Street, London Bridge, S.E.1,
ONE MINUTE FROM LONDON BRIDGE STATION

Modern type straight line illuminated tuning dials
as used in all the latest models of manufactured
receivers, giving simplified tuning combined with
tasteful appearance.
.2. All -panel knobs match the walnut panel.
.3. Super efficient type L.F. transformer for punch and
real quality oil reproduction.
54. Latest type low -loss bakelite log condensers.
*5. Toggle switches used throughout to give perfect
symmetry of panel layout.
.6. No extra wiring require/ds. simply follow the blueprint.

Trade Supplied-Usual Discounts.

O

2

O

8
7 0
4 6

10
1

1

0
3

20
1 0
20
2 00
1

2G

40
26
10
6

18

...

KIT " B "

76
53
£6 12 9
£4
£2

KIT "A" £4.7.6
KIT "B" £6.12.9
S.T.500 ACCESSORIES
£

A da
Ever Ready 120 -volt Winner H.T. Battery ...
Ever Ready 120 -volt 'Popular type H.T. bats
15
1
Ever Ready 9 -volt grid bias battery ... ..
11
Block plateless L.T.-accuinulator, 80 amp./hrs.
Block plateless 120 -volt wet H.T. accumulator 3 15
...
2
10
M.P.R. H.T. eliminator for A.C. mains
... 1 10
M.P.R. H.T. eliminator for D.C. mains
Microbic moving -coil speaker, type 2 2
PM4A
... 2 19
Bluespot 99PM moving -coil speaker
Bluespot new model 33 pick-up with self-con... 1 15
tained volume control ...
Belling -Lee unit pick-up with self-contained 1 15
...
volume control, model C
Garrard No. 30 double spring gramophone 1 '5
17
" ACE " standard table model cabinet ... ...
" ACE " De Luxe model table cabinet in solid 1 15
" ACE " Standard consolette cabinet, upright
... 1 10 0
...
..
or horizontal type
" ACE " De Luxe consolette cabinet in solid
20
oak with beautiful antique Inlets

MARCUS

KIT "A" £5.12.6 OVERTON
High St.,
KIT "B" £7.17.9 6 Borough
London Bridge, S.E.1
NOTE THESE SPECIAL FEATURES UNIQUE
TO THE " ACE " DE LUXE S.T.500 KIT.

2

' With the "'ACE '..' 8.T.500 kit if used with a Class B
moving -coil. speaker.
price 11/',
A 'Wearite ." B Islag " matching choke,
should be ordered 'a addition if any other type of
speaker is Sliest.

S.T.500, my SERVICE DEPARTMENT will put

" ACE " S.T.500 DE LUXE KIT " A " £5 12 6
4 B.V.A. valves to specification
...
... £2
53
" ACE " S.T.500 DE LUXE KIT " B " £7 17 9

2 0

NOTE..-A Class B output choke is NOT REQUIRED

Donald P. 'Marcus, Managing btrcCtor of
Messrs. Marcus, Overton .Radio, Ltd..
and originator of the popular S.T 45.1
and S.T.500 DK LUXE Ki,s. N3YS

26
10

1 Bulgin toggle type onloff switch
1 .3
1 " ACE " S.T.500 baseboard with foil
11 06
1
" ACE " S.T.500 aluminium screen
_
_
01 " ACE" S.T.500 WALNUT PANEL, DRILLED
TO SPECIFICATION '
...
5
6
1 " ACE " S.T.500 terminal strip, drilled to
specification
1 S.T.500 set of Belling -Lee terminals, battery
plugs and anode connector ...
.- 3 6
2 SPARE J.B. CONDENSER KNOBS FOR
MATCEING UP PANEL
Wire, Ilex, screws, etc. ...
..
11
.S.T.500 blueprint and constructional details Gratis
1 Bracket for 0005 condenser
3

..

6 O

13
Bulgin toggle type on -off switch ...
10
S.T.500 baseboard with foil ...
1
16
L.
...
1 S.T.500 aluminium screen
30
1 S.T.500 ebonite panel drilled to specification.[.
S.T.500 -ebonite terminal strip, drilled to
1
10
1 Set of Belling -Lee terminals, battery plugs and
3
9
etc..,
:screws, etc.,
Wire,
details Gratis
S.T.500 b ueprint and
3
or -0005 ebndenser
1' Bracket

"ACE" De Luxe Specification
2 J.B. NEW TYPE STRAIGHT LINE SLOWMOTION DIALS - W1PH ILLUMINATED
SHADOW TUNING DEVICE
_
15 0
2 POLAR No. 4 LOG AIR -SPACED TUNING
0
CONDENSERS, 40005-mfd.
3 Graham Parish " Lidos " bakelite
condensers, 0005-Mfd.
...
60
1 Graham Parish " Lilies " :differeutial condenser, 0001-mfd.
20
1 Polar differential condenser, -0003-mfd. -. 3 0
2.J.B. haseboard condensers, -0001 and -0000520
1 Wearite BJ " Class B transtorruer for B21

...

13 0

1

1111.111104i.V.111inv

SPECIAL
TRANSFORMER ...

Wearite

d.

80

driver transformer for
1 R.I. L.P. transformer, type
1 Graham Parish binocular screened H.F. choke
2 W.B. 4 -pin valve holders
W.B. S.G. valve holder ...
I
Graham Pariah 7 -pin valve holder ...
Wearite 11FPJ screened midget reaction H.F.
choke
1
Erie 1-meg. grid leak
2 Erie 5,000 -ohms resistances
2 Enid 10,000 -ohms resistances c..
1
Erie 250 -ohms resistance ...
Dubilier fixed condenser, 2-mfd.. type BS ..
1
2 Dubilier fixed condensers, 1-mfd., 'type BE ...
2 Dubilier fixed condensers, 005-mfd., tubular
type
1 Dubilier fixed condenser, .0005-mfd., tubular
fixed condenser, 06005-mfd., type
1 Dubilier

KIT

2 CoIvens S.T.500 matched coils

s.

3 Graham Parish " Litlos " .0005 lbg midline
condensers
1 Graham Parish " Litters." 0001 differential
condenser
1 Graham Parish " Lithos" 0003 differential
condenser
2 J.B. baseboard pre-set condensers, 0001 and
1

ST

...

To MARCUS, OVERTON RADIO LTD..
62, Borough High St., London Bridge, S.E.1.
Please supply immediately

t

" ACE " S.T.500 Standard Kit
" ACE " 8.T.500 DE LUXE Kit
" ACE " S.T.500 CONVERSION KIT
for which I enclose £
NAME
ADDRESS

Block" letters, please. Cross out. Hit not
required.
P.W.. 21110'53.

STANDARD

KIT

£4.7.6

Trade Supplied-Usual Iliscouftts.

'4
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just for an amplifier or whether it would be
better to build a new set altogether."

RADIO

RIAL

The 141itor ult.( to plecteea to
Consider articles and photographs
dealing with alljactio subjects, but

Leery care will be taken to return
3'88. not accepted for publication.
stamped and addressed envelope

cannot accept responsibility

-must be sent With every article.

fo' manuscripts or photos.

In our opinion, your best plan would be to build
a new -thiee:valver-S.G., detector Wand L.F.-incorporating as many of your components as possible.
(This should be a large proportion of them.)
Although you might, instead, fit an H.F. amplifier
as suggested, we have not described such a unit
recently, and we feel that whilst you are about it
there are more advantages in complete rebuilding.
An up-to-date three-valver set will revolutionise
your ideas of good reception and give you a variety
of entertainment incomparably better than your
present outfit is. capable of providing.
To modernise just the H.F. end, in unit form, would

doubtless effect a big improvement on the present
results, but it would cost very little more to "go

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,

POPULAR WIRELESS,. Tallis Douse,

Wallis

Street, London, E.C.4.

All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messes. John H. Lite, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear front time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements and specialties described may be the subjects of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing as.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

" I think H.F. instead of extra L.F. amplification is required, because there is plenty of
volume at present for a smallish house. In
tact, I suppose I should only need the extra
stage in when receiving from distant stations,

ADDING A HIGH -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER
UNIT.

which at present are of insufficient strength to
be enjoyable.

w J. J. (Whitby, Yorks.).-" My old detector-

whether it is worth incurring the extra expense

and-L.F. is very good indeed on quality,

and ropes in the Continental stations wonderfully for two valves. I suppose I ought to be
satisfied, but I have an idea that I should like

to hot it up with one more valve as high -

" I should like your frank opinion as to

the whole hog" and completely rebuild. This
would be much neater and more efficient, and
we are sure that the improved appearance and

reception would make you feel you had done' the
right thing.

H.T. FROM D.C. MAINS FOR A SHORTWAVE SET.

P. D. (Liverpool).-" Having found H.T.

from- the direct -current -mains much more to

my liking than batteries for ordinary wavelengths, I am surprised that it is regarded
with suspicion for short-wave reception with
'phones.

" Is there any -danger from the tingling
ears one may get when the 'phone band
touches them ? And could it not be overcome
by a filter -choke arrangement ? "
(Continued on page 306.)

" P.W." PANELS, No. 140.-OSLO.

frequency amplifier.

Norway's famous long -waver works on 1083 metres, with a power of 60 kilowatts. It is generally
well received in this country, though subject to weak periods.

frequency amplifier unit that is specially
recommended for such a set. Have yofi
recently given details of a suitable design,
in small cabinet, to stand between set and

Oslo opens with the call " Hallo ! Hallo ! Oslo her " and closes down with " Godnat " (Good -night),
themes from the Norwegian National Anthem being used as opening and closing airs.

" So far I have looked in vain for a high -

Distance from London, 715 miles. Man announcer.

aerial, using same H.T. and L.T. ?

APOLOGY

You may be disappointed by a little delay in obtaining your
AvoMinor, but we ask your indulgence. It is entirely due to the
overwhelming rush of orders for the first accurate combination

testing instrument that has ever been put on the market at a

reasonable price.
We anticipated, and made provision for, an exceptional demand,
but the success of the AvoMinor has surpassed our highest expectations. Orders are being filled in strict rotation, whilst
energetic measures are being adopted to increase production.
We would like to point out that,- as the whole world has waited
so long for an instrument capable of accurately carrying out so

many tests as the AvoMinor, it is surely better to wait a little
longer for the perfect, than to purchase a less reliable product.

THE

AV OM INOR
Trade .1.1,,r

Complete in hand-

some case with

pair of leads and
.

testing prods.

gives you the testing facilities of the most expert technical
engineer. It is an ACCURATE moving -coil combination
testing instrument giving ten different ranges of readings
in milliamps, volts and ohms. It tests everything. It means
quick, accurate, easy detection of every possible fault.. No

401-

other similar instrument makes so many tests with such
accuracy. .Ask your dealer_ about the AvoMinor, or write

Deferred Term's
if desired.

direct for descriptive literature.

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD., Winder House, Doug!as Street, London, S.W.1.

nt erch angeabl e
crocodile clips and

'Phone:

Victoria 3405-7-
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Any Intelligent Man or Woman
CAN Make These and Make Money!
Made at Home for 213 -Sold at 6, --PROFIT 319
£5 per Week -

SELL AS FAST
AS CAN MAKE

5 Hours a Day!

Gentlemen,

Dear Sirs,
I am writing to
let you know how

I am very pleasedwith the excellent service you
give -and also the
quality of tfie

am pro-

well I

gressing.
I started

15

worth

of

goods.

My spare ' time
has been very

months ago with
3os.

chemicals. I

limited, but I am
satisfied that I

madekt. r rs. 51(i.

am getting full

profit in the first
five weeks and

value
for my...1
money.
The product,

now have stock
and plant valued at k4o. All my
chemicals I buy in bulk, so that I

ells as fast as I can make it.
(Sgd.) Norman Stockwell.
(Original can be seen.)

can iniike as much as 200 per cent.
profit. The last five weeks' busingq
has brought one in f,25.

rys.

6d.,

working 5 Hours a day.

These excellent results are due

to your kind. assistance at all times.

(Sgd ) E W Edwards

Many People LiKE YOU Have

Doubled Their Incomes!

(Original can be seen.)

MASS PRODUCTION
EXPECTED

Let us introduce you to genuine, honest, spare- time
work in the comfort of your home at which men and

Dear Sir,

By simply posting the Coupon below you can learn
at once hoW you can BUILD UP PRESENT AND
FUTURE PROSPERITY. You can commence on
your Kitchen Table, in a spare room or outhouse. The
work is clean, safe, pleasant and quite simgle. It is the
making of ourPatented Radio Appliances. The demand
for these Appliances is so. enormous that it runs into

managed to get into the
Trade, although I did not look for
I have

it, as I started too late in the Season.

However, I have had trial orders

from all the Ironmongers here, and

all are very pleased and there are

complaints.

no

I am looking forward to contracts
from

the

same

sources this next
and I
hope to be able to
Season,
go

in for mass

production gear.
very
I
am
pleased I took up
our proposition,

wand in my humble opinion there.
.sn't a better product on the
narket. I have had all the other
rinds throUgh my hands and have
dissected them all, and I know they
are all inferior.
Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.) Allan L. Litt -Wilson.
(Original can be seen.)

women to -day are making handsome Profits regularly -week in and week out.

for
y o'n
straightforward
and easy process.
I think it is one
of the best771.)bies

that anyone could
take up.

I. J. Herbert.

(Signed)

(Original ran be seen.)

Otte Man Earned!

.

Help us to supply this demand and help yourself to thc
profits. You can make anything up to L3oo a year this

We

111 Pi Ft

NT'

independence, and a definite " knockout blow " to Financial Worry and
Trade Depression.

and, if nec,,,,qtry, we will takd sufficient cf

need ji9113.ate

provided only that your, work; comes up to

'

ycvti

ircrpt.:.

The wonderful part of it is that you

your output oh. your hands to .:ensure it,

reviops

the easily attained standard o efficiencywe undertake to continue your training
FREg 7as tong as required. Start now.
Mkiket!. is ;unlimited.. and cannot

slightest

experience or te

is no expensive " plant " to buy. Only a

few small hand tools and presses, most of

which you can make yourself at trifling
cost. And you are not tied " in any way.
whatever. Your profits are only limited

by the amount of time you choose to

at our offices at any reasonable time.

is a Send this Form for

f31191
41101-----.
ea/

-EASY
Der

1960 in Spare
Time
self -same way ! Think what you could do with all
those extra L's. Why, it means freedom,

MILLIONS.

devote to the work.,
N.B.-The originals of these and
other testimonials may be inspected
A WEEK

STRAIGHTFORWARD

It is A

GOOD, CLE-AN,'HiomEsT; STRAIGHTFORWARD BUSINESS which will help

you to liecCIrne your OW11 " Master."

ft; COUPO

To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,
THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO., LTD.,
1143, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

11011Miir,

TREE Instructions
How to Start

possibly become- ovgrcoowded.

Sir. --Please send me at once, and FREE, full details as to how I can
Make a Patented Radio Speciality for 2s. 3d. to retail from Gs. to 7s. 6d
Iand Make Money at Home in my spare time : also Big Broadsheet of
Fully Illustrated Original Testimony from those already making Big
Money. I enclose 23. stamps for postage.

s

*.

L

I
1

Print your name and address boldly
in capital letters on a plain shet of I
paper and pin th3s coupon to it.
Popular Wireless," 21 10 33

MIN= Mi IMO NO I MI OM MN - - - - M MS Mg
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from page 304.),
All cases of " live " loudspeakers or 'phones due to

D.C. mains H.T. can easily be overcome by proper
circuit arrangements. Such tingling should not be
tolerated either from 'phones tuning controls,
metal panel or loudSpeaker, because, though not
actually dangerous in itself, it shows `that the set
does not comply with the LE.E. regulations regarding safe installation.

should be fed from a separate S.G. tapping
(potentiometer type) on the eliminator'."

not be noticeable on ordinary wavelengths, is a

nuisance when very long-range reception is attempted
upon short waves, so batteries and a perfectly silent

background are often preferable to the provision of
extra smoothing for a mains unit H.T. supply.

ADAPTING H.T. MAINS UNIT FOR POTENTIOMETER -FED S.G. TAPPING.
A. C. (Leeds).-" On the new set is an

H.T.+1 terminal which needs 75 volts for the
S.G. tapping. There is no 75 -volt plug on the
mains unit.
" As the unit will supply up to 25 milliamps
and the set will take less than 20, I could get
the H.T. from it if it had the tapping arranged
for. 11:T.+4 on the mains unit gives 150

volts, and it was suggested that I could cut

this down with resistances to give 75 volts.
" Please say, if this is O.K., what value the

resistances must be and exactly how to

connect to set. There is no room for extra
wiring, etc., inside the set; but there is ample
space outside the terminal board,, where the
wires from the unit below (in small compartment) come through.
"A final point. I suppose I should have
said ' potentiometer ' instead of resistance,'
because it says it is essential that H.T.+1

L.F. transformer, and H.T.+3 goes to the

" How can I put in decoupling ? "
A resistance of about 25,000 ohms should be

You can arrange two ordinary fixed resistances to
give a potentiometer -feed effect as follows :
Connect one end of one resistance to the H.T. +4

joined between the H.T. +- terminal of the transformer

resistance to the H.T.+1-terminal.
Also connect one end of the second resistance to
the set's H.T.+1'terminal. Its remaining terminal
goes to the set's H.T. negative terminal.
When these, resistances have been added there is

terminal to H.T.-.

terminal on the set. Join the other end of this

no need for any other H.T. lead to the H.T.+1

It is therefore not because the mains H.T. is
unsafe that one often sees the batteries preferred.
The objection is generally on the grounds that
battery H.T. can be perfectly silent., whilst there is

often some difficulty in getting the very last trace of
hum removed from an. H.T. mains supply.
'Even the 'smallest residual murmur, which would

1933.

IS YOUR SET
your switching doesn't work

Or some mysterious noise has
appeared and -is spoiling your radio reception ?

Or one of the batteries seems to

nut down much faster than formerly ?

Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Department
thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers its unrivalled service.

Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Wpt., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this an

Application Form will be sent to you post
free immediately.
This application will
place you under no obligation whatever,
but, having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON

READERS,

PLEASE

THE. EFFECT OF A GRID RESISTANCE
UPON THE BIAS VOLTAGE.

F. K. (Bournemouth).-" To get rid of the
distortion it is suggested that I need tt: re-

sistance wired between the grid terminal

BEHAVING ITSELF ?
Perhaps
properly ?

and the H.T.+2 terminal, the wire which formerly
joined these points being removed, 'of course. A
mfd. condenser must also be joined up, one
terminal to H T.+ of the transformer and the other

NOTE:

and the grid wiring, which has proved success-

ful in a similar case I know of.

But I am

afraid of doing that, because in my case there
is a 600 -ohm- resistance between cathode and

transformer to provide grid bias.

" Surely if I put in another resistance I

shall get more grid bias than I want, and that
in turn will ruin quality quite as much or more

than at present.
" I am itching to try it, but will not do so
unless you say it is O.K."

Try it, by all means, as the effect you fear is an

imaginaryi one.

600 -ohm

resistance

has

a

grid -biasing

voltage developed across it because it is in the ancde
current circuit, where a comparatively large current
is flowing all the time the set is in aetim.
The added resistance would be in the grid circuit.
and under ordinary (Class A) amplifying conditions
there is virtually no current whatever in this circuit.
+Voltage is proportional to the product of resistance

Inquiries should NOT he made by 'phone or
in person at Fleetway House or Tanis House.

and current, so you will see that there will be no
voltage developed if there is no current flowing.

.terminal, as the connection is made through the

"MODERNISING 'THE COMET.' "
" Comet " owners who read the " Modernising article in our October 7th issue may have

resistances.

You will require two resistances of equal value.
and this can be either 25,000 or 30,000 ohms. The

resistances should be of the type rated to carry
3 or 4 milliamps safely, so don't use cheap spaghettis.

ADDING DECOUPLING.

H. T. I,. (Swindon, Wilts.).-" At present

terminal goes to the H.T.-1- on

noticed that the aerial coil shown in the diagram on page 160 appears to have its " E.
and " R.E.'" terminals reversed. As they are
connected together via; the earth terminal,
least, but on the
actual coil unit " E." will be the upper
terminal, and vice versa.

S.T300-S.T.400--NOW

erF
PATENT APPLIED FOR

INDOOR -AERIAL.
Supersedes the ugly old-fashioned
Aerial

Pushes up the chimney out of
sight
Is fire -proof and does not interfere

with chimney sweeping
Gives height which is necessary for
STRONC, CLEAR-CUT RECEPTION
e

Price12r6 Complete
Of your Dealer or Post Free from.

REVEX
LTD.,
Shenfleld Common,
BRENTWOOD, ESSEX.

S.T. 500

Mr. JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART

AGAIN RECOMMENDS

SOVEREIGN

COILS
Carefully made
to
Sovereign

Standards

John ScottTaggart's own
design, and

7, -

him.

PER PAIR

exactly to Mr.

approved by

IT'S THE COILS THAT COUNT
In eases of difficulty send direct
together with name and address
of your usual dealer. Also for
free Components Catalogue. Use

Sovereign whenever you can.

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS, LTD.

Sovereign House, 57, James St.
Camden Town, London, N.W.1.
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The Navy's Wireless Battery!
The Battery chosen by the Senior Service, and relied
on in 9 out of to British ships, is the Battery that you,
too, should have, to bring to your own fireside the
pleasures of perfect radio.

xiae

EXIDE UNSPILLABLE BATTERIES

There is an Exide Unspillable
L.T. Battery, in both free acid
and jelly acid types, to suit every

portable set. Prices from 5/ -

BATTERIES
For Wireless H.T. get Drydex-the dry battery by Exide

Exide Batteries, Exide Works, Clifton Junction,
Obtainable from Exide Service Stations and all reputable dealers.
Branches : London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin and Belfast
near Manchester.
R 39

308
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use a different ratio transformer and no
bias on the grids and use the right driver

s.T.soo

other Class B valves could be used. The
set is, however, designed primarily for the

BEFORE YOU BUILD -

B21.

READ THIS FIRST
T WANT to warn you ! Some constructors' refuse to leave the burden of

responsibility on the shoulders of the
designer. They want to redesign- the set
to suit their purse, their ideas, their cabinet,
their existing components, and the opinion
of the " man at the shop." I implore you
not to do so.

I ask you Jo check your proposed choice
against my own list of components in this
article and to trust to my judgment.
-Remember that every " S.T.500 " kit does
not necessarily include even the alternative
components in my list ; there is a real danger
here, and the responsibility for substitution

The " S.T.500 " anode coil is identical
to the " S.T.300 " and " S.T.400 " anode
coils. The " S.T.500 " aerial coil is the
same as the " S.T.400 " aerial coil.
It
consists of the " S.T.300," aerial coil with
a reaction winding added. You can wind
it yourself (I will tell you how, next week)
or you can buy the " S.T.400 " aerial coil
only.

I have no objection to you trying your
existing components in the set.

But, unless

you are careful, you may use the wrong

values, etc. Of existing components I am
most suspicious of grid leaks, presets,

There is nothing specially critical in the
set, but unless you are prepared to accept
full responsibility I advise you to keep to
my component list ; I prefer you to build
a duplicate of my own set, but realise that

becomes the manufacturer's and not mine.
The components which are most important are the transformers, the S.G. choke,
the coils (if you only knew what trouble unapproved coils have given !), the resistors
and condensers. I honestly think you will

this is an ideal.

regret false economy in these cases.

spaghettis and the L.P. transformer. All
these are liable to be faulty, except for the
transformer, which I list as doubtful
because it may, be of inferior make. I now
use open presets exclusively and firmly

Note not to buy an output choke if you
propose-an extremely excellent plan-to
invest in a Class B moving -coil speaker.
Models are made by most firms, but I

Look to Your Earth.
See that your earth is as good as possible.

Use the Specified Parts.

Alternative components are given and

are often as good as the original, but avoid

doubtful apparatus which has not been
personally tested by myself. On every big
set I have designed, scores of unscrupulous

dealers have fobbed off totally unsuitable
components, valves or accessories on to
their innocent dupes.

The usual reason given is that the parts
are " difficult to get," unobtainable, out of
stock, etc. If you swallow this yarn I
cannot be responsible for the results. If
you are tempted by price considerations, the
fault is wholly yours.

strongly advise you to choose by hearing.
There are some shocking cheap moving coil speakers. Buy the best model you
can afford from my list of manufacturers.

You save at least Bs. 6d. on the set if
you buy .a speaker which has .additional
terminals for Class B.
Class B and Driver Valves.

The " S.T.500

uses B21 and LP2 valves

for Class B and driver. The B21 differs
from other Class B valves, but if you

discourage others.

Don't take it on trust. Go and look at it.
If you intend to use the " S.T.500 " for

radiogram purposes (it is ideal for records)

buy a Wearite 123 switch, instead of the
toggle. More details later. On general
ground:, buy a double- or triple -capacity
H.T. battery. The " S.T.500 " will use the

current extremely economically. The S.G.
and detector valves may be metallised, but
this is not essential.
(Continued on, page 310.)

THERE'S A TUNGSRAM VALVE FOR EVERY RADIO
NEED

TUNGSRAM'S VIVID TONE PUTS NEW LIFE INTO
OLD SETS

FULL RANGE OF UNIVERSAL

but

SPEAKS

to

gtoot4coa.

I

got

a
to grin, wasn'
I'm a
for yod valve that
alrightWith
know whether
" S
night!"
up
I don'
mixed
or a stormy
Now
whistle,
Tungsrarn.
penny
violin,a

IF

A.C./D.C.

YOU'VE A RADIO PROBLEM,

VALVES

WRITE OUR

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT AND THEY WILL HELP
YOU GLADLY

wES t

FRO1,
OA/

At--

Nr

1...
CC1

.000%'"°

TIONICSRAM
BARIUM VALVES

Ad -a. of Tungsram Electric Lamp Works (gt. Britain) Ltd.,72 Oxford ,%t., W.1
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TELSEN

DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER
by

Mr. JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART

for the P.W.
OIFFERENTiAL
ACTION

C°110ENSER

5

Illustration below shows the
position occupied by the new
Telsen Differential Conden-

ser in the built-up S.T.500.

R. jOHN SCOTT-TAGGART'S choice of
the new Telsen Differential Condenser is
an eloquent tribute to its lasting efficiency.
Any possibility of deviation from the stated capacity is prevented by the entire elimination of end-

TELSEN

0003

0 FFERENTIAL

REACTION CONDE NaER

play (positive contact being made by a flexible

pig -tail) the effective life of the component being

enormously increased, and the occurrence of
`rustling' noises due to grit being prevented, by
the dust -proof Bakelite case which now encloses
the entire unit. Yet, in spite of these

/

valuable improvements, there has
been no increase in price

EEO

(Capacities .0003, .00015, .0001)

TELSEN COVER EVERY CONDENSER REQUIREMENT

TELSEN

TRIPLE GANG
CONDENSER
17/6

TELSEN
CONDENSER
UNIT
7/6

TELSEN

TWIN GANG

CONDENSER
12/6

TELSEN
VARIABLE
CONDENSER

2/6 & 3/6

TELSEN
TUNING
CONDENSER

2/.

TELSEN

AERIAL SERIES
CONDENSER

2/.

TELSEN
REACTION
CONDENSER

1/9 & 2/.

tVgii : $ $ZICtiWiETNOTC,
BLASJAZILDIALWAI
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO.. LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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the value of the grid leak to about 5 megohms. This usually makes a vast difference

S.T.500 :

BEFORE YOU BUILD

to the smoothness of the reaction.

(Continued from, page 308.)

A. S.

A WOODWORK HINT.

A last word : please do not use in the
" S.T.500 " a suspected component which
may have caused your last set to fail. It
is almost unnecessary to add that L.T. and

H.T. should be O.K. and your valves in
first-rate order. Nearly all the notes here
given apply to every design for the constructor. Forgive me if I have been rather
dogmatic.

J. S. -T.

SOME TIPS FOR
CONSTRUCTORS

one of the wander -fuses for each positive

tap as well as for the negative. But as
these wander -fuses are usually marked
negative, care should be taken to remark
them.
A. S. C.

TO ensure stability in woodwork the

craftsman usually fixes the joints and
corners with glue, in addition to
screws, but to make a firm joint it must be

remembered that the wood requires a
certain amount of attention before applying
the glue.
Actually, if the fi,xing is carried out in a
cold workshop the glue is liable to become
hard and lose its adhesive property before
the joints are firmly in position. With this
in mind it is advisable slightly to warm the
pieces of wood before the glue is applied,
although if this is done by means of a fire
great care should be taken not to overheat,
otherwise splitting is possible. A. W. Y.

Control -Good JointsUsing a Fuse-Making Speaker Frets.
Efficient

A NEW USE FOR OLD RECORDS.

THERE are many uses for old gramophone records in the constructor's
workshop, as you have probably found
out. One will come in useful, for instance,
as a loudspeaker fret. Two simple designs
are shown.

Almost needless to say. a black fret
will tone in contrast with any cabinet
And it is surprising how effective
the groove markings make a fret look.
On one of the most beautiful frets of this
kind I have seen the grooves were filled
up with various blending shades of brown
sealing wax to match a walnut cabinet.
colour.

W. W.

COMPLETE FUSE PROTECTION.

AFUSE in the H.T. negative lead
provides a fair degree of safety for

the valves in the set if a wrong

REACTION ON THE SHORT WAVES.

ASHORT-WAVE set depends entirely

connection is made, and also for the H.T.
battery if a short circuit occurs. The best

reaction is at all " ploppy " it is impossible
to receive any but the strongest of stations.

wander -plugs with incorporated fuse is

on the smoothness of its reaction
control for its efficiency.
If the

Consequently it is essential to find some
cure for this trouble if the set is to give of
its best.
It is generally advised to adjust the high

tension voltage on the detector valve to
obtain the best results, but this does not

always put matters right. There is a very
simple thing to try, and that is to increase

TWO FRET
DESIGNS

position for this fuse is as close to the
negative socket of the H.T. battery as
possible, and consequently one of the
ideal.

But where two or more H.T. positive

taps are employed it is not impossible for
trouble to arise from the section of the H.T.
battery between two of these, particularly

if experiments in varying the circuit are

Attractive loudspeaker
frets can be easily made
from old gramophone records.

tried.
Complete protection is provided by using

f-3

-.0.
3.E

a

P1ALT1:1

MEDIUM STRENGTH IVA
-.4.
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There's no better value.
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to make a real

success of your S.T.500
Amplion

" Audiola"
9° Cone.
Price 49/6

Make your S.T.500 the success it was meant to
be. A set that will be a credit both to yourself
and the designer.

Amplion components are reliable and low in
cost. Choose your parts from the range given
here and you won't be disappointed.
Compare prices and you'll find that in addition
to quality, Amplion also means Economy.

Amplion

"M.C.22"
7" Cone.
Price 39/6

Amplion S.T.500 matched coils, illustrated have been
specially designed for this circuit and are fully tested.
Illustrated is a choice of 3 speakers each provided with a
universal transformer for correct matching to your valve.
The

Amplion
" Sonette "

5-r Cone.

AMPLION (1932) LTD., 82/84, Rosoman Street,

Price 27/6

Anuslion " B" driver
transformer in a
choice of 3 ratios -1 :1.'1-5 :1 and 2 :1.
Price 9/6.
The Output Choke is
available in a choice
of ratios -1 :1.1:5 :1,
and 3 :1-suitable for
snatching all valves
to existing loud-

speakers. Price 9/6.

Screened
Amplion
Choke with special

arthing terminal to
interaction.
Price 3(6.

prevent

Amplion S.T.500 Matched
Coifs

Price 8/- the pair

E.C.1.

Popular Wireless, October 21st,

THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
(Continued from page £96.)
I would like to have every Saturday evening a special

bulletin for football results given at the earliest
possible moment after they are available. After
all, football is our national winter game, claiming

This is more often than not due .to the
fact that the lower hall of the battery is

*

1933.
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WHEN YOU
BROADCAST

called upon to supply slightly more current
than the other half. The actual difference
depends upon the type of circuit, the

tappings made on the battery, and the

By JOAN INGLESANT

valves, etc.

thousands of devotees.

NEXT WEEK;

I haven't lost interest in the " Anywhere for a

News 'Story " yarns yet. On the contrary, I find
increasing, with every new story. Col. Lionel
Jamei had a good story to tell-as his predecessors
had-and he told it just as well.
it

:Last week it was- Binnle Hale from the stage
broadcasting kir the first time. This week it is
Margaret Bannerman, and I hope we shall hear them
both again very soon. How beautifully Margaret.

that you who play the pianoforte often
dream of the great day when you will
be playing before a microphone, knowing
that beyond it the great world is listening
to your rendition.

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART
contribute another long
and fascinating article on the
will

Bannerman's words came through, and all with the
greatest ease ! Of the four songs, I liked " I wasn't
quite sure " best.

Ronald Frankan is better than ever. He
certainly the best entertainer the B.B.C. has.

FEEL that I am not wrong in saying

1.

I know that 'in my climb. upwards my

thoughts turned towards that ambition, and
the nearer I came to it the more I realised
that the purchase of expensive music took
deep inroads into my meagre resources.

S.T.500

is

The modern pianist need not have the
worry that then I had, for to -day he has
at his command a new work entitled
" Master Melodies of the World." It is

.*

Elizabeth Pollock does a very clever act. Un-

fortunately, she reminded me of Florence Desmond.

whom I hate to think of delighting American audiences

Tell

friends about our
for

Beginners-

when she might be here.

*

your

Special Supplement

edited by Mark Hambourg. and each week
it will contain, nine masterpiece melodies,

'

" RADIO STEP-BY-STEP."

This variety, which included Danny Malone and

The Moderniques, was one of the niost distinguished -

varieties ever put on the Regional.

H.T. BATTERY ECONOMY

full -music size.

Here you will find Chopin, Mende'ssolin,
Wagner, Schumann, Schubert, Liszt, Rubinstein, indeed all the great ones of the world
of music they adorned.
For one shilling expended each week for

Next week's " P.W." will contain a long instalment of this
lucid and valuable guide for
the newcomer to radio.
-sc

is quite probable that you find the

.It is as well, therefore, where two bat-

battery deteriorate first.- The voltages
between, say, negative and sixty tend to
drop off more quickly than the voltages.

round occasionally so that the load is more
evenly distributed.
This may mean quite a few

nine pieces, at the close of the publication
the pianist will have one of the most com-

IT lower tappings_ on your high:tension- teries are used in series, to change them

plete collections of musical gems ever
offered to the public.

between sixty and maximum.

studied his audiences and who knows what
they want.

service.

IT. C.

YOU GET MORE OUT OF
THIS BATTERY

CONVERT YOUR SET INTO
AN

ALL WAVE SET
r

9
BECAUSE THERE IS MORE PUT INTO IT
Every Grosvenor Battery contains an extra amount
of power-extra chemicals crammed into each one
of its cells by the force of hydraulic pressure. The

Grosvenor MERCURY process is the secret.

It

guards

these vital cells against corrosion-makes them last so

long that they are supercharged with power to use

them up.
Next time, insist on a Grosvenor super -life Battery, and
get real value for your moneyI

What is more, a master pianist has
selected them for you-a pianist who has

only

9i6
Free wiring dia-

All wavelengths

grams showing

from 14'5 to
2,000 metres

build or convert

covered by this

your set supplied

British General
All -Wave Tuner.

circuit when

how you can

Free. State
ordering.

Grosvenor Mercury Batteries are made in three
grades for every Radio need, from 516 to 201-.

Mercury enormously increases the life
WI I SC ANL ITE ELECTRIC TORCHES
Ask your Retailer to show you these strong,
attractively -coloured torches, in the new
everlasting material, Miscanlite.
From 1/6.
CROSVENOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES, LTD.,

Works:Watford, Saris

2-3, White Street E.C.2

Telephones: MEtropolitan 6356 (3 linei).

Frain all dealers or direct front the 'manufacturers :

BRITISH GENERAL
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., Brockley Works, London, S.E.4
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TELSEN

BINOCULAR BF CHOKE
by

Mr. JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART

for the P.W.

00

11

Illustration below shows the position
occupied by the Telsen Binocular H.F.
Choke

EEXPERT

designer

and

home

in

the

built-up

'S.T. 500.

constructor

alike concur in their choice of the Telsen
Binocular Choke where lasting efficiency
at low cost is the first requirement. Its external
field is negligible. with a very
low self - capacity, while its inductance is as high as 180,000
micro -henries

TELSEN COVER EVERY H.F. CHOKE REQUIREMENT

TELSEN

ALL WAVE

CHOKE -

TELSEN STANDARD

4/6

CHOKE - - -

TELSEN SHORT WAVE
SCREENED H.F.

SCREENED H.F.

SCREENED H.F.

2/6

CHOKE - 3/-

TELSEN STANDARD
H.F. CHOKE - 1/6

TELSEN SHORT WAVE
H.F. CHOKE

-

-

2/6

TELSEN FOR
EVERYTHING IN RADIO
THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD. ASTON, BIRMINGHAM

ANNOUNCEMENT OF
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THE S.T.500 CIRCUIT
ANOTHER ANALOGY

(Continued from page 287.)

would be impaired; distortion would be
likely, and the handling of the reaction

controls would be less smooth. Greediness

at die anode. coupler will produce H.F.

CLASS B SPEAKERS
ARE SPECIALLY MADE
TO SUIT CLASS B ONLY
No transformer complications No extra windings.
No extra mechanism. No added cost for useless
fitments. Epoch realises that Class B Amplification
has come to stay and that a battery -set user
when he purchases a speaker for Class B Aloes not

want any complications to enable him to use it

also on the ordinary set which he -has made
Epoch has therefere developed its range
of Class B speakers regardless of ordinary battery

indigestion. But it represents a very useful
reserve when the incoming signal is weak,

/sr mac,.

due to an indoor aerial, daylight reception or

the weak power of the station itself.
Associated with the anode coupler is a
preset -0001-mfd. condenser, called the

selectivity range adjuster. This is not
critical of adjustment, but serves chiefly
to bring up signal strength on S.G. valves
which are below. par ; this is done by increasing the capacity by screwing the, top
plate down.

obsolete.

A Luxury Adjustment.

sets, thus saving many shillings on each speaker
which would have to be added for useless equipment, and at the same time avoiding many weak

By decreasing this capacity the maximum selectivity of the anode circuit is
increased somewhat, but at the expense

FINEST VALUE AND QUALITY
ON THE MARKET

of signal strength.
The most practical use of this condenser
is to widen the scale of the anode coupler.

points where a speaker could get out of order.

Two striking. examples from the large Epoch
range are -shown below

THIS UNIT
IS ONLY

301-

With both reaction condensers at zero
the set, with some valves, may oscillate
when the anode coupler is near its full
right (maximum) position.
the range-adjuSter preset

any instability can be *
immediately stopped.
Some inherent reaction

in a set is inevitable, but

but is vastly superior

in operating the "S. T.500"

10/- to £1 more. It
includes a large 9 %
cobaltsteel magnet, a
full-size 81 -in, diaphragm, and a Class
B transformer with
alternative terminalS''"
for various ' Class B

value so that full play

to speakers costing

valves. In handsome
Oak cabinet it is 42/6.

Ask for Epoch Super
Junior Model (new
edition, Tye

By reducing

it must be kept to a low

'can be given

to the
properly controlled aerial

reaction and anode reac-

01,--10

OF
/ST. COOP

II

Al

-

Pig. 6: This diagram whieb is referred "to in

the main article, is for the purpose of
explaining the merits of the " two narrow hoops,"
i.e., two highly -sensitive circuits both with
reaction applied. Just as only, one player can

knock a ball through both hoops if these are

narrow, as shown in the bottom diagram,,so only
the desired station can operate the loudspeaker on

the " S.T.500."

is always to turn -the anode -coupler a little

to the left; but1he rage adjuster can be
used and has special advantages where
poor and old -type S.G. valves are used.

RECOMMENDED VALVES.
It is extremely important that readers should match valves and transformers.
if the author's Class B specifications me:veiled. The Clasp -13 valve actually
used in the set is of the fil;21 type; the lriver being an L.P.2.
Class B
Bruer
' -Detector
Make
S.G.
4

Millard
Cossor ..
Osram ..
Mazda ..
Marconi

4

P.51.12A.

..

S.22
S.215B.
S.22

..
..

tion. The -range adjuster,
if reduced, will reduce the inherent reaction

to as low a value as you like.
An immediate relief of self -oscillation
(if it occurs with reaction knobs at zero)

220 S.C.

P.X.20:X.
210 Det.
H.L.2
H.L.2
H.L.2

P.M.2B.
220B.
B.21
P.D.220
B.21

The range adjuster is best screwed up tight
when first using the " S.T.500." It is really
an ultra -luxury whose uses can be explained
at leisure ; even so it resembles the phase.
reverser preset in that, once
adjusted, it is never touched
again. It is not a control.

A STARTLING DIFFERENCE
LEFT HAND D/AZ

.P.M.2A.
215P.
L.P.2
P.220
L.P.2

RIGHT HAND DIAL

The anode reaction, is
obtained by a differential

condenser from the detector
valve. Selectivity and reaction are improved by using a
smaller grid condenser ( -00005

mfd.) than is usually emPL.,4 //V AER/AL C/RCGiir

PLAIN ANODE CIRCU/7

ployed.

The " Driver."

An intervalve transformer
feeds into what readers will
recognise is the " driver"
valve,

which

is

really

a

further stage of L.F. The

FOR THOSE WHO SEEK REAL QUALITY

PLAIN AER/,,Z. CIRCUIT

REACTION ON ANODE CIRCUir

at an extremely reasonable price, we recommend this
unit which has no equal anywhere for quality of reproduction even at £2 or £3 higher price. Hand
made and balanced. Totally encloted in a massive
aluminium case.
Ask for Epoch Type A 21 B.
Price 631-

has a double_secondary.
The fourth valve of the set

is a Class B valve which is

INSIST UPON EPOCH AND DON'T BE

PUT OFF WITH INFERIOR MAKES.
Send for catalogue and new season's programme
including many other models.
EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

Exmouth House, Exmouth Street, E.C.1.
'Phone : Clerkenwell 6666 (4 lines).

anode circuit of this valve
contains the primary of a
' driver transformer " which

PEAcr/on, ON57500
REACT/ON ON srsoo
ANODE ORCU/7
AERVAL C/RCU/7
Fig. 7. Here you see the interference or " spread " of a local station
on three different sets, as explained in the main article. The first line
shows a two -dial circuit with no reaction. The second line shows
how reaction improves matters. The last line shows the dials on the
" S.T.500." The local becomes restricted to an absolute minimum as
regards " spread." How do your dials compare ?

really two special three electrode valves combined in
one bulb. Each secondary is

connected to a grid, and the
connections are such that,
when one grid is being made
positive by the L.F. signals,
the other is being given a neg-.
ative impulse, and vice versa.
(Continued on 2;:tge 316.1'
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JECTOST T
Regd. Trade Mark

You can clear your radio reception of most of the
interfering noises caused by trams, signs, sweepers
and other electrical machinery, without any alteration

to your set. Ask your local KB Authorised Dealer
about the KB " Rejectostat." He will explain how to
fix it to your aerial.

KB "LREJECTOSTAT" UNITS-£1 5s. Od.
Special shielded lead-in cable - 4ld. a yard

FOR RADIO AT
ITS BEST-you must

hear KB - the new Radio

ECUT OUT AND POST THIS COUPON
to Kolster-Brandes Ltd., Cray Works, Sidcup, Kent.
Please send me full particulars of KB " Rejectostat"
Name
Address

25.10.3 3

longer life

from these batteries!
Letters beyond number, from all parts of the country, tell how Pertrix Batteries have lasted until they
became sources of wonder. If you could read all
these letters, you would be convinced that Pertrix
Batteries really have put up records for long life.
Yet you still wouldn't be any wiser as to why.

The reason is that Pertrix Batteries are non -sal ammoniac. They are the only batteries using a
patent neutral electrolyte which cannot rot the zinc
cells. There is no ' shorting ' between the cells-

and no resistance crystals to clog the current.
Instead of wasting away when the set is idle, a
Pertrix actually recovers power.

Now you know how and why, make your next
battery a Pertrix!

FIT

RT

TRADE MARK

Post in an unsealed envelope using d. slam

FOR GOOD
BRITISH MADE BY BRITANNIA BATTERIES LTD., 233 SHAFTESBURY
AVENUE, LONDON, W C.2.
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THE S.T.500 CIRCUIT
(Continued front pee 314.)

Each anode circuit has a transformer

MONARCH OF THE MAINS.

of first-class mains
TRANSFORMERS
the Heayberd name -plate when
buying Mains Transformers . and be sure
that you. are getting the products of Mains
LoOlt

for

.

.

Specialists. Heayberd' Transformers are absolutely foolproof an'd safe in operation. Windings

are completely screened by stout metal endplates, whilst the terminals are of the insulated
plug-in type-colour coded to prevent wrong
connections. Moreover . . . all materials are
the transformers are

thotoughly British ;

severely tested at every operation ; and they
are GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Here are three typical models from the wide
Heayberd range:
MODEL W.35.
For use with Westinghouse H.T.11 Rectifier.

Rectified Output: 500v 120 ma. L.T. 4t'. 5 amps.
and 4v. 2 amps. C.T.
Price 65/ MODEL 80E
Suitable for class A valves, Tappings : 250+250
75.ms. L.T. 4v. 1 amp. and 4v. 5 amps. C.T.

Price 32/6

'

-

'

MODEL 723.

Filament Transformer, 4v. 3 amps. C.T.

Price 12/6

Ands

at for Mains Units
Heayberd, of course, are well-known for their
Mains Units and Mains Unit Kits, especially

primary in circuit, the two primaries
energising a common secondary which feeds
the loudspeaker.
The valves comprising the Class B

" valve " really wor4 in turn, operating

specified

Unit (Model MWI) was prodtced for him and

was exclusively specified by him for that

Now, if you want to run the
S.T.too from the mains you cannot do

receiver.

- better than select

a

Heayberd Class B

Mains Unit which incorporates the Cossor
Neon Stabiliser. Here are brief details of
three popular Units:
HEAYBERD CLASS B MAINS UNITS
Special filter circuits for Q.P.P. and Class B.
Incorporating Cossor Neon Tube to give
perfect voltage regulation. Two models-for
D.C. Or A.C. OUTPUT: I3ov. at from
5-5o ma. TAPPINGS : 40/10ov. Var. S.G.,
toov. Fixed and x3ov. Fixed.
PRICES' (excluding Neon Tube)
D.C. Class B Mains Unit
A.C. Class B Mains Unit
97/6
HEAYBERD D.150 MAINS UNIT.
OUTPUT : 25 ma. at 15ov. or 120V.
(alternative). TAPPINGS : 4o/trov. Var.,
60/13ov. Var. and 15ov.
Incorporating
Heayberd- Transformer, Double Chokes,
16
mf. Condensers
and Westinghouse
Rectifier: Complete in neat steel case ready
.

to -switch on.
'PRICE

GUARANTEED.

861011.

Freedom
ference.
Clarified

are usually provided to enable the con-

PRICE

If you buy a Class B moving -coil speaker

-which is an excellent plan, but not necessary if you have a good speaker alreadyyou will not need the output choke in this
circuit ; a suitable transformer will already
be in the speaker.
J. S- T.

H.M.V., Ferranti, Ormond, Magnavox,
Amplion. All above should be models
suitable for Class B output valve used.
In this case no output choke is needed in

the set. Speakers only suitable for
triode output necessitate the output choke
in the set.
BATTERIES.-H.T. :
Lissen,
Ediswan,
G.E.C., Ever Ready, Siemens, Pertrix,
Marconiphone, Drydex, Hellesens, or

Block H.T. accumulators.
G.B. : Ediswan, Siemens, Ever Ready,
Lissen, Pertrix, Marconiphone, Drydex.
L.T. : Block, Lissen, Ediswan, Pertrix,
Exide, Oldham.
OPTIONAL AERIAL AND EARTH EQUIPMENT.-Electron Superial,
Goltone
Akrite, Radiophone " Receptru " down -

from

Intel

ReproductiOr

Easy to Fit:
Safe:
Needs no adjustment.

structor to match his speaker. This simply
means trying one or two pairs of terminals
to see which connections give best results
on your own speaker.

ter EACH

From all Dealers.
In case of difficulty write

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS :

LONDON & PROVINCIAL FACTORS
LTD.,
146, THEOBALD'S ROAD, LONDON, W.0.1.

OPENINGS

-

ENGINEERS!

Never before has engineering offered such magnificent chances. With the rise of the depression, the
industry is literally teeming with first-class opportunities. Our 250 -page Handbook, ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES," shows where the opportunities

lie, and the easiest way to prepare for them. The

A.M.1.Mech.E..
details of
gives
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., G.P.O., etc., Exams. ;
cutlincs Home -Study Courses in all branches
of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Radio, and
Talkie " Engineering, Building, etc.,
arid explains our unique Employment
Dept. Send (or this valuable
Handbook

H a nd book to-day-F R E E.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY.

lead, Bulgin lightning switch, Graham
Farish Filt earthing device.

101, Shakespeare House, 29,
Oxford Street, London, W.I.

NEW MODEL EXACT TUNER, 14)-. CROFT

THE MAN BEHIND THE
Recently his services have

Cut out this ad.
and send NOW
with sd. stamps,
for 36-p. Handbook and Cata-

logue - packed
with hints, tips
and' arciiit dia-

greatest valve 'and radio Manufacturers in

grams.

is an indication Of his standing in profes-

been sought in various important patent
cases ; for example, he was invited, last
March; to act as technical adviser and
expert witness to Philips (perhaps the'
Europe) in their great patent action with
Marconi's.

Although he declined, the offer

sional radio circles.

As regards his writing activities, more is

He founded " Modern
The Wireless Constructor,"

EAYBERD

said elsewhere.

10, FINSBURY
STREET,
LONDON,E.C.2

and played a vital part in -popularising

One minute from Moorage Stn.

Wider Choice o;
Stations.

The output transformer is usually of the
auto -coupled type and is sometimes Called
an output choke. Various tappings on it

for two years.

reture.

GIVES :

Selecting the Tappings.

(Continued from page 243.)

Sent by

Greatest Aid to

Better Reception,

L.P.2 driver and B 21 Class B valve which,
are the valves suggested for these positions.

S.T.500

INCLUSIVE.

The Latest and

The fact, however, is important when
we have to choose the transformer to go
with certain Class B and driver valves.
The transformer in the set is to match an

S.T.500 ACCESSORIES

often

INDUCTOR,

this does not matter.

LOUDSPEAKERS. (See article also.)-Blne
Spot, W.B., Rola, R. & A., Epoch,. Celestion, G.E.C., Atlas, Narcomphone,

has

Fit the RADIO

this happens grid current will flow, but
the driver transformer is so designed that

Heayberd for his famous receivers and, for
the S.T.3oo A.C. version, a special Mains

Scott -Taggart

SELECTIVITY

when their grids are made positive. When

for high -power models and Class B Units.
Mr.

Give qour Set

Wireless "Mind

home construction.
His first wireless
article appeared in the first volume of the
(Continued, on next page.)

TUNER (Something new), 91-.

Both tuners
will tune all wavelengths from 200 to 2,000
metres. send 2d. stamp for particulars and circuits.

EXACT MANUFACTURING CO..

Croft Works, Priory Street. COVENTRY.

Write for
Illustrated

Catalogue of
RADIO GRAMOPHONE
CABINETS

of
exclusive
modern design,

made by crafts.
men. in highly
figured
0 a k,
Walnut or Mahog-

any, post free.

Remarkable
Values.

Cabinets for the
8.T.500 a

Maker under
licence. of the

HOWE BOX
BAFFLE.

Recommended by the B.B.C. Full details
on request.

GILBERT, Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
Estimates Free.

Est. 1866.

PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireles "
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!
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THE MAN BEHIND THE
S.T.500
(Continued from precious page.)

first wireless journal in 1914, when he was
seventeen years of age. During the war he

The VALUE of

Western Front, received a commission in

T.C.C. RESEARCH
to YOU....

was engaged in wireless work on the

the field, was the first to use continuous wave
sets in action, was mentioned in despatches,

and in the final advance in 1918 was

awarded the Military Cross for gallantry in
maintaining wireless communications under
fire. He invented a wireless valve circuit

which at the very close of the war was
ordered by Colonel Trew to be fitted to
every trench set in France.
Shortly after demobilisation he took
charge of Government valve manufacture
at the works of the Edison Swan Company.
A Splendid Record.

He was elected a Fellow of the Institute
of Physics in 1922, and is the only member

to have achieved that distinction at his
age. He is an A.M.I.E.E., and holds the"
technical diplomas of various other learned
societies. In 1921 and in 1923 he lectured
before the British Association for the
Advancement of Science. He is one of the

two honorary members of the German
Radio Society.
His interest in the legal side of inventions

U

EVERY T.C.C. announcement has been a plain
statement of fact-of achievement. No extravagant claims have been needed. Year by year
T.C.C. research has been going on, large sums of
money have been expended on pioneer work, the
best brains employed. The T.C.C. efforts have been
rewarded. Every development of note in condenser
practice has emanated from the T.C.C. laboratories.

The following facts provide the reason for the wonderful confidence held by set designers, serious
experimenters and amateurs in T.C.C. Condensers

culminated in his achievement of high

success in the Bar Final examinations.

He was called to the Bar in 1928. Although
he is qualified as a barrister, he has; so far,
preferred to practise as a consulting
engineer.

As a set designer his work is too well
known to need a reference to it. Many
famous sets, from the " S.T.100 " onwards,

MILESTONES IN RADIO HISTORY
Is% T.C.C. founded with factory operating solely
on Condensers and artificial line for submarine
cable work.

1914 T.C.C. introduce Mansbridge Condensers, and
1915 T.C.C. working on Condensers for War Office,
to Admiralty-Air Service-etc.

1918

from his laboratories won first prizes in the
face of world competition at international
exhibitions at New York and Rotterdam.

1922 T.C.C. manufacture Power Condensers.

designing for the home constructor to -day.

THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.
(Continued from page 294.)

The operetta will be produced in the
Concert Hall at Broadcasting House, as
was done in the broadcast of the musical
play, "Waltz Time." The new variety
director seems to know what he wants.
We hope he gets it.
Friday, October 27th. --Another " European Dances " programme by the Wireless
Military Band. If anything like its predecessors we shall enjoy it.
Saturday, October 28th.-Music - Hall

programme by Jack Hylton and his Boys
Burke, Charles Heslop, Rupert
Hazell and Elsie Day.

THIS RECORD
when you order
your condensers
for the

manufacture under original licenses.

have won him supporters by the hundred
thousand. Two of the designs emanating

Here, then, is the background of the
man behind the " S.T.500." We believe
that there is no one else of his particular
experience and international p r es t i g e

REMEMBER

41 -*

1920 T.C.C. manufacture heavy diny Transmitting

S.T. 500

Condenser,

1926 T.C.C. contract with B.B.C. to supply Condensers for :LO.
1927 T.C.C. discard Mansbridge type, and introduce
Rolled Condensers using Aluminium Foil of
higher conductivity-and greater reliability.
1928 T.C.C. introduce Dry Electrolytic Condensers of
very high capacity for low tension smoothing.
1929 T.C.C. introduce Dry Electrolytics for too volt
working.
1930 T.C.C. introduce Moulded -in Mica Condensers
-the now famous " M Type.
T.C.C. introduce Non -inductive condensers.
1931 T.C.C. introduce Wet Electolytic Condensers.

1932 T.C.C. manufacture Dry Electrolytic High
Voltage Condensers-(55ov. peak).
T.C.C. first to publish Surge Voltage ratings of
paper condensers.
1933 T.C.C. research still building up data, still
adding to its specialised knowledge so that
Radio Technicians may have available not only
a "pedigree" range of condensers, but a range
ahead of time.

Marie

" America Calling Again."

Of course, it just had to come after the
gigantic success

of the first " America

Calling" programme, that delightful burlesque on American broadcasting which
has undoubtedly been one of the outstanding radio events of this year.
America Calling Again " is the title
and Thursday and Friday, November 16th
(Continued on next page.)

T.C.C.
ALL-BRITISH

CONDENSERS
Tbe Telegraph Condewer Ca., Lid., TraleJ Farm Rd., N. Alm, Ir 3

c,
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MIRROR OF THE B.B.C.

Learn at home

EARN
at home

/34 P-cai
you the sort of training that employers demand.
T.C.R.C. Radio Correspondence Courses are prepared and conducted by men who have themselves
made good in the Radio industry and earned four figure incomes.
Read what a Leading

Radio Manufacturer says:

There can be no doubt as to the urgent necessity for
such a College, and I heartily commend your enterprise
in spreading wireless wisdom in this manner. There is
a great future in radio and the men who take the trouble
to study and specialise will find their progress assured.
I knoWlhat those Who completethe thorough course will
be well equipped with the valuable knowledge so essential

to -the modern radio

craftsman."-Signed: W. S.

VERRELLS, Managing Director of E. K. COLE,
of the famous EKCO RADIO).
Ltd.

Fathers! Prepare your

sons for jobs like these.

Radio offers immediate rich rewards to trained
men. It is a field of tremendous and unlimited

opportunities. Air traffic, broadcasting, television,
talkie pictures and the whole of the electrical field,

quite apart from the actual radio industry, are

vitally linked up with radio science. In less than 10

year's more than 150,000 jobs have been created,
some men earning over £2,000 a year and many
thousands over £500 a year for work that you would
call a hobby.

Read what "Practical Wireless" says :
" There is no doubt that the Courses have been prepared

in a roost masterly fashion by men who know what

they are writing about. The Principals of the College
are in constant touch with leaders in the radio industry
and can, therefore, effect introductions which can be
of the greatest assistance to students. A recommendation

from the College direct to an employer is not only a
guarantee of the student's training but also confirms
his determination to qualify for a good position. The

TO ALL BUILDING THE

and 17th respectively, the days on which it
will be broadcast.

said - Before me as I

Bing Crosby, the only part of America
Calling " which is to be included in the

of paper .. . . These slips
have been taken from six
valve cartons .... What is
more, the slips referred to
are perfectly truthful, and

next programme.
For the rest, Dave Burns will impersonate
Jack Pearl as " Baron Munchausen,"

themselves,

and

other

5,,6

-

4/6
ALI. needed for the " S.T.
Soo." You also need the
-

HIVAC B220 at 10/8 equally
as efficient.

For West Regional Listeners.

The first pf a number of talks by Welsh
'embers of Parliament on current events

* Italics are ours.

Sir William Jenkins, M.P., on Tuesday,

efficiency, low cost valves

THE HIVACYALVE GUIDE "P"

gives our complete range of

in the House of Commons will be given by

British

October 31st, at 8_15 p,m. The talks are intended primarily for West Regional listeners,

table of

Order Your Copy Now
A B.B.C. Book.

I stated in a recent issue that a book

about the B.B.C., written by Mr. Cleghorn
Thomson, Miss Hilda Matheson, and Mr.

P. P. Eckersley, might shortly be published. A few days ago, however, Mr.
Cleghorn Thomson informed me that,
although such a book had " been discussed,"

it was now certain that no book on the
B.B.C. would be done.

I stated that such a book, if written,

might offer a frank exposition of all that

Thomson asks me to make it clear to

had been written, it would not have been
" a book of grievances against the B.B.C."

POST THIS COUPON NOW

OPERATING YOUR S.T.500-

I never suggested the authors had any

" grievances,

(!r,,fi,,,,ed from page 285.)

T.C.R.C. 'Radio Correspondence Courses and

to appropriate terminals. Tighten up -the

employment, as well as making money in my
spare time.

mfd.). to its maximum position. Unscrew
the phase reverser preset .00005-mfd. until

tell me how I can qualify for highly -paid

selectivity range adjuster preset (.0001-

Name

the far end of the top plate is about I in.
up (i.e.- the condenser: is about a quarter
in "). This value is, not at all critical.

other

makes

THE SCIENTIFIC

/AILS/IE
HIGH VACUUM VALVE CO. LTD., 113-117 FARRINCDON RD., E.C.1

RADIO S 1.1-1," I:291.. LE S

Scud your list of Radio needs for our quotation;
Kits, Parts, Sets, etc.
Everything in Radio
stocked, prompt delivery. 7 days' approval. Catalogue tree. Taylex & Standard Wet H.T. replacements stocked.
P. TAYLOR, 9, GROVE ROAD, RALH A M, S.W.12

WANTED BY G.P.O. ENGINEERING DEPT.
8 young men aged 17-23. No experience required. Good commencing salary.- Details of
entrance Exam. from :,
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 568), 29, Oxford. Street, W.1.
ideas may be worth royalties
INVENTORS Your
if submitted to manufacturers-but

apply for your PATENT first.

Write for my FREE

INVENTORS' POCKET-BOOK,', explaining how to
patent inventions. Submit , particulars in confidence for
free expert advice. - EDWIN V. AXE,.

- 21. Chancery Lane, London.
*MANE 'A RADIOGRAM OR GRAMOPHONE:1r
Our 64 -Daze Illustrated List for 3d. tell you bow and snow you a
great variety of Spring and
Electric Motors, Turntables,

Tone-arms,Soundboxes,Horns,
Loudspeakers, Pick-ups, Cabinets, hinges. Ildstays. door locks, knobs, handles, and
catches. Also Receivers, Kits,
complete Oramophones, acne,sories, springs, needles, and
repair parts at Itiweet prices:
wholesale or retail.
(Established 30 Years),

The Regent Fittings Co. IP.W.), 120 Old St., London E

PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless"

when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

N IB

ALL PARTS
THE

s.f.gbo
SUPPLIED AT
LOWEST PRICES
WRITE FOR FREE LISTS TO -DAY.

MN YOUNG'S

- The speaker -is -probably best on

Glasgow's Foremost Radio Firm

(C'ontinned on page 321.)

and

14IVAc

Connect loudspeaker ,to set, preferably see-

ing that speaker is not near the aerial

high

WRITE FOR A COPY ROW !

NEXT WEEK

long article on the S.T. 500

2 -volt,

their Hivac equivalents.

Welsh.

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART
will contribute a further

Made

together with a comparative

and Sir William Jenkins will speak in

but I did suggest they
had ideas about improving the B.B.C. If
they have not, is a very great pity.

Occupation
Age
P.W.I. (ld. stamp if posted in unsealed envelope)

HIVAC D. 210
HIVAC L. 210

artistes who will be burlesqued are Al
Jolson, Ruth Etting and Sophie Tucker.

obsolete theory or dull drudgery, no additional
expenses. You will enjoy learning.
Our Prospectus gives you full information of the .
opportunities that radio offers and explains how _we
can train you quickly to become a radio expert
through practical home study. It is free for your-

Address

NOTE : - Among those
tested were the followingHIVAC S.G. 210 10/6

Burns and Allen will take part in the

readers that, even if a volume on the B.B.C.

To : Technical and Commercial Radio College,
Lloyds Place, Blackheath, S.E.3.
Please send me, free, full details of the

have proved themselves
perfectly satisfactory. '

Sharlie ? " while the Mills Brothers will be
impersonated by the Moderniques.
as

Wireless "

give accurate average data
concerning the characteristics of the " HIVAC"
valves,which, on test,

America's Dutch dialect comedian who
created the expression " Vase you dare,

ACT NOW !

Just fill in and post coupon now.

" Popular

write, are half a dozen slips

nouncer, and Al Bowley will impersonate

the authors think is wrong with the B.B.C.
and how they would repair it ; but Mr.

trlting.

" S.T.500

Eddie Pola. who -has devised it, will again
appear before the microphone as an-

student is assured that the College will use its influence
to the utmost to help him to succeed."

;Widen your radio' knowledge. T.C.R.C. Training is
intensely interesting-no- foreign text -books, no

IMPORTANT

(Cootioaert from prerim(.0 mtge.)

programme
Thousands of men are earning regular incomes for
interesting spare time work such as Set Designing,
Writing for the Press, Servicing, Inventing, Demonstrating, etc., etc. You can do the same. You can
turn your evenings into guineas and, if you wish,
qualify for highly -paid full-time employment.
Trained men are urgently wanted and we can give

1933.

40, STOCK WELL ST., GLASGOW, C.1.

NM
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All about the Mechanical

SCOTT-TAGGART'S

Marvels of To -day !

51300
Constructional difficulties are
avoided and best reproduction is
assured if the specified Benjamin
valveholders and components are
exclusively used. Ask your
dealer for the following Benjamin

MOTOR RACING THRILLS
Is it your ambition to own a high-powered
car-to taste the thrills of speed ?
Then read the motor racing articles in The
MODERN BOY'S ANNUAL, vividly written
so that they seem to put YOU in the driving
seats of cars competing in exhilarating speed
duels in the world's great motor races. i The
MODERN BOY'S ANNUAL is packed with
fascinating articles on ships, aeroplanes, railways, racing cars and motor -cycles, the films,
and other mechanical marvels of the modern

racing

components by name, and be
Ili

sure you get them

world.

' t

,

v.e'
Tir

One Benjamin 7 -pin Valveholder
Price 2/ Two " Vibrolders
Price 10d. each
One Benjamin " B.' Driver Transformer Ratio 1:1
Price 11/One Benjamin Output Choke .

------Price 10'6

-and of course, it goes without saying, a
Magnavox Speaker. There are two P.M.
Models to choose from
Standard Model (7" cone) .. Price
.. Price £3
Senior Model (9" cone)

;12
At all Newsagents

613 .13
-

-

TheSCIENTIFIC MICROPHONE BUTTON

HAS A HUNDRED USES

HOME

It is a simple and inexpensive gadget,
TAINMEtif which can be used by any novice in
hundreds of ways to demonstrate the

ENTER-

It provides an endless source of amusing and instructive
experiments in home
broadcasting, relayALL COMPONENTS ing music, detecting
wonders of sound

S.T.500

The book,

STOCK-also ALL

WONDERS

PARTS for CLASS B

OF THE

THE SCIENTIFIC
SUPPLY STORES
(Wireless) Ltd.

(DEPT. P.W.)
ELEPHANT & CASTLE - 'Phone : Hop 4177.

LONDON

SOLD WITH A GUARANTEE
Insist on the R.W. INDUCTOR which has a YELLOV/ LABEL

and is obtainable at all reputable dealers. In cases of
difficulty send for name and address of nearest stockist.

203 NEW HAW ROAD

ADDLESTONE, SURREY

A Handsome

Console Cabinet
to house your set

FREE GIFT
Button until November 14.

The R.W. Inductor entirely abolishes interference without loss of volume and enables you to get more stations,
real separation and freedom from electrical interference.

R.W. INDUCTORS

6°'

of this book will be made to all purchasers of the Scientific Microphone

in am

etc.

explains in simple language the
science of sound. Over 25 diagrams

experiments.

N

Eliminate interference

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

MICROPHONE,' CONVERSION
and illustrations of numerous useful and interesting

30

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., TARIFF ROAD,
TOTTENHAM, N.17.

and overhearing,

SUPPLIED FROM baby alarms, 'phones,

"THE

sgAtiLt

B

17 6

A Console Cabinet of exquisite design !ends
grace and dignity to every room and any set.

This is the little

device that
does the trick.

Constructed of selected walnut veneer. beautifully
finished with a natural polish, £3 17s. 6d.
See it at our showrooms and send coupon
for

Free

Cranco

Cabinet

Catalogue

CARRINGTON
MFG.
CO. LTD., Showrooms

29, Hatton Garden,
London, E.C.1.
HOLBORN 8202.

The Scientific
Microphone
Button -

3'6
Post free, or C.O.D.
Guaranteed.

Works: S. Croydon.
Post in Id. envelop,
NAME
ADDRESS
31

P.W.
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A. MUNDAY Ltd.

ELECTRICAL & WIRELESS ENGINEERS
59, WATLING ST., E.C.4. 'Phone: CITY 2972
(One door front Quern Victoria St ort and -Queen street)
45, EASTCHEAP, E .C.3. Phone : ROYAL 4632
49-51, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3.

Phone : ROYAL 4632

Connecting Wire

"S. T. 500"

COMPONENTS
,
Nakes used by designer
Component
Colvern
2 " S.T.400 " coils
Ormond, type R.493
2 -0005-mrd. tuning condensers
Graham Fetish " Litlos "
3 -0005 solid dielectric vari
mid line
able condensers
Telsen, type W.353
1 .0001-mtd. differential reac-

tion condenser
1 0003-infd. differential rye able condenser
1 baseboard preset 0001...mfd..1.
1 baseboard preset 00085.mfd.
1' Class B driver transformer
1 Class B output choke
1 L.P. 'transformer
1 S.G. choke
2 4 -pin valve holders
1 5 -pin valve holder
1 7 -pin valve holder
N.T. choke
1 1-megohm grid leak
.1 holder for same
2 5,000 -ohms resistances
2 10.000 -ohms resistances
1 250 -ohms resistance
1 2.mfd. fixed condenser
1 1-mfd. fixed condenser
1 1-mfd. fixed condenser
005-mfd.tubular condensers
1 0005-mfd. tubular condenser
1 .00005 mica condenser
-2 push-pull. on -off switcoes
1 toggle on -off switch
1 ply baseboard (16" x 12")
1 panel 16" x 7" x 3/16ths
1 ' S.T.500 " screen

1 terminal strip
1 bracket for -0005-mfd. mid
log. line condenser
10 Terminals
3 Wander plugs
4 Wander plugs
2 Spade terminals
Connecting wire (Glazite 20
SWO)
OPTIONAL 1 anode connector

Polar
J.B., type 1088
J.B., type 1087
Telsen, ratio 1:1
Telsen

Varley " Niclet ".standard

Telsen binocular (type W.74)
Benjamin " Vibrolder " ,
W.B. " Universal"
Graham Farish
Lissen, disc type LN5092
Ferranti, synthetic type g
Ferranti
Dubilier- 1 -watt metallised
Dubilier 1 -watt metallised
Graham Farish " Ohmite "
Igranic
T.C.C., type 50
Dubilier, type NB.
T.C.C., type 300
Graham Farish
Lissen
Lissen; type L1)15070
Bulgin S.80
Peto-Scott
Peto-Scott
Peto-Scott
Peto-Scott

British Radiogram

Belling -Lee, type R
Clix
Belling -Lee
Clix
Lewcos
Belling -Lee

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED

Peto-Scott
screws, etc.
All the above components supplied immediately from stock.

CI-ILMCN ROAD

LEYTON

LONDON

1.10

SPECIFIED FOR THE "S.T.500"

The World's Greatest Music for 1/- a Week!
taking in the parts of this splendid
new publication music lovers will he

able to build up, week by week, in the
cheapest possible way, a collectiOn Of the
most popular and tuneful melodies of all
times by the greatest Masters' of Melody.

Mark Hambourg is an ' understanding.
Editor, He has selected only those pieces

that possess real harmony and beauty,
musical creations that are known wherever
musc is played, classic genzts, Which -never
grow old, airs that wireless and gramOplibne

have helped to revive and endear to all

those who play and sing in their own

EACH PART

PART 1 Now On Sale.

homes. This work is so inexpensive to buy
and -the pleasure it will give is so great.
You will be able to bind the loose parts
in the handsome cases which the publishers
will provide at minimum cost.

NINE MUSICAL
GEMS IN EACH
PART.
Part 1 Contains :
THE BLUE DANUBE
Strauss

WHO IS SYLVIA ?
SOS ubert

LIEBESTRAUM

Liszt

MINUET IN G Beethoren
HABANERA from..
CARMEN
Bizet
DREAMING
Schumann
DRINK TO ME ONLY
Traditional

MELODY IN F
PRELUDE

Rubinstein
Chopin.

PART 2 On Sale Oct. 19th

MASTER MELODIES of the WORLii
Edited by MARK HAMBOURG,

FULL MUSIC SIZE including Full Words of All Songs

On Sale at Booksellers, Newsagents and Music Dealers.
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OPERATING YOUR "S.T.500"
(Continued from page 318.)
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.*tS 1- 500

the right, of the set, and should not face
the valves, as a microphony howl could
result in a bad case. This, together with
other precautionary notes, applies to all
sets, and not merely this.
Insert H.T.- plug into negative socket

Mr. Scott- Taggart

of H.T., which should have a value of 120
volts to get best results. A run-down H.T.
is no use for Class B work.

RECOMMENDS THE GREATEST

Precautionary Measures.

assurance of a perfect Set

Insert H. T. + 1 (screen of S.G, valve) into

72 volts; H.T.-{-2 (detector) into 90 volts
(this can be adjusted) ; H.T.-I-3 into the
maximum 120 volts. Ensure that you get
no filament burn -outs through a wrongly
wired set by a flash -lamp bulb, which is
connected in turn across filament terminals
of each valve holder, including the S.G.
valve holder. If the bulb burns out or does

ERIESare the recommended resistors
for S.T.500. There is no substitute for their safety-for their assurance of perfect results. They make a
difference which you can tell at once.

not light at all, there is a fault in the wiring.
A voltmeter (reading up to 120 volts) may
be used instead.

bility of crackle or breakdown.

Eries have the lowest noise level of any

radio resistance-because they are
made of solid carbon and specially
impregnated to prevent any possiPER WATT IN ALL

Switch off toggle. Take out H.T.- plug.
Insert S.G. valve (Cossor 220S.G. or
equivalent type), connecting flex wire to
anode. If S.G. valve is metallised, take
great care that its metal covering does not

VALUES.

Eries are not only better,
safer-but more economical.

values colour coded and
labelled.
Your dealer has every value ready
to hand. Look for the Erie Kits.
All

touch S.G. choke terminal (which should be
some distance away) ; the covering may,
however, touch vertical screen, as it is

FREE. Write for new Colour Code

Chart and descriptive folder.

/MPREG NA TED

connected to earth. Take care that no
frayed,

bare ends of the flex come
into contact with metal covering. See that

THE RADIO RESISTOR CO.,

RESISTORS

the S.G. valve is pushed home into its

1,

Square, Piccadilly,

Golden

LONDON, W.1.

socket.

Insert other three valves. Many sets do
not work simply because the valve pins

THE WORLD'S MOST
HANDY AERIAL

make bad contact. I have used very good
valve holders, and this trouble is not likely
to arise.
The detector valve (Mullard
P.M.2DX or similar type) goes in the
holder V2 (see blueprint) ; the driver valve

" There's no place like HOLMES."

NO POLES-NO WIRES-

C

(Marconi or Osram type L.P.2 or other

payments.
Wireless."

NO STAPLES
NO WETTING
INVISIBLE.
A revolutionary
in

Getting Your First Programme.

Set anode coupler so that pointer is about
vertical ; turn aerial -reaction knob full left
(anti -clockwise) ; turn anode -reaction knob
full left. Set aerial and anode -tuning condensers half -way. Switch on toggle. Signals
will be received and the set may be used for
station getting.
Familiarise yourself with your " locals "
first. Unless you are a considerable distance
away, they will spread considerably.

Volume will be immense, but quality excellent. The first thrill may delay further
tests ; you will want to stop and listen to
the rich outpouring of music ; probably,

MAGIC

SUPER DWARF P.M.
20th CENTURY P.M.
11 -in. SUPER P.M.

once, and increases- selectivity.
Ideal for artistic homes. Excellent
pick-up tor flats. Obtainableanywhere
BRITISH PIR CO.LTD. (Dept.26),
118, Southwark St., London, S.E.1.

2

12:317, 3 /6

\\\ PIM INVISIBLE

posit Payments

23.6
...

B5 P.M.

414

5 of 4/4

4/10 7 of 4/10

35/45/-

4/11 9 of 4/11
7/8 11 of 7/8

LISSEN Skyscraper 4 Kit 112,6 101- 11 of 10/3
TELSEN 325 Star Kit ... 39/6 5/5 7 of 5/5
60i- 6/9 of 6/8
59;8 5/- 11 of 516
35/. 4/10 7 of 4/10
25/. 4/8 5 of 4/8
Parts for any Kit Set. Any make of Speaker.

AERIAL

EXIDE H.T. Accu. 120-v.
ATLAS Eliminator C.A.25
BLUE SPOT 29P.M. ...
B.T.H. Pick-up Vol. Con

amens Maker's Offer PIANO -TONE!
CABINETS
7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.

(or 10/- Monthly)

Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

Piano built (Pat. 8123). The
acoustic Tone brings a fine
thrill.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Great Portland Street, London, W.I.

(Radio -Press, B.B.C., 3,000
clientele.)
MAKER'S PRICES 35/ -to 615.
Photographs and List FREE.

'Phone: Museum 1414.

PICKETTS PiCaananIt°87 e
(P.W.) Albion Rd., Bexleyheatn.

FOR 66 S.T. 500"
PICKETTS CABINETS
As Recommended by John Scott -Taggart.

ICI

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED,

E. MASON, 44, EAST ROAD (nr. Old Street
Tube Station). LONDON, N.1.

rj00

PLEASE
be sure to mention "Popular Wireless"
when
communicating with Advertisers.

Thanks I

WE TURN YOUR
DISUSED SET INTO THE

Balance payable by Caah or H.P.

4./..

(Blue Spot a Speciality, 5/-.)
Transformers and Headphones, 4/.. Eliminators, Mains
Transformers and Moving Coils quoted for. 24 -Hour
Service. Trade Discount. Clerkenwell 9069.

Components in PART EXCHANGE for the S.T.500,
LETACCESSORIES,
us take your old Setoror PART
KITS-in fact any RADIO APPARATUS.
Best quotations and fullest allowance given.

".Popular

customers.

Ds-

and it's down and leaves no
mark. No danger from lightning, reduces static interfer-

(pointer vertical).

in

satisfied

of

EPOCH. SPEAKERS
Monthly

same height. Just unreill the
/ape and press it up in position
around the room or up to the
attic-and it sticks. One -pull

are going to listen to the medium waves
first). Set aerial coupler half -way round

advertiser

Nine years
Thousands

We recommend

aerials.
Equal to an outside aerial at the

while the B.21 (Osram or Marconi) Class B
valve goes in V4.
Replace H.T. - plug in H.T. battery.
Pull out both wavechange switches (you

supply Wireless parts on easy

The first firm to

NO TACKS

idea

suitable small -power valve) goes in V3 ;

(Continued on next page.)

-EASY PAYMENTS

Send us your

enquiry for quotation by return, stating apparatus you wish to dispose of and NEW KIT, SETS or

MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENTS REQUIRED. WE GIVE YOU MORE.

IhWi.
PARTEX

I y./.1

RADIO

VULCAN HOUSE,

56, LUDCATE HILL,

LONDON, E.C.4.
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OPERATING YOUR
(Continued from previon -page .)

however, it will be tWfat-stock. price4.'

Even these will sound attractiVe'f-Try th
effect of the tone control`. Rotate to the
right to preduee-a general IOwering.of tone:
Leave full left, lookhig 'from the back;
during following tests.
Now let' us get' the hang of the controls.

Till VOLUME & TONE OF A MAINS SET

- y adding this unique
increases battery 'set volume

component, which
times
up to seven
wit hoot distortion or affect big 11.1,. consumption.
Ye

i

Thc Ferranti Claus B Speaker Amplifier comprises a
Moving Coil Speaker fitted with Class...); Driver and
Output Transformers, as well as a Valve Holder and
fierranti Class B Valve. The unit is manufactured in
its entirety by Ferranti .Ltd.
-

Send

CASE .PRicg £4 . 4 . 0.
iu
payments of 78.

8:- with your order. Ba:anec

II

Tune bah ' aerial and anode -tuning -con:
densers until a chosen station is loudest.
Move the aerial -coupler knob to the left;
retuning_ slightly on the aerial -tuning.
condenser. Selectivity is improved and,
signals are weakened. If you move-tht
aerial -coupler knob over to- the righ.:

monthly

s -g. Write .at once for;
Ea,ily connected to any battery
fully descriptive leaflet.

.

All Radio Equipment available, on similar terms.
PRICE LIST FREE ON REQUEST.

Signals will become stronger but selectivity:
poorer.

'PHONE
ATIONALM

You can use the aerial coupler', as

MICROPHONE

BUT,TONSE 116
Usually sold at 3 6. Our price

NOW perhaps

The Anode Coupler.

you'll gei an

set it once more to vertical. Tune to a
station on the two dials. Now turn the

has always been 1 -. We have

supplied thousands to home

AIRCLIPSE

Users.

MICROPHONES FOR ALL
MATERIALS

PURPOSES.

AND PARTS.

Ask for our Mike List " A."
We are makers and carry the
stock in London.
Hand Mike in 2 -in.

_

in. the same way as the aerial coupler,
but there is an additional effect to be

high, 12,6. P.A. Mikes and complete outfits by B.T.H.
Brown, Marconi, and Siemens, cheap. State details

of your wants.

G.

S.

TERY

noted. Turning the anode coupler to the
right increases the inherent reaction effects
in the set, and it may oscillate, This is only

BROWN'S BATSUPERSEDER

makes H.1'.

front your

L.T. 2 -volt battery, rectified

and smoothed ;

likely in the far right position of the kihA.

3

tappings.
A boon to
those who are not on the
mains.
Reduced
63:15;-. New and Guaranteed, 3711.
PHOTO CELLS. We have some £5 Bulbs

The user need not be at all concernei

(unless he has altered my design of the set)4

from

body, with window, 10'-.

Discard that unsightly mast and wires and fit the

AIRCLIPSE. The selectivity of your set will he
amazingly improved-each programme separately
sharp and clear. The AIRCLIPSE is an auto inductive aerial that filters incoming signals. It is not
just another ,gadget-not a condenser. Fits inside or
outside the set in any convenient place. Non directional. Makes any set " portable."
A delighted purchaser writes : " I have taken down my
outside aerial, as the reception I get with the Airelipse
is better, infinitely clearer and free from crackle."

LESDIX SERVICE CHARCERS

A .C.-D.C.

AUTO -INDUCTIVE AERIAL

Write for " Charger " Leaflet.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

(11 .171 radi,, dealers or direct from:AIRCLIPSE LTD., 182, Vauxhall Bridge

Road,

London, &W.f.
Telephone : Victoria 5022.

DON'T BUY THAT DRY BATTERY

fa

ipnos4le

Invest some of the money you are
continually
spending on Dry Bat.
teries in a Standard Leclanche
Type-a Battery lasting for years.
Your
running
costs are halved and
quality is improved beyond comparison, so why hesitate in becoming a Standard Battery user?
Battery of 120 volts and comprised
of 80 No. 3 Cells, 12,500 milliamps.
Price
complete,
£2. Carriage
paid.
Send for
interesting
particulars.

radvertisementsireessTare

Popular

subject

to

careful

scrutiny

before

publication, but should any reader
experience delay or difficulty in getting
orders fulfilled, or should the goods
supplied not be as advertised, information should be sent to the Advertise-

ment Manager, " Popular Wireless,"
4,

Ludgate

Circus,

London,

so that your signal is weak, but properly
tuned on thettWo dials. Now apply anode
clockwiSe (to the right) a little at a time,
retuning slightly on the anode tuning
condenser as is always done on reaction
All this is perfectly normal,
circuits.

AIRCLIPSE

ments. Three popular sizes are the
ACtooA for 36 cells, the ACIo6 for
rob cells, and the Lesdix Super Six
for 200 cells.

aAps

to a low value (to the left of vertical).

reaction, moving .the anode -reaction knorr

We have 25 models to offer and our
prices are low for special require-

[

Turning 'the anode coupler to the left a°
little will immediately stop oscillation.
An -Other method, if the set oscillates, is to
set the.anode coupler full right and reduce
the capacity of the range adjuster -preset
until oscillation stops.
Now try the following reaction experiments. Set the aerial and anode couplers
-

for talkies, light tests, timing controls, etc.,

at bargain prices. Light response, 5o micro amps per lumen. King B.T.P. type, 15;-.
R.C.A. as illustrated, 25/-. Holders, 1]-.
Beck Prisms, 5/6. Focus Lens, 3/6.
SELENIUM CELLS. Light sensitive resistance, gold grids, moisture proof, L to D
ratio 5-1, at 5/-. Mounted in bakelite, T/6. Super Model, in oxy-brass

anode-cOupler knob to the left (anti-cloek;
wise). Retune on the anode -tuning (on=
denser. Signals will be weaker but selec.tivity has been improved. If .you turn the
anode coupler more to the right the sIgnal-i
spread
will
increase.
The anode coupler _thus works, exac.tty-_

Casing,

Pedestal 10B,

5/0.

Raving learnt the use of the aerial couples'

will get louder still, -but

and, most varied

biggest

tfo

volume control, but remeinber that- slight
retuning, on the aerial -tuning condenser
will always be necessary.

E.C.4.

\L_

ALL SPARES FOR STANDARD
BATTERIES SUPPLIED.

THE WET H.T. BATTERY CO.,
26, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W C 2.
(terror,' 6121.

PLEASE be sure to mention " Popular Wireless "
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks!

and within the experience of nearly
every wireless user.
Testing Double Reaction

Now for the aerial reaction control.
Leaving all the other knobs where they were.
turn the anode -reaction knob to zero (full
left). Bring up the aerial reaction a ver4 y
little, by turning the aerial -reaction knot(

slightly to 'the right. Retune the aerial

tuning condenser slightly.
Signals will be louder and selectivity -on'.

the aerial -tuning condenser will be much
greater. Increase reaction right up to the

point where oscillation begins and note how
delightfully smooth and effective it is. This:
.

reaction control is just as easy to adjust as
ordinary reaction.,
-

-

Now to test the double reaction-the
second great thrill the " S.T.500 offers(C'antraued on next page.)
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OPERATING YOUR S.T.500

to men who

(Continued from previous page.)

want careers

the first being the colossal volume and
superb quality of music and speech.

We're Flusite and Here is an EXPERTSolder-

the reliable pair ;

Famous for Solderingknown everywhere !

that's plain to see
We're SURE of

I

welcomeFluxite and me ! "

ADIO

Great selectivity is our aim. Set both
reaction controls to zero. Set the anode
coupler to about 10 o'clock as it were, i.e.
a little way off the zero position. Set the
aerial coupler to about 9.30 o'clock, i.e.
nearly full over to the left and therefore at
a small value.
Now tune in to a station on the two main
dials. It is useless to use double reaction
if the signals are loud. You must weaken

them by turning the aerial and anode

See that Fluxite and Solder arc always by you

couplers until signals are tuned in on the

-in the house-garage-workshop-anywhere
where simple, speedy soldering is needed.
ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

dials but weak.

There may be interference
at this stage, but that is what we are going
to remove.

Apply some anode reaction, re-

tuning slightly on the anode circuit. Apply
aerial reaction, re -tuning slightly, as usual,

1FLUXITE,

on the aerial tuning condenser. Signals
will now be full loudspeaker strength and

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

All Ironmongers sell Fluxite in tins ; 4d. 8d.,
Is. 4d., and 2s. 8d. Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET SOLDERING SET-complete with full
,nstructions-7s. Ott. Ask also for our leaflet on

HARDENING STEEL with Fluxite.
FLUXITE LTD (Dept. 324), Rotherhithe, S.E 16

FOR ALL REPAIRS!

all interference will have disappeared.
Tests on Long Waves.

In the sign language

For daylight reception and when double
reaction is principally for increasing signal
strength, much greater values of aerial and
anode coupling may be used.
During any of the tests, the tone control

of the
Broadcasting Room

may be tried, and it will singe off heterodyne
whistles which maybe experienced on some
stations.

Now try the tests on the long waves by
pushing in both wave -change switches.

All

the merits of the controls will be repeated.
Those readers who have built the S.T.300 "

or " S.T.400 " will find that owing to its
greater capacity the normal position of the
aerial coupler will be more to the left than
in the other sets.
In succeeding issues of POPULAR WIRELESS I will deal fully with both simple and
de -luxe methods of operating the set. The
actual handling is delightfully and perhaps
surprisingly simple. And the results will

justify the methods up to the hilt.

J. S. -T.

ATMEL KNEW
WHAT YOU WANTED

SOOt"THEHYWATT
A resistance that will not break dcw n,
one that will stand high overload;ng, is

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

"Announcement."

The I.C.S. Radio Courses cover every phase

of radio work, from the requirements of the
youth who wishes to make wireless engineering

his career to the man who wants to construct
and maintain a broadcasting set for his honie.
The Radio industry is progressing with
amazing rapidity.

Only by knowing thoroughly

the basic principles can pace be kept with it.

Our instruction includes American broadcasting

as well as British wireleSs practice. It is a
modern education, covering every department
of the industry.
OUR COURSES

Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses
dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,

in particular, with their Servicing, which to -day
intimately concerns every wireless dealer and
his employees.
The Operating Course is vital
to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating -the

art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge
which enables the salesman to hold his own
with the most technical of his customers.
We will be pleased to send you details of
any or all of these subjects. Just fill in, and

TECHNICAL
NOTES
Some diverse and informative
jottings about interesting aspects
of radio.

this symbol means

post the coupon, or write in any other way,
stating which branch of Wireless interests you
-the information you require will be forwarded
at once.

moisture -proof and noiseless.

The Hywatt

is a

definite advance

in

Resistance manufacture.
Due to its wire element it is unchangeable

in operation, has a much closer tolerance
than the carbon type and a fixed resistance
value.

This is why so many set manufacturers
have chosen the Hywatt for their 1934 sets.

Made in all values from 1-50,000 ohms.
For tall details please a rite te:

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware,
London.
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Automatic Volume Control.

THOSE of you who were able to visit this

year's exhibitions must have been
struck with the number and variety

of improvements which have been made

to date, and not the least of these must

automatic volume control,
quiescent push-pull and Class B amplification. We have heard a lot about these
during recent months, but at these shows
you saw them really in full swing for
be counted

the first time.
There is no doubt that automatic volume
control is an immense advantage, because
not only does it get over one of the principal

difficulties in tuning in distant or weak
stations and the disconcerting effects of
fading, but also it removes that sudden
(95)

(Continued on next page.)

.

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 161, InternatMna! Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.Y.

Without cost, or obligation, please send me full
information about the Courses I have marked X
J:1 COMPLETE RADIO

RADIO SERVICING
In RADIO EQUIPMENT
r( RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
O WIRELESS ENGINEERING
M WIRELESS OPERATORS'
Name
Address
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- TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued' from prerious page.)

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART
USES and recommends

CLIX
FOR THE

S.T. 500

71

CLIX " MASTER " PLUGS.
For H.T. 'and G.B. batteries

and general plug and socket
work. Both models are suitable for use with all sockets

internal

with

diameters from
to 5132 in.

in. 1 I d.
each.

jump in volume which you so often get on
tuning in
As most of my readers know, automatic

volume control depends in principle on

making the high4requency amplifying part
of the set vary in its amplifying power
according to the strength of the incoming
signals ; if the signal is strong the amplification is correspondingly reduced, whilst,
vice versa, if the signal is weak the amplification is increased. You will see from this
why it is called automatic volume control,
because it automatically varies accOrding
to the strength of the signal.
Applicable To Superhets.

There is just one point which I should
like to mention, however, as I think that
on this particular point there is a certain
amount of misapprehension.

Some people

think that automatic volume control is
applicable to-or, at any rate, useful with
--any type of set; but you will see from
what I have just said that it is really more
particularly intended for use with a very
sensitive and powerful set where there is
plenty of volume available. In actual
CLIX PANEL

OUR GREAT S. -T. BOOK OFFER.

TERMINALS.

Type B, with hexagonal

shoulder, as illustrated, 4d
A

-

-

-

A UNIQUE CHANCE FOR READERS.

-

Not

only have readers

of this

week's

" P.W." the chance to build the set of the
rear. but they have the chance of acquiring

Cheapest PERFECT Contact
LECTRO LINX LTD., 79a, ROCHESTER ROW, S.W.1

RADIO AT LESS THAN
MANUFACTURERS' COST

ALL -MAINS 3 -VALVE SET. Variable Ma screened
grid, power grid detector and pentode valves (Mallard,
Osram, Cossor). Westinghouse full -wave metal rectification. Celestion moving -coil speaker. Band-pass toning.
triple -ganged condenser, illuminated scale marked in
wavelengths. Multitone true -tone control, mains aerial,
nrOvision for pick-up under volume and true Lune control.
For A.C. supply 1001250 volts, 40/120 ,e8. 10.0

cycles; and D.C. 200/250 volts
...
SILVERTONE 2 -VALVE BATTERY MODEL
Beautiful oak cabinet. British and foreign

the radio book of their lives I

You will have read all about the magnificent offer we are making on another page,
and if-as you must be since you read " P.W."

- -you are keenly interested in the fascinating
science of radio, you will not want to miss the
opportunity of becoming the proud possessor
of the most up-to-date and authoritative
volume on modern radio reception.

I want to urge you, one and all, to waste
no time in carrying out the simple instructions, clearly set out on another page, for
acquiring the " Manual of Modern Radio."
Fill in the coupon now. And tell your friends
about this great offer .
. an offer which,
without exaggeration, may be said to be
unique in the history of radio journalism.
.

THE EDITOR.

stations guaranteed. Mullard valves included. £1.12.6

Cash with order, carr. paid, C.O.D., 1,- extra.

mind back to Ohm's Law you will realise
that the way to make a current produce a

voltage is to pass the current through a

resistance, when you will get a voltage at
the ends of the resistance.
Noises Between Stations.

Before leaving the subject of automatic

volume control I should say something
about what is sometimes called quiet
A.V.C., because the automatic volume
control operated on the simple principle
mentioned above haS one particular disadvantage in that it is not quiet between
the stations. If you think about it for a
moment yOu will see, (if you have not, in
fact, actually experienced it with A.V,C.)
that if the set is not tuned to any particular
station you will get the, full amplification,
and so all kinds of background noises will
be greatly amplified. This shows itself in
practice by a considerable' volume of
noises between stations." The same sort

of thing occurs on fading signals because
the automatic volume control operates in
a way to keep the signal at a fairly constant
volume level, but .in doing so it throws up
the background noises sometimes into much
greater prominence.
Quiet A.V.C.

For instance, if the background noise is
reasonably constant in actual volume and
the wanted signal falls to a low value, then
the amplification automatically jumps up,
bringing the signal back to the required
level, but at the same time pushing up the
background noise to a much greater volume.
If the signal becomes strong and the ampli-

fication goes down, the background noise
goes down, too. The result of all this is
that you get a kind of " surging " of background noise which sometimes becomes
extremely unpleaaant. '

In order to get over all this, quiet ant,.
matic volume control was brought
whereby the circuit does not respond to
very weak signals at all. This means that

if we choose a minimum signal volume
Which is greater than the average background noise we can largely eliminate the
latter.

(Trade Enquiries Invited.)
SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRAT'ED LIST.

CHAS. REDVERS (Regd.). Dept. P.W.,
20, Colchester Street, London, S.W.1
ESTAB. 1925.

automatic volume control, I think I mentioned this in these Notes some time ago ;
but as I have had a number of queries on

A New Class B ' Mains Unit that gives a
constant voltage output up to 55 milliamps
and passes on to the mains the economies
of Class ' B ' amplification. A Unit that is
no bigger than a 120V. H.T. battery-all
this made possible by the B.M.U. SUPER

this point it may be as well to refer to it
now.

How It Works.

The essence of the whole thing is the
multi -mu valve, the amplification of this

This is the

only Unit suitable in every respect for
Class ' B ' receivers. Cut out this ad. to -day

valve being reduced if the grid -bias voltage
is increased, and, of course, vice versa By

and send for our illustrated brochure and
see for yourself the 'regulation curve of
Model BA.55-FREE

the same token the amplification of the

valve reaches its maximum value when the

THE BRITISH MAINS UNIT CO., CROMWELL
HOUSE, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
Chancery 7054.

WE invite readers to support
our Advertisers-care being '
.7

taken to accept only announcements of reputable firms !
Presentation i
Book
Token
I

type which has at least two stages of high frequency amplification.

As regards the actual principle of the

AT LAS
Automatic Voltage Regulator.

practice .it is most useful with a superhet
receiver or with a receiver of the ordinary

grid bias is reduced to zero. If a strong
signal comes in, this increases the current
in the detector circuit, and this current is
then used to produce a grid -bias voltage
You may
for the multi -mu valve.
wonder how the current can be made to
produce a voltage, but if you just cast your

Two Effective Methods.
One method of obtaining quiet automatic
volume control is to use a -pair of biasing re-

sistances connected in the cathode lead of
the multi -mu valve. One of these resistances
of is variable and is used as a volume control

the ordinary type ; the other resistance is
a fixed one and serves the function of what
is sometimes called a " noise suppressor."
This fixed resistance is short-circuited by

means of a switch, and if the snitch is

opened so that the noise suppressor is in
circuit the grid bias applied to the valve
will be fairly large. In these conditions the
circuit will not respond to very weak signals,
and this is the condition of the circuit when
tuning for a station. When, however, the
station has been tuned in, the switch can be

closed, thereby short-circuiting the noise
suppressor resistance and so increasing the
volume.

Another quiet A.V.C. system employs
an arrangement operating on the low frequency amplifier and a double -diode
detector.
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G.E.C. Superhet 8
FOR A.C. MAINS

The G.E.C. Superhet 8 embodies the most modern development in radio
technique. Range, selectivity, and quality of response are of the highest
order, while delayed automatic volume control and "noise suppression" give
an entirely new interpretation of radio enjoyment. Luminous station -by -name
tuning; oversize energised moving coil speaker; tone control ; loud -speaker
silencing key ; internal aerial; pick-up jack, pro vision for external speaker. Modern cabinet in
richly figured walnut.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS:

Deposit
E1 17 6 and 12 monthly payments of E1 17 6.

21

GNS

Including OSRAM VALVES

G.E.C. Superhet 8 for A.C. Mains, CONSOLE MODEL. Price, including OSRAM VALVES,
24 Guineas.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS: Deposit L2 2 0 and 12 monthly payments of £2 2 0.

G.E.C. Superhet 6, BATTERY MODEL-with moving coil loud speaker, Class " B " output
and embodying all modern features. Cabinet finished in highly polished figured walnut. Price.
complete with batteries and including OSRAM VALVES, L14 17 6. HIRE PURCHASE TERMS :
Deposit L1 5 6 and 12 monthly payments of L1 5 6.

WRITE FOR FOLDER BC.6671

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Radio Dealers

The sets with the big name behind them
Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Head Office & Public Showrooms, Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2

13

Until August last, EKCO Radio was available only to
electrified homes. Then we introduced a Battery Set,

Model B74, because we could at last promise all -

electric quality with a battery -driven receiver. This
model has been sweepingly successful and give 3 a

performance in every way comparable with the
traditional EKCO All -Electric standard. Note the
many up-to-date features, and then ask your EKCO
dealer to demonstrate it to ou at home.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES-British and Continental St

programme strength with unsurpassed fidelity-one knob tuning
permitting performance equal to all -electric receivers-magnific
two finishes, black with chromium plated fittings orfigured

an exclusive feature permitting speaker silk to be changed to
scheme-new station scale with names and wavelengths-seven
with band-pass tuning-light beam -station indicator-combine
control for radio and gramophone-moving-coil speaker-gram
controlled by switch-external speaker connections-unsplasha
capacity dry battery.

Walnut fi nish £13 13s., or by 12

ALSO OBTAIN

£1 7s.

Identical chassis
battery operation
console cabinet at

monthly instalments of £1 5s.
(As illustrated.)
Black & Chromium £14 14s.,
or by 12 monthly payments of

To E. K. Cole, Ltd., Dept. A.11,
Ekco Works, Southend-on-Sea.
Please send me free illustrated details of EKCO Radio.
NAME
ADDRESS
1=1

GNS

consolettes identic
ance and price inco
AUTOMATIC VO

DI

L E- All -electric
external appear rating DELAYED

ME CONTROL
D.C., A.C., an
andsome wain
gns.

